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'One should always suspect that one governs too much'. This is how Michel Foucaultdescribed the modern liberal mindset in his 19789 lectures at the Collège de France (2008,p. 319). Such a call appears to have been heard by the authors of Australia’s recent Convergence Review (2012), which proposes a series of changes to the Australian Government’spolicies on media technology, content and regulation. The issue of media ownership hasbeen on the global agenda for some time (e.g. McChesney and Schiller, 2003), and this Review gives a local example of tensions worldwide between freedom and control in mediapolicy.
While the Government’s response to the Review is not due for some months, severalpoints made in the review are worth commenting on here. The Final Report gives three justifications for the regulation of media by governments: to ensure that concentration of media ownership does not impede the free flow of information; to protect communitystandards with relation to content; and to protect Australian content from the vagaries ofthe market (Convergence Review, 2012, p. viii). Its three key recommendations are that media policy be framed in a 'technology neutral' way (p. 42); that barriers to entry into themarket should be reduced (with the exception of perpetually scarce spectrum; see pp. 88101); and that the targets of media policy should be defined according to size and reachrather than by organizational structure or ownership (and a graph of these 'content serviceenterprises' appears on p. 12).
Structures of media ownership and patterns of content have long been of interest tothe field of media and communications, but the issues of technology and design are becoming increasingly important to our understanding of what media can do, and what peoplecan do with media. This issue of Platform hopes to provide a valuable contribution to discussions around the role of media policy, public communications and political organisationin the present moment.
Maria Bora’s article explores the interactions between technological developmentsand media policy through a study of the failure of interactive television (iTV) in Australia.A difficult regulatory environment, expensive hardware and a lack of faithful collaboration
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between platform developers caused the failure of iTV in the period under investigation.Bora’s research finds that contemporary media regulations strongly favoured existing players and discouraged risky investment in new media platforms. Development of new settopbox standards was inhibited by established providers like Foxtel. In addition, sites suchas YouTube in some ways rendered the question of interactive television moot. These sites –and proprietary catchup services like ABC’s iView – enable the capturing of audience feedback, engagement and labour promised by iTV. Whether the Convergence Review will inspire renewed enthusiasm for interactive broadcast technologies remains to be seen. In anycase, historical studies of technological failure like Bora’s (and, e.g. Krapp, 2011) continue tomake fascinating reading and to productively complicate the trajectories of new media theory.
The public role of communication is a focus of Maria Fleming’s article "Indian international student safety in Melbourne 200910 and the Victoria police – the development of acrisis and the frameworks that propelled it," which analyses the reaction of Victoria Policeto a series of assaults on international students. Through a discussion of media releases andnews articles, Fleming finds that, far from mitigating the crisis of confidence in Victoria Police, statements made by then Chief Commissioner Simon Overland contributed to the unease of Indian students in Australia and the Indian community at large. At stake in theVictoria Police media releases is the question of truth: who is in possession of 'the facts'?Whose testimony is to be trusted? Was Victoria Police responding sufficiently to the rise inassaults on Indian students? Fleming argues that by positioning himself as an expert abovethe lay opinions of the Indian community, and seeking to 'correct' the misperceptions of thecommunity, Overland exacerbated the problem. More recent responses, such as the 'ThinkBefore' campaign, acknowledge risks to students and offer tools for safer travel. It is important to recognise that not only must people be safe but they must also feel safe; and to attendto the alwaysunequal distribution of social risks (Beck, 1992, p. 121).
We are also pleased to present in this issue an interview with Jodi Dean, Professor ofPolitical Science at Hobart and William Smith Colleges, New York. Dean has written widelyon media networks and politics, including monographs on blogging, communicational capitalism and the political theory of Slavoj Žižek. Her recent writings have focused on the difficulties of conceiving of a digital media public sphere. In this interview, conducted andintroduced by Sebastian Kubitschko, Dean unpacks her ideas on communicative capitalism,symbolic efficiency, Actor Network Theory and capacities for organisation. Her recent writing and speaking about and with the Occupy movement provides an example of the possibility of resistance in a thoroughly mediated world.
Our thanks are due first of all to our contributors, without whom we would not havea journal. Our journal manager, Dale Leorke, has been a constant source of supportthroughout the production of this issue. And, of course, we would like to thank each of ourpeer reviewers for the time they have taken to review the articles included in this issue.
In 2010, Platform collaborated with the Australia New Zealand Communication Association (ANZCA) to produce a special issue. We are happy to again be working together,this time to present a selection of papers from ANZCA's 2011 conference. Shujie (Phoebe)Guo, PhD candidate at the University of Waikato and ANZCA postgraduate representative, introduces this special section below.

ANZCA AND PLATFORM COLLABORATION
It is a great pleasure to present the second collaboration between PLATFORM: Journal of Media and Communication and ANZCA. ANZCA is a professional association for re
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searchers, students and teachers working in the broad field of communication and mediastudies. Its conference is held annually in either Australia or Aotearoa New Zealand. Tosupport the work of new and emerging scholars, ANZCA provides postgraduate studentswith opportunities to publish the best papers submitted to the ANZCA conference. Thisspecial issue of PLATFORM presents four of the best studentauthored papers from the 2011ANZCA Conference which was jointly hosted by the Department of Management Communication (MCOM) and the Screen & Media Studies Program at the University of Waikato,Hamilton, New Zealand. These papers were carefully selected by reviewers who are members of the ANZCA Executive to reflect interesting and important topics centred around thetheme of the conference, ‘Communication on the edge: Shifting boundaries and identities’.
Among these four contributors, Anna Jackson, in her paper ‘Inertia and turbulence:Television and innovation in New Zealand’s documentary production ecology’, examinesNew Zealand’s documentary production ecology, identifying the challenges that haveslowed the adoption of the new platforms and technologies, and the development of NewZealand’s media ecology. Deepti Azariah, in her paper ‘Beyond the blog: The networkedself of travel bloggers on Twitter’, explores how independent travel bloggers employ specific features and narrative techniques of Twitter to maintain the positions of bloggers and extend a networked self. Eleanor Sandry draws on examples of humanrobot interactions, inher piece ‘Dancing around the subject with robots: Ethical communication as a triple audiovisual reality’, to interpret communication as a dynamic process relying on a triple audiovisual reality that values difference rather than commonality. The last paper ‘Shiftingonline: An exploratory study into PR consultants’ attitude towards new media’, cocontributed by Katharina Wolf and Catherine Archer, investigates the cautious move of public relations consultants in Western Australia towards applying new media tools for their clientsand themselves.
These papers make topical contributions to different angles of communication andmedia research, demonstrating varied interpretations of the conference theme. More significantly, these contributors capture the spirit of communication at the cutting edge of a rapidly changing world merging with new media and communication tools, channels, andtechnologies. Their papers inspire us to consider the impact of such changes on our everyday life, communities and organisations. ANZCA, along with PLATFORM, will continue tovalue the important role of graduate research in the communication and media field, and toprovide platforms for postgraduates to contribute their voices.
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Abstract: Interactive television (iTV) could well be described as a rising research area.The digitalization of networks, as well as broadband penetration, makes it once again acontemporary issue. However, it can hardly be called an overworked area of Australiantelevision studies. This article assesses multiple reasons behind the Australian failure toadopt this technology in the period 19992007. iTV did not open feasible revenuestreams for broadcasters. Its role was complementary to the digital TV services offeredby current incumbent providers. The interactive potential of the Internet supported byusers' engagement started to fulfil the promises of iTV and offered more collaborativeservice propositions. Still, at this point, neither TV nor the Internet provides fully viablebusiness models for iTV. Instead there has been a flux of online and offline revenuemodels and continuing uncertainty about the future of media.
Keywords: interactive television (iTV), trails, barriers, regulations, Internet, businessmodels
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INTRODUCTION
Defining iTV proved to be difficult assignment. A number of authors (see e.g. Carey, 1997;Stewart, 1999; Van Dijk & De Vos, 2001; Kim and Sawney, 2002) state that there has not beena compromise over the definition of iTV and indicate reasons and consequences (e.g.Galperin, 2002; Kim and Sawney, 2002; Chirianopolous and Lekakos, 2007). The title ‘Interactive television’ refers more to a historical moment than to the real nature of the media. Ingeneral iTV merges computing power, broadcast, mobile technologies and broadband Internet, providing users with on demand interactive content and applications. Thus iTVcould now be defined as “interactive audiovisual content” (McQuire, 2009) which is nottied to any service or platform but relates to the users’ experience that involves at least oneuser and one or more network devices (Lekakos et al., 2008).

The concept of interactive television (iTV) is not new in Australia. Academic discussion about iTV started in Australia in the 1980s. Significant technological changes (manifes
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ted in rapid development of microprocessors, as well as transmission and switching technologies with large storage capacity and low costs) coincided with tendencies toward gradualderegulation of world economies, government reforms and privatization of telecommunications encouraged wider social debate about the Australian role in the future information society (see e.g. Barr, 1987). To keep up with international trends the Australian governmentin the 1980s initiated a number of reports about videotex (e.g. ASTEC 1983; South Australian Council on Technological Change 1983; Logica 1986) such as those which followed theintroduction of Viatel Telecom’s public videotex offered by Commonwealth Bank and applications of videotex in agriculture and distance education (e.g. Hosie, 1985; Castro, 1986).
In the 1990s there was a lack of well structured industry reports and studies aboutiTV as well as lack of locally organized iTV academic conferences which would promotenew media and encourage broader academic interests. The exceptions were for exampletwo seminars organized by Network Insight Institute (RMIT Research Group) in 1999 and2001.Still, the Interactive Television Institute (ITRI) at Murdoch University has produced anumber of research projects and theses – such as these about children’s interactive programming, digital interactive TV advertising – and applications of iTV on tourism and community services. Despite the Institutes’ active participation in a number of digital policystudies and Parliamentary submissions (e.g. ITRI 2005) their primary focus has been oncommercial research of consumer behaviour and advertising practices for a number of international clients such as General Motors, Turner Broadcasting, Coca Cola and Nike Inc.
The possibilities of convergence of digital content, broadband Internet and mobiledevices and the aspiration of media practitioners to renew their television charters, preservecompetitiveness and boost revenue streams, initiated a number of articles and research projects regarding SMS mediated TV events, mobile iTV applications, multiplatform servicesand video on demand (see Beros 2004; Nightingale and Dwyer 2006; Spurgeon and Goggin2007).
Overall, interactive TV applications have been discussed in the context of particularformats, levels of audience participation or proliferation of specific services, but not in thecontext of conditions which need to be met to secure iTV proliferation in the Australianmarket. Mostly, industry reports on iTV provided a shortsighted analysis of current trendsrather than a comprehensive analysis of causes and consequences based on particular theoretical frameworks. As a result an incomplete picture may be gained and possible alternativesolutions would be left out.
This article is aimed at achieving understanding of the aspects which influenced thebarriers for proliferation of iTV services and applications at the beginning of 2000s. It iscomprised of four major sections: the first part briefly describes research methods and datacollection.. The second section summarizes iTV trials. The third section of article explainstechnical, regulatory and financial barriers for proliferation of services. And the forth section analyses influence of Internet on proliferation of iTV.
The conclusion of this article is: The anticompetitive broadcasting policies supportedwith unsolved technological issues, financial disadvantages and wider proliferation of Internet influenced slow take up of iTV. In general, existing iTV services were characterizedby limited interactivity and controlled closed platforms which failed to meet the expectations of providers and potential audiences. Despite advantages in comparison with broadcast offerings, the Internet had not been able to bring TV providers the same amount ofrevenue, or to ensure quality of content. In general the period under discussion reveals thatneither TV or the Internet have yet provided viable business models for iTV.
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RESEARCH METHODS AND DATA COLLECTION
As a research method I have chosen a survey because of the lack of data about history of iTV in Australia. The survey was conducted in the period between November 2006and April 2007. The overall purpose of the survey was to examine the perception and attitudes of Australian iTV practitioners and emphasize the need to gain information of a particular “moment” in the development of media.
The survey was carried out within the scope of the Australian Interactive Media Industry Association (AIMIA) membership list which represents a broad spectrum of interactive media providers in Australia. The AIMIA is maybe the only association whichcurrently provides a nearinclusive database of Australian iTV providers, despite the factthat some of the biggest iTV practitioners are not AIMIA members (such as Channel 7 or theInteractive Television Research Institute). AIMIA’s directory of iTV practitioners does notcompletely represent all features of the iTV industry in Australia but provides consistentdata which could characterize the iTV sector. The six interviews with non AIMIA iTV providers have made additional contributions to the realistic picture of perspectives for iTV inAustralia.
The questionnaire included 26 closed questions which were sequenced by topics anddid not take more than 3040 minutes for participants to complete. The questionnaire wasorganized around three topics: driving forces, iTV barriers, and potential users. The barriersto proliferation of iTV were measured through questions concerning the perceived advantages and disadvantages in offering iTV.
An emailed survey was distributed to 122 potential participants. The response ratewas about 49%. Data collection was conducted through a selfcompletion questionnairewith a URL link to the website provided for further information about the project (for greater detail, see Jakovljevic, 2010).

SUMMARY OF ITV TRIALS
The technological, economic and regulatory ‘seachanges’ embedded in a liberal economic paradigm were gathering international momentum in the 1990s promising modernization and prosperity of cable, satellite and telecommunication systems with progressiveencouragement of private investments and capitalization of mergers and transnational corporations. The Australian television industry became more intensely influenced by international acquisitions which as a consequence brought about the introduction of the first iTVtrials.
The first trials of iTV (started in 1999 by Austar) were prologues for the commerciallaunch of iTV services which were supposed to recover newly established pay TV investments, decrease churn, and assist subscription providers to successfully compete with freeto air (FTA) offers. At the time the advertising industry saw an opportunity to closely targetTV users through iTV, delivering more personalized advertisements and provide more accountability for their advertising campaigns.
By 2005 all pay TV providers (Optus, Foxtel and Austar) conducted their first iTV trials. Not long ago after these trials the biggest pay TV provider, Foxtel, became the dominantprovider of interactive applications. The competition was defeated by Foxtel’s cooperativeactivities with Sky Digital and opponents’ technological and financial disadvantages. Thisallowed Foxtel to exercise a monopoly and through market manoeuvres forced Austar andOptus to become only resellers of Foxtel’s platform and content.
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The commercial and public service broadcasters (PSBs), on the other hand, did notcarry out iTV trials, but they were engaged with interactive applications in a financially lessdemanding manner and from a different perspective than pay TV providers.
Generally, there was a difference between the commercial broadcasters and pay TVand PSBs in their overarching attitude toward iTV: pay operators regarded iTV as an addon to existing programming and advertising, while commercial broadcasters saw it as achallenge to their business models. In the middle there were PSBs, who showed genuine interest for iTV services. The ABC, for example, has prioritized local content and made someof the most creative interactive programs and the most appealing to a young generation ofdigital technology savvy users.
In general, investments in iTV trials or only particular applications and services didnot bring the expected financial rewards to any of the providers. Instead iTV’s role wascomplementary to the already established digital offers. Further investigation was neededto reveal what were the general obstacles for proliferation of media and where potential opportunities were suited. There are three major reasons for failure of trials: technological,regulatory and financial.

TECHNOLOGICAL BARRIERS
RETURN PATH AND SETTOP BOXES (STBS)

For a platform to be fully interactive it needs to have a return path which allows userdata to be sent back to broadcasters and vice versa. A return path enables broadcasters andcontent producers to generate what they call “interconnect revenues” (Carter and Wright,2003) through a onetoone relationship with users. Most STBs deployed in the Australianmarket at the beginning of the 2000s were either analogue or lowfunctionality digital STBs.Only a small number of these boxes had a return path which could enable twoway interactivity.
In addition, satellite and digital terrestrial television (DTTV) platforms do not havean inherent return path available for interactive applications. In comparison with cable andxDSL which have return paths as a standard, platforms which use wireless transmission(such as terrestrial and satellite) often use a dial up phone network which is small in comparison with cable and xDSL (Torok, 2004).
Yet it is important to emphasise that the lack of return path did not completely blockthe appearance of interactivity between programs and audiences. Even with a limited return path, where data is cached using a phone network via a modem in the STB, the interactive viewing experience can be enhanced. However while a dialup phone network returnpath provides revenue generation within iTV, it cannot provide advanced interactive applications (see Brown and Pickard, 2004). True interactive services, such as multiple videostreaming, are only possible on a terrestrial platform.
The establishment of twoway interactivity using terrestrial STBs has been related toa willingness of all providers to collaborate and work together for mutual benefits. One ofthe conclusions from the Network Insight 2002 “Seminar on iTV and Datacasting” (Barns,2002), was that the industry should work together regarding STB issues and understandwhat is useful for the market as a whole. Developing a centralized iTV infrastructure wouldbe a winwin situation for everyone. Many of the iTV providers were temporarily willing tosacrifice control in exchange for a reduction in costs and the possibility of gaining a wideraudience. However, collaboration regarding STBs was adversely affected by a horizontal
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pay TV market using technologically advanced boxes, as well as the general stand of Foxtelwhich did not want to let go of an already established domination of the STB market.
In addition, the failure of the government to promote competition in new digital TVservices caused STB manufacturers to wait for applications to be developed before theycommitted to producing STBs. This caused a so called ‘chicken and egg’ problem. From oneside, development of iTV applications was not financially feasible without adequate STBs,while, on the other side, manufacturers were not willing to start the mass production ofSTBs until applications were available. As a consequence iTV experiments remained marginal compared to the Internet as a platform for interactive content.

DIGITAL TERRESTRIAL TELEVISION (DTTV) PLATFORM
The strategies of broadcasters toward iTV are in one way dependent upon their digital terrestrial television (DTTV) platform, the technological characteristics of digital terrestrial platform, and the regulatory provisions surrounding it which helped to shape theoptimism or pessimism of providers towards the proliferation of iTV applications. “In general the DTTV platform has been taken up by Australian households more slowly than payTV or even DVD, although it was less expensive than both” (Jones, 2007). Yet, fewer households had access to a DTTV platform in the period between 2001 and 2005 than was the casefor pay TV.
Despite the DTTV platform’s obvious advantages over the analogue platform (seeGiven, 2002), it also has lots of disadvantages in terms of interactivity in comparison withcable and satellite. According to Ian Carroll (in Barns, 2002, p.12) then ABC Head of multichannel TV, the DTTV platform was not well positioned to meet the entry requirements necessary for the penetration of iTV applications because there was no DTTV platform operator to manage and sell extra bandwidth, run backchannels, and the only models for theprovision of STB have been via retail instead of platform operators. One year after the commencement of the DTTV platform in 2002, there were no integrated interactive STBs commercially available. Lack of interactivity from the PSBs on their DTTV platform on the otherside force them to produce and broadcast interactive digital content on pay TV providerplatforms.
Accordingly PSBs turned toward a multiple platforms approach to promote iTV applications and enhanced services. For example ABC’s “Fat Cow Motel” (http://www.abc.net.au/tv/fatcowmotel/) created in 2002 was Australia’s first interactivemultiplatform drama which was broadcast via television, with extensions of the TV showavailable through its interactive applications on the ABC channel on Austar, on the Internet,email, voicemail and SMS. Marshall (2003) noticed that audiences responded overwhelmingly to the Fat Cow Motel concept, despite a complex technical and narrative focus on interactivity, because they could engage with content as they liked and because the ‘reality’ ofthe “Fat Cow world” was maintained across all platforms and throughout the marketing.

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
Government regulations have unsurprisingly proved crucial in the development of acommercial environment which can support the production and distribution of interactiveservices. The introduction of the first iTV trials was parallel with the introduction of the firstdigital TV legislation in 1998 (see Given, 2003; Bosland, 2006) and its first revisions which ina direct way influenced the deployment of iTV.
The legislation was widely criticised as being restrictive and highly protective of in
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cumbent broadcasters, and not stimulating the introduction of new digital services (see e.g.Papandrea, 2006). The following section will examine major aspects of DTV legislation regarding iTV such as datacasting, competition and diversity and broadband access technologies.
DATACASTING

Datacasting in Australia was a special category of service created through legislation(e.g. Datacasting Act 2000). Defined not by technology but by content type, (Morton, 2003),datacasting was something that existing TV broadcasters could choose to do with their digital spectrum, in addition to the digital broadcasting they were required to do, but only ifthey paid the government extra for it (Given, 2003, p.170). Datacasting, if commercially viable, could provide users with a wide range of information services such as teletext, heathand lifestyle information, traffic and travel, educational material and so on. Equally, the interactivity possible under datacasting could influence changes in viewing habits and overallencouraged development of consumer needs for interactivity across all markets.
However, many datacasting services had a direct relationship with broadcasting services but could not be offered as a standalone commercial offering by new datacasters. TheDatacasting Act 2000 legislation did not provide clear guidelines for potential datacasters todistinguish what they practically could offer to the market and what was prohibited (seeGiven, 2003). Varan (1999) proposed a definition of datacasting based on inherent interactivity which potentially could advance datacasting services. It could also have the additional effect of stimulating Australian iTV production in the emerging international marketfor iTV content.
Even if datacasting was defined in terms of interactivity, however, datacasting couldnot be a wise business solution for broadcasters, because of datacasting genre restrictions.“These genre restrictions were deliberately enshrined in legislation to afford a strong degreeof protection for the existing traditional freetoair broadcasters” (Morton, 2003). The typesof programs and services that datacasters were allowed to provide were not in direct competition with entertainmentbased mainstream broadcasting. They just complementedbroadcasting services and provided additional reasons for the audience to convert to digital.Thus harsh restrictions on datacasting held back the marketability of interactive digital services both from a user’s and broadcaster’s perspective.
All in all, the confusing practical application of datacasting regulations crippled iTVproliferation without providing any difference regarding digitalization of the Australian TVindustry. In the end, most of the potential datacasters that originally registered to participate in the auction decided that the imposed restrictions undermined the commercial viability of datacasting, and withdrew from the process. In 2001 the Australian Federalgovernment had to call off the datacasting licensing auction due to a lack of market Interest,especially from potential major bidders such as News Corporation and Telstra (seeDatacasting in disarray, 2001).

COMPETITION AND DIVERSITY
According to Jakovljevic’s (2010) survey 53.4 % of her participants believed that stimulation of competition was the preferable government stance regarding iTV. The right mixof iTV services and content diversity with a competitively driven quality of applicationsshould eventually attract the all important consumer base to iTV. Increase in competitionpotentially could lead to greater diversity of services and the entry of new players which,for many survey participants, is a crucial responsibility of the government.
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Without new players, there was limited competition to increase the diversity of newinteractive services. However the provisions for the transition to digital in Australia involved the prohibition of new players until 2007 and beyond. The government’s explanation for this restriction was “to ensure the commercial FTAs’ commitment to quality isretained, and to take into account the expensive transition to digital television” (Alston,1998). This aspect of the digital decision has been widely criticized (see e.g Papandrea,2001).
The Broadcasting Legislation Amendment (DTV) Act 2006 later brought reform ofmedia, and some relaxation of crossmedia regulations tackling primarily the diversity ofmedia ownership, but also the regulatory power of the Australian Communication and Media Authority (ACMA) and the antisiphoning regime which protects sporting events forFTA access (see Hitchens, 2007). A common argument saw the liberalization of crossmediarules as appropriate due to the rapid development of new media. By relaxing the restrictions on media ownership, more players will have an opportunity to compete more effectively, and this, in turn, will assist them to promote diversity in market. In iTV terms itmeans more opportunities for production of interactive content and creative rivalry amongiTV providers.
Yet knowing that restrictions on commercial broadcasting services and multichanneling were relaxed three years later in 2009, it is hard to believe that the Government acknowledged that a key driver for the digital take up was a diverse choice of content and widelyestablished competition. Given (2006) insists that new services were not a significant factorin the reform of media and not an important factor for the government to motivate theaudience to purchase digital receivers. The improved picture quality was far more important than new digital services or interactivity.
The important segment of the DTV Act Amendment (2006) in regard to iTV was theproposal of two new digital channels – Channel A and Channel B – which were supposed tobring changes to the Australian digital environment and potentially bring interactivity toTV screens. Yet digital Channel A was restricted to niche programming and was only ableto offer limited commercial content which was attractive to a broad audience.
On the other side, the flexibility of Digital Channel B depended upon how the content was received by a digital receiver or other devices such as mobile phones. Since therewas a lack of control restrictions on Channel B, commercial television licensees simply repackaged old content and, in that way, limited the scope of diversity (see Hitchens, 2007,p.15).
Thus, in terms of diversity of services, DTV Act Amendment did not stimulate production of interactive services. Instead they led to a concentration of main media, and onlyprotected commercial players who already expressed concerns regarding digitalization,multichanneling and, in general, any strategic changes to the digital status quo. Reform ofmedia and relaxation of crossmedia regulations were not designed to stimulate new interactive services. Instead, anticompetitive rules continued constraining the wider introductionof iTV services.

BROADBAND ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES
Broadband access technologies were major driving force for the current proliferationof iTV services (Jakovljevic, 2010). They are also heavily dependent upon the regulatory regime established by government. “Broadband allows much more content to be deliveredover various ‘pipes’. This increases capacity, along with the addition of ‘back channel’ also
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greatly increases the scope for interactivity” (Jacka, 2002). Thus delivery of highspeedbandwidth is crucial for the creation of interactive on demand customised applications andservices as well as the convergence between television and other media. Broadband implementation depends upon different access arrangements between carriers and service / content providers, as well as the possibilities of users to access a range of services.
When open competition was introduced through the Telecommunications Act 1997(Commonwealth), Part XIb – The Telecommunications Industry: AntiCompetitive Conductand RecordKeeping rules – and Part XIc – Telecommunications Access Regime – were added to the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Commonwealth) to underpin open competition(Chavan and Raiche, 2008). Investment by new players in content and broadband was supposed to encourage incumbents to respond to competitive threats, by deploying new technologies such as iTV to protect established revenue streams and open new ones. Withoutpotential competition, incumbents tend to delay the deployment of new technologies for aslong as possible to extract the maximum rents from their existing investments. By 2001, newhigh capacity network such as TransACT fibre to the curb network, were being employed.However this was not without obstacles.
The limited access to broadband networks potentially caused media ownership concentration which according to Owen (2004) causes two broad policy concerns: “(1) the problem of market power, which can reduce output and raise prices, reducing both consumerand social economic welfare and (2) the problem of private restrictions of access by suppliers of content”.
Achieving open competition on the broadband market in practice has been a difficulttask, due to many regions which are limited in their broadband options but also by the intention of the government to protect incumbent players. This was mostly in reference toTelstra’s dominance over the telecommunication infrastructure (see, for example, Centre forInternational Economics Canberra & Sydney, 2004) and the regulatory access regime’s failure to stimulate strong competition and encourage widely beneficial interconnection arrangements between Telstra and other provider..
Thus Telstra's advantages in the broadband market were crucial for iTV deploymentbecause Telstra, through prices and conditions which it dictated to users of its infrastructure, directly influenced the ability of these providers to create iTV applications and remainviable in the face of competition. For example Telstra’s high network access costs were abarrier to the proliferation of videoondemand (VOD) which was considered to be iTV’s“killer application” (see Jakovljevic, 2010). Access costs were one of the key reasons whyleading UK VOD players, Video Networks Ltd, has not entered the Australian market, despite having spent extensive time and resources on a feasibility study, hiring experiencedAustralian executives to run the operation and even conduct joint venture negotiations withTelstra (Beros, 2004, p.76).
Telstra has a vested interest in keeping other potential VOD out of the market for aslong as it can. For example the ACCC mandated the unbundling of the local loop in mid1999, but it took Telstra one year to meet this requirement, and then only after the regulatorinsisted on weekly progress reports (Enright 2000 in Beros, 2004 p.77). Indeed, until thirdparties get cheap access to the Telstra’s local loop and there is real competition in broadband, Australia will continue to pay high prices for broadband (see Ergas, 2004). The unbundling of the local loop reduces barriers to entry to third parties by lowering entry costsinto the broadband market. The increased competition in the market and lower prices increase the level of demand for broadband services and provide more opportunities for the
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delivery of interactive applications.
Alongside infrastructure, content is critically important to the users’ experience ofbroadband and interactive applications. Foxtel has had a near monopoly over the contentmarket. If niche players are unable to access content on a commercially competitive basis,then players with bigger financial power such as Foxtel can get rid of them from the marketon the basis of content. Arguably this has substantially slowed the deployment of iTV services.
Since the late 1990s there have been discussions about the possibility of requiringTelstra to divest its interest in Foxtel as a means of opening up access to its premium content. If Telstra was prohibited from entering the pay television business in 1995 the competitive environment of Australian telecommunications and television industries would bepotentially different (see Kelso, 2008). Correspondingly, the consequences for interactivebroadband services would have been profound.
The NBN project funded by the Federal Government in 2009 raises the opportunityto undo the mistakes made by previous governments that allowed Telstra to be verticallyand horizontally integrated in telecommunication, pay TV and content markets, and to control both the copper network and its retail operations (see DBCDE, 2010). However the Federal Government’s decision to publicly fund the HSB network through NBN Co was linkedwith negotiations with Telstra to join the NBN. Actually the government required of Telstrato take its network infrastructure to reduce the cost of building the network and move itsfixedline customers to the new network for it to be viable (Kruger, 2010a). The same dealallowed Telstra’s telephone and broadband customers to migrate to fibre NBN. After complex negotiation in June 2010, Telstra signed a preliminary $11 billion deal with NBN Co(LeMay, 2010). Therefore, Telstra has had potential to be the largest player in the open access network which can contribute to a significantly more competitive telecommunicationindustry in Australia.
In general, without competitive regulatory policies regarding access to infrastructureand content, iTV will continue to be only an experimental venture or competitive advantageof only privileged providers. Open access to broadband infrastructure and content is a crucial factor for increased competition and the creation of business models which could be beneficial to providers and users of interactive services.

STANDARDS
The crucial issue regarding all iTV platforms is the adoption of standards whichwould secure costeffectiveness and assist efficiency of iTV applications. “No standardmeans no single market for STB vendors; No standard means no single, safe choice for theconsumer” (Morton, 2003). All iTV players understand that adopting a single platformstandard is the easiest way to make the industry costeffective and deliver efficiencies andbetter experience for users. Yet, it is difficult for a small country such as Australia to setstandards, hence, the role of the Australian government is limited. “[G]overnments are reluctant to mandate a standard, so there is pressure on the industry to cooperate in determining a single standard” (Budde, 2009, p. 3). Nevertheless, in 2006, there were two major TVstandards on the Australian market: Open TV and MHP.
In general Foxtel and Austar accepted Liberty Media’s Open TV standard, which wasadopted in the UK, and has had a strong connection with News Corporation (see Budde,2009). The Open TV standard seemed to be the most successful and the cheapest proprietarystandard which allows effective diversification in applications and revenues (see Morris
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and SmithChaigneau, 2005). From the beginning, Optus chose the Liberate system whichwas developed by Optus’s then coowner, Cable and Wireless (C&W). After Foxtel and Optus’s deal in 2002 Optus cancelled their contract with Liberate. Since Open TV offered to recover their costs they decided to follow the Open TV standard.
Australia, like the UK, has adopted the European digital video broadcasting (DVB)standard (rather than the US ATSC standard) which permits the delivery of widerangecontent. In order to support interactive applications, DVBT relies on the nonproprietaryMHP middleware which Australian PSBs endorsed in 2001. Already mentioned, MHP is anapplication programming interface (API) for ensuring the compatibility between programsrunning on STBs that have different architectures. It is a nonproprietary system, meaningany broadcaster is able to use the technology without paying a licence fee (see e.g. Fötschland Plösch, 2002; Smith et.al 2003).
The use of an open standard for interactive TV middleware means that receiver manufacturers can target multiple markets rather than developing products to the specificationof a particular broadcaster. For example SBS, in partnership with Sun Microsystems, pioneered the first interactive applications using MHP for the ‘Dateline’ program. They had developed backend systems that made additional information available for its news bulletinsand an interface that allows viewers to send feedback. However a wider introduction ofMHP in Australia proved a difficult process.
At one stage there was talk among broadcasters to move to the MHP platform. Yet,the technical characteristics of MHP and different industry interests caused a mixed approach of proprietary middleware vendors and pay TV providers. Despite the fact that bothFoxtel and Optus had MHP migration strategies for their products, they are critical ofMHP’s much higher hardware specifications than existing platforms. MHP works only onmore expensive STBs with more memory and processing power than current models offer(see Fischetti, 2001; Hayes, 2001). Another drawback of MHP is large hardware which, incomparison with proprietary middleware systems, has a short life span (see MacKenzie,2002).
In comparison with proprietary platforms such as OpenTV, MHP was not clearlycreated for TV in terms of its access sources and user input. For a developer with no priorexperience, it is more difficult to learn and maintain due to a distinct lack of resources andlower quality of documentation and tools (Hutton, 2004). In addition it was less efficient ataccessing video and audio. Moreover, MHP is a one way service which offers users a variety of ways to access information but no opportunity to communicate with broadcasters –no ‘back channel’.
In 2002 Channel Ten proposed one STB with dual receivers for pay TV and FTA. Foxtel strongly rejected the proposal because their OpenTV standard was already dominant onthe international and domestic market. In general DTTV is being implemented in a horizontal market which is dominated by an open MHP platform and adopted by AustralianPSBs and FTA. Quite the opposite, iTV is mainly implemented in a vertical market, whereeach pay TV operator has its own STB, middleware and applications and cannot run on another manufacturer’s STB. That is the reason why first rollout of iTV came from the pay TVsector (see Barns, 2002). Foxtel as a major pay TV provider has exercised a monopoly on themarket with its Open TV platform which potentially allowed additional revenue streamsand at the same time it allowed cheaper STBs. In that way Foxtel economically blocked alternative platforms, supported by a government decision not to impose standards in the belief that the industry should collaborate (see BrydenBrown, 2001).
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Another drawback for MHP was that it was not available on STBs until 2006 due tolicensing problems from owner Sun Microsystems. A delay meant that the spectrum granted by the Government was used only for digital broadcasts that could be seen by a fewhundred people who spent $700 each for a STB. (MacKenzie, 2002) The implementation ofMHP depended on mass production of digital STBs. Only in that case would providers invest in iTV content.
In the meantime, FTA providers such as the Seven and Nine networks were lookingat alternatives for iTV application developments which are components to MHP and wereable to migrate across different applications but did not have a proprietary migration path.An interim solution was DVB HTML, a component of MHP which Nine, for example, wasusing in 2001 to develop content “templates” and deliver interactive voting service (Lyons,2001). The focus was on content that can be replicated, such as sport iTV, which can be applied to various programs. In comparison with the FTA providers who decided to implement some components of MHP before the arrival of MHP itself, SBS and ABC wereinvolved in the Optus Liberate and Austar Open TV trials for the purpose of ‘testing thewater’ and making sure they could manage interactive applications. For both of the trialsmost of their investments were in partnerships and the production of content, but not development of interactive applications per se which would require massive investments.
Regulatory restrictions, as well as technical obstacles of MHP standard, togetherwith long awaited STBs, forced broadcasters to offer true interactive applications only as anexperiment, and postponed the identification of business models for multimedia content. Incontrast, the Internet has created participative platforms based on common open standards,simple protocols and easy navigation allowing users to have free access to interactive content. Internet open standards have encouraged the creation of fragmented subactivities ofproduction and distribution that individuals and collective actors often share without aclear specification of roles. This fluid movement among roles creates contingent configurations of what Bruns (2007) calls “produsage” where use is “the condition sine qua non forpeople to participate in content production” (Narduzzo and Odorici, 2007, p.15).

COSTS
The intensification of globalization, deregulation of the broadcasting industry, andeconomic rationalism as a framework of television policy caused the broadcasters, especially PSBs, to face declining budgets. As a consequence, they faced reduced governmentfinancial support regarding capital investment in new technologies, causing the ABC for example to embrace “one of the most comprehensive outsourcing programs in its history andreplace local content with cheaper overseas buyins reruns” (Millard, 1999, in Padovani andTracey, 2003, p.67) and start discussions over alternative sources of revenue. Audience engagement and development of creative applications were the means through which PSBsaimed to secure commercially valuable high ratings which would justify tax payers moneyand government investments.
Finding the right balance between serving public interests and being commerciallyfeasible is a difficult task which has often had political connotations. The Australian government, with its political measures regarding digital TV policies and funding, impacted indirectly on public broadcasters’ engagement with new technologies such as iTV. Securingfinances through negotiation with the government became a major obstacle for better exploration of new media by PSBs, and also caused an inability to plan ahead for big projectsin general.
With the arrival of the Howard Liberal government (19962007) PSBs had a particu
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larly difficult time. “The Howard coalition government’s refusal to grant any additional finance for digital production prompted the ABC’s 2003 cancellation of its two first digitalchannels, established in 2002 – FlyTV for young people aged 13–18 and Kids for those atprimary school” (Jacka, 2006, p.173). In the UK, by comparison, “the government mandatedthat 20% of the BBC digital channel must be interactive, insisting that only compelling services will persuade users to switch to digital” (Einev, 2004, p.192). They supported the initial collaboration between the BBC and a number of pay TV providers hoping to kick startthe interactive industry, with the aim that later on market and users would begin playingmore significant roles in the deployment of services. In comparison with pay television,which was supported by their overseas coowners aligned with, for example, MicrosoftCorporation, the PSBs were silently discouraged from those investments, relying only ontheir experience and expertise.
In addition, the development of interactive applications involves expensive multidisciplinary software composition, an activity related to the employment of a skilled teamof software engineers, applications developers and interface designers who are able tohandle the technical complexity of interactivity. In comparison with, for example, Foxtel,which could afford to employ overseas staff, the PSBs could not afford to do the same.
In summary, iTV applications were seen by PSBs as a way to potentially increase ratings and provide additional access to Government finances. Producing original interactivecontent with limited technical, organizational and financial resources proved difficult forPSBs who have not been encouraged to compete with the commercial sector and prioritiseprofit over public broadcasting values. Therefore:

“iTV was just an experiment [...] it is really just to educate thepublic on the potential of TV and also to really expand our research and development and really engage with the audience inthat way” (PSB interviewee in Jakovljevic, 2010 p.62)
THE CHALLENGE OF THE INTERNET

A “technological push” created by the convergence of different technologies anddevices led by the Internet initiated a resurgence of interests in iTV (see Jakovljevic, 2010).Technological reinforcement encouraged providers to be more innovative, flexible and pursue user demand. For many TV providers, online interactivity represented survival, the ‘lifeline’ which they needed to follow to continue to be part of the digital business. Thereforemany media analysts predicted the ‘death of television’. For example Budde (2009) arguesthat television is an outofdate medium because all the content is moving online in thehands of users who are becoming creators of content.
The Internet has provided all sorts of solutions once promised by iTV. It is a convenient tool allowing users to create their own interactive content, to “pull” content as theywant it, instead of being “pushed” by television program choices and schedules without regard for the usefulness of them or appropriate time of viewing (see Pesce, 2006). Not surprisingly, users are not ready to pay for television content they can find for free on theInternet (see Jakovljevic, 2010, p.45). Yet less payment from users means fewer subscriptionswhich according to survey participants is a clear indicator of iTV failure.
In general the main advantage of the Internet over iTV is its participatory nature andability to provide a wide range of content and services and providers. In contrast, iTV hasbeen governed by the traditional economics of broadcasting which prioritises closed platform environments focusing on the content with the widest appeal, and providing only
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marginal opportunities for users to participate (see Stewart, 1998).
Therefore there is a growing assumption that the Internet’s superior interactivity reduces the need for iTV. However, it may also argued that Internet: “1) taught consumershow to use graphical interfaces; 2) reminded viewers how much they like TV; and 3)showed marketers that advertising is relevant despite the decline of the mass audience”(McQuivey, 2008). According to McQuivey the Internet has not replaced iTV but ratherbrought a new dimension to it. The Internet brought a high level of interaction with TV content and proved to be a more effective source of revenue for broadcasters and advertisers.
With increasing penetration of HSB and policy reforms today, internet protocol television (IPTV) became an appealing service for broadcasters as well as telecomm and Internet service providers (ISPs) providers. “IPTV provides Pay TVlike quality and additionalinteractive services…the benefits of traditional broadcasting delivery and the Internet areboth present in the provision of IPTV” (ACMA 2008, p.16). Ericsson IPTV and Hybrid TVare examples of providers today, who are finding their place on Australian market.
However in 2006 Australia was a country with relatively low average broadbanddownload speeds and little realtime Australian content on the Internet (Tadayoni et al.,2007). The relatively low cost of Internet content production has not accumulated enoughrevenue for broadcasters and advertisers in comparison with television. Internetonlybroadcasters were reaching a small audience.
Thus the Internet has meant opportunities but also more uncertainty for advertisersand TV providers. Turbulence in traditional revenue flow together with biased regulationshas influenced less investment in local content and cheap imports from mostly the UK andU.S (Sinclair et.al 1996; Cunningham and Jacka, 1996). So while advertisers were increasingspending on Internet TV, they were still investing millions to broadcast networks becausethey delivered relatively predictable audience numbers (see Whaba, 2010).
For advertisers, television has been still a profitable business. The trends in Australian TV Advertising and usage showed that:

“The average Australian household spent between 35 hourswatching TV...
Approximately 94% of Australians tuned in to the TV at leastonce a week...
Spending on TV advertising grows at the steady rate of 56% peryear” (ROI, 2007).

In addition there was no standard way of measurement of audience engagement,which has been an ongoing source of concern for many companies wanting to advertise andfor media buyers seeking to find the best places for their advertisements. In a small marketsuch as Australia the broadband population was insufficient to draw the advertisers thatthe website's business model was built on. Traditional TV advertising still promised veryhigh reach providing branding benefits, suiting big brand marketers with big budgets. It isstill a powerful medium for impact and recall.
So there were no single format and advertising business model dominated. Instead, acombination of old and new business models, as well as interactive technologies and traditional techniques, were seen as the solution for iTV.
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Neither broadcasting nor the Internet provided a sufficient source of revenue forbroadcasters with minimal costs. It seems that it is too soon to declare the end of traditionalTV media, or too early to declare wide proliferation of new advertising formats. Televisionhas been in the state of flux, where advertisers and providers still searching for new meansof reaching their audience, and create feasible new business models. The advent of interactive services such as VOD has meant that television will need to continue evolving in thelandscape dominated by providers but also “produsers” whose collaboration and sharingcontent has potential in the long term revolutionize the TV industry.
CONCLUSION

The research showed significant tensions over iTV deployment between incumbentproviders and new emerging models of broadcasting. The first wave of digital television(DTV) regulations has not supported competition and diversity of interactive content andservices. Instead, the Federal Government decided to preserve the status quo and continueprotecting commercial broadcasters. Restrictions on multichanneling and new players, constrained datacasting regulations and limited access to broadband technologies, in conjunction with concentrated media ownership, all acted to discourage successfulcommercialization of iTV. In addition iTV in Australia suffered drawbacks caused by ashortage of adequate STBs, lack of standardization in technology, high costs, lack of localcontent and, perhaps most significantly, the absence of collaboration between providers inestablishing infrastructure and rules which would allow easier proliferation of services. Expensive hardware, limited trust in the usefulness of interactivity related to TV, the existenceof competing interactive media, as well as failure of the government to widely promoteDTV, all made audiences reluctant to pay for iTV services.
The wider exploration of iTV potential is determined by a number of conditions butmostly depends upon more competitive broadcasting policies which would promote diversity of services and providers, and more dynamic relationships between media practitioners. Such broadcasting policies would challenge the traditional status quo in Australianbroadcasting and the ongoing privileges of commercial broadcasters which so far have notbrought much creativity and innovation to the TV industry in general. With wider deployment of HSB and IPTV it will be interesting to see in the future what kind of compromisesthe industry and regulators are willing to make to accommodate newly merged models ofbroadcasting and create profitable revenue streams.
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Abstract: The international education sector is a major export earning industry for theAustralian economy according to the Australian Government. It is also central to thenation’s international relations ambitions. However, Australia’s reputation as a safe andwelcoming environment has been questioned following a series of highly publicisedassaults against international students, particularly Indian nationals studying inMelbourne. This study analyses the effects of the Victoria Police public communicationsresponse in 2009 and 2010 to the assaults. In particular, did the Victoria PoliceCommissioner’s communication response to the assaults positively influence attitudesand perceptions within the Indian international student community and the media? Thetools applied in this study originate within a range of traditions in risk communicationtheory including heuristic and systematic information processing methods, publicrelations including best practice and dialogic theory, critical discourse analysis, andmedia content analysis. This study demonstrates that police communications failed topositively influence perceptions and can be seen to have amplified negative perceptionsdue to a combination of messages and messaging methods that discount theories of riskperception and information processing.
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The international education sector is a major export earning industry for the Australian economy and is central to the nation’s international relations ambitions. However,Australia’s reputation as a safe and welcoming environment was questioned following aseries assaults against international students, particularly Indian nationals studying in Mel
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bourne in 20092010. The communication response by the Victorian Police to the assaults isthe focus of this study. Applying primarily risk communication theory and critical discourse analysis as well as a frame analysis of media coverage, this study investigates theperceptions of the Victoria police communications to the assaults.
In the 200910 financial year, the Australian international education services sectorgenerated $18.6 billion to the Australian economy. It is Australia’s largest export sector according to Australian Government data, easily surpassing personal travel services and professional and management consulting services. Statistics show that international studentenrolments peaked in 2009 and 2010, with more than 620,000 foreign nationals enrolled ineducational institutions across Australia. International students with Indian nationalitywere (and continue to be) a highly significant demographic within the sector constitutingapproximately one sixth of the total international student enrollment numbers in 2010,second only to Chinese nationals. Data shows that just over 100,000 international studentsfrom India were enrolled in Australian educational institutions in 2010. The State of Victoriawas the destination of choice for most, with close to 46,000 enrolling there. This figure ismore than double the number than for New South Wales. In total, close to 91,000 international students generated almost $6 billion in income in 200910 financial year for the Stateof Victoria. International students are also significant financial contributors to the institutions where they study (Australian Education International, 2010a, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c). A2009 Australian Senate enquiry into international student welfare stated that, “the averageproportion of total revenue in higher education derived from overseas student fees is 15 percent” (Education Employment and Workplace Relations References Committee, 2009, p. 11).
In addition to the sector’s contributions to earned export income, international education is also a strategic tool that supports Australia’s diplomatic ambitions and international relations. A speech given in 2009 by the Minister for Education, Employment,Workplace Relations and Social Inclusion and the current Australian Prime Minister, theHon. Julia Gillard, drives home the tactical importance of the international education sectorto the nation:

[I]nternational students do much more than contribute to oureconomy and create jobs…People coming to Australia to studyand Australians studying abroad promote cross cultural experiences that benefit us both now and in the future, building understanding that underpins tolerance and stability here and abroad.The relationships formed by students support longlasting diplomatic, research and business links…Many [students] have goneon to be leaders in their own countries and the contacts and relationships they forged as young students have proved of invaluable benefit to us (2009).
Recent student satisfaction surveys show that the majority of international studentsare satisfied with their study experiences in Australia (Australian Education International,2010c; Evaluations Survey, 2010). Significantly, the majority of international students whograduate find employment in an area related to their field of study and at levels similar totheir domestic Australian cohort (Australian Education International, 2010b). A study conducted by Victoria University on the issue of community safety for international students inMelbourne found that while the majority of international students say they felt safe, almosthalf believed that international students were not as safe as their Australian counterparts.“The odds of international students having this belief were 1.8 times greater than those fordomestic students” (Babacan et al., 2010, p. 3).
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In response to the publicity surrounding the assaults, Victoria Police issued mediareleases and spoke directly with journalists to address public concerns. Their commentswere frequently quoted and referred to as part of the overall media coverage of the assaults.This paper argues that those communications and in particular the statement made by thethen Victoria Police Commissioner was central to heightened perceptions of risk of assaultas well as claims of racism made by the Indian and international student community. Theories central to risk communications and information processing are able to demonstratehow the Indian community perceived the assaults within the Australian context and how aninternational diplomatic crisis developed over a relatively short period of time. In addition,applying critical discourse analysis theory techniques to the Victoria Police Commissionersstatement enables issues of power and agency to be addressed.
REVIEWING RISK THEORY TRADITIONS

Theories of risk and the development of strategies to manage risk, including communication campaigns, tap into powerful traditions originating in distinct schools of thoughtand practice. Each approach offers different insights into a particular risk scenario andprovides a set of tools that support a critical analysis of the management of a risk issue. Twoconcepts –systematic information processing and heuristics – stand out as potentially valuable tools for investigating the impact of the risk communication strategies employed by theVictoria Police in relation to the assaults against Indian students.
The systematic information processing approach is often viewed as ‘technicoscientific’. It relies on an evidencebased methodology where social phenomena are investigated using empirical and quantifiable practices. Data is gathered to expose probabilities andexplain risk events. In this epistemology, the explanation is often delivered by an ‘expert’and received by the nonexpert general public (Slovic, 1987). For example, the assaultsagainst Indian international students in Melbourne can be seen as a ‘hazard’ wherebypeople are being physically harmed by others. The assault can be analysed empirically using a systematic sciencebased approach. The scientific output from the analyses could thenbe used by experts, such as police officers, as part of a strategy to address the risk.However, risk theory informs the practitioner that the use of this strategy alone is not likelyto meet with success. This is because social actors, such as students, are likely to interpretthe ‘hazard’ quite differently to the expert. (See for example Fischhof, 1995; Plough & Krimsky, 1987; Slovic, 1987.) The way in which a hazard is perceived by individuals, groups, organisations and nations is dependent upon a range of complex variables that are notnecessarily (or even often) associated with the technicoscientific approach (Slovic, 1987).For example, Singer and Endreny note that individuals have a selective concern withdanger: “Automobile driving, for example, often inspires relatively little concern, despite itsrisks, while air travel tends to drop dramatically after acts of airline terrorism” (cited inFreudenburg, Coleman, Gonzales, & Helgeland, 1996, p. 32).
Key factors that influence an individual’s attitude to risk can be interpreted withinrisk communication theory categories of: uncertainty, likelihood, newness, catastrophic potential, dread, voluntariness, controllability and trust (Gray & Ropeik, 2002). An individual’s attitudes and beliefs are shaped not only by reflecting on empirical evidence but also onpreexisting beliefs, values and experiences (Trumbo, 1999). These attitudes and beliefs arein turn shaped by forces such as historical or economic narratives (Tierney, 1999). Thus theconstruction of what it means to die in a car crash rather than a plane, or in the case of thispaper, to be assaulted, can be seen as a product of a dynamic sociocultural processwhereby the symbolic meaning of ‘assault’ is situated within the cultural and social world(Tierney, 1999).
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FROM HAZARD TO RISK TO DISASTER – THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CRISIS 20092010
Applying some of the tools available in risk communications theory to the VictoriaPolice communication activities which addressed the assaults against Indian students shedslight on the explosive way in which the hazard event – the assaults – grew in significancefrom an unpleasant but common social hazard to an international political disaster for thenation, as evidenced in newspaper articles and the Indian Ministry of External Affairs traveladvisories (Das, 2009; Ministry of External Affairs India, 2010a, 2010c; Wilson & Callick,2010). As early as January 2009, the Victoria Police and the Indian community were developing divergent views on the central issues of race and hatred, and the role they play incrimes against people in the Indian community (Victoria Police, 2009a). Assessing the interplay between the opposing beliefs and attitudes of the two groups – the Victoria Police andthe Indian community – is central to understanding why the Victorian Police communication strategy appeared, at times, to create as much outrage in the media as the crimes themselves. This issue is further addressed in the media content analysis section of this paper.
The first significant communication activity to be played out in the public sphere occurred on 13 May 2009 when the Victoria Police issued a press statement with the headline:“Police concerned by rise of assaults on Indian students” (2009). Then, on 2 June 2009, themedia release entitled, “Chief Commissioner discusses assaults on Indian students” (Overland, 2009) was produced. When used well, the media release is a potentially powerfulmechanism for establishing a dialogue and building a relationship with a specific targetdemographic (Kent & Taylor, 2002). An analysis of the model used by the Victoria Policemedia releases shows that the organisation conforms to a unidirectional, sendertoreceiver,model of communication (Fischhof, 1995; Plough & Krimsky, 1987). In this model the Victoria Police and the Chief Commissioner position themselves as ‘experts’ who inform thenonexpert ‘lay person’ of the ‘facts’. Per this model, they offer the ‘right’ answers that others, by implication, lack or have misinterpreted. A disjuncture in risk perception occurswhen the receiver – the Indian community – does not interpret the ‘facts’ in the way thesender (the Victoria Police and the Chief Commissioner) intends (Gamson & Modigliani,1989; Plough & Krimsky, 1987; Slovic, 1987). For example, in the first statement of 13 May2009, the Victoria Police publicly defended their organisation against accusations that theywere not “adequately responding to a rise in assaults and robberies on Indian students”(Victoria Police, 2009b).
Van Dijk’s Critical Discourse Analysis provides a useful tool for analysing communications from a topdown perspective from within a defined sociopolitical relationshipsuch as that generated by the Victoria police. According to van Dijk (1993), individuals,groups and institutions that have access to enact, legitimate or reproduce the dominant sociopolitical discourse of the elite are able to exercise social power over those who do not.The result is social inequality based on politics, culture, class, ethnicity, race or gender. Thistype of social inequality may be harder to identify when hidden within an accepted powerrelationship such as between “police officers and citizens” (van Dijk, 1993, p. 250). And that,“if immigrants, refugees and (other) minorities suffer from prejudice, discrimination andracism…such events will be called racist or sexist if knowledgeable blacks or women say so,despite white or male denials” (1993, p. 253). The denial by the Victoria Police in their 13May media release of claims they were not responding ‘adequately’ to the assaults reproduces their socially dominant position. Their statement supports their claims to be the possessors of the ‘real knowledge’ about ‘response adequacy’, not the community, a beliefreinforced by their legitimated power relationship. By contradicting the Indian communitybelief that the police were not responding adequately to the assaults, the Victoria Policestatement can be seen to cast the Indian community ‘in error’, as less reliable and therefore
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less trustworthy. The consequence of this type of communication does little to promote positive, trustbased relationships between the two groups (Kent & Taylor, 2002). In a secondstatement, published on 2 June 2009, Simon Overland, the most senior police officer in thestate of Victoria, issued a first person media release to ‘discuss’ the assaults against Indianstudents. This statement was issued following a highly publicised and well attended streetdemonstration organised by the Indian community in Melbourne. The aim of the demonstration was to protest the assaults which the Indian community perceived as racist (Henderson, 2009). The intention of the Chief Commissioner’s media release was less clear, asAustralian journalist Greg Sheridan writes:
Brumby and his Police Commissioner Simon Overland at firstwere inclined to deny the problem was racial at all. Eventuallythey came to admit that some attacks were racial, but still clingto the idiotic defence that most of the crimes are opportunistic, asif it’s impossible to be opportunistic and racist. In making theseassertions, Brumby and co must be the only people who believethem. Certainly the victims of the crimes don't. (2009).

As Slovic states, “the precise manner in which risks are expressed can have a majorimpact on perceptions and behaviour. For example, an action increasing one’s annualchances of death from 1 in 10,000 to 1.3 in 10,000 would probably be seen as much morerisky if it were described as producing a 30% increase in annual mortality risk” (Slovic, Fischoff, & Lichtenstein, 1982). In the 2 June media release the Chief Commissioner states that1447 people of ‘Indian descent’ were assaulted in 200809 and that this figure is an increaseover the previous year. Little additional context is offered by the author to manage the riskperception categories of dread and catastrophic potential. Using heuristic and systematicprocessing methods, the reader of the media release forms a judgment about the ‘meaning’of the risk filtered through existing beliefs and attitudes (Alaszewski, 2005; Griffin,Neuwirth, Giese, & Dunwoody, 2002). The Indian community had already framed thecrimes as racially motivated. The Victoria University scoping study found a notable discrepancy between the views of stakeholders interviewed (such as members of the VictoriaPolice) and international students. “The majority of stakeholders believed that most violence against international students was opportunistic rather than racist in motivation. Incontrast [in] interviews with international students...racism was the cause most commonlyidentified” (Babacan, et al., 2010, p. 3). Thus, the messaging was ineffective as a positivepersuasion mechanism. The police approach may have served instead to further entrenchthe disjuncture between the Victoria Police and international students rather than buildtrust between the two groups1. The Chief Commissioners statement goes on to call Indianstudents ‘soft targets’, with a caveat whereby the Chief Commissioner, while acknowledging the term may be offensive to some Indians, in the same sentence denies that theterm is derogatory. The use of the term ‘soft target’ was criticised in the media both hereand in India (Stewart, 2010; “UN panel slams Victorian govt, police over attacks on Indians,” 2010).
The damage to the relationship of trust between police and the community can beseen in the media coverage of the issue. In India, for example, the Chief Commissioner wasportrayed as a member of the Ku Klux Klan hiding behind a Victoria Police badge saying,“We are yet to ascertain the nature of the crime.”
Newspaper headlines screamed messages of fear and loathing such as: “Indian Furyon Student Bashing – Delhi demands action by Australia” (Wade, Das, & Gregory, 2009),“Teen Gang Targets Student” (Healy, 2009) and “The Fear that Stalks Indian Footsteps”
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(Stapleton, 2009). On 2 June 2009, Hindu nationalists in New Delhi burned an effigy of thethen Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd MP to protest the perceived racist violence(Hodge & Karvelas, 2009). On 12 June, the Indian Central Government’s Ministry for External Affairs responded with a public advisory published on an official central governmentwebsite outlining actions and behaviours for Indian students travelling to Australia. The acknowledgement of “realities on the ground” included references to personal safety (Ministry of External Affairs India, 2009). By early 2010, the Indian Ministry of External Affairshad issued no less than nine travel advisories regarding assaults against Indians in Australia (Ministry of External Affairs India, 2010b).
While this paper does not explore Indian public opinion directly, newspaper coverage in Australia shows an intense concentration by the Indian media on themes of race andnational pride in relation to the assaults. For example, the article India Media Push RacismTheme (Pearlman, Smith, & Welch, 2010) examines the so called media ‘frenzy’ in Indiagenerated by the racist elements and denial of racism by the Victoria police in relation to theassaults and similarly with Indian Media in Overdrive on Racism (Wade, 2009). By the endof 2010, the international education sector was experiencing a drop in enrolments, a declineof 1.8%, compared to an annual growth rate since 2002 of 10.7% per year. Enrolments fromIndia experienced the largest decline of 16.4% over the previous year (Australian EducationInternational, 2011b). An analsysis of media coverage during 2009 and 2010 using mediaframe analysis techniques such as used by Gamson and Modigliani (1989) is a valuable toolto make explicit perceptions in the Australian media of the issue of assaults in relation tothe Victoria police commissioner’s statements.

PUBLIC DISCOURSE – MEDIA ANALYSIS
Media frame analysis such as used by Gamson and Modigliani (1989) enables publicdiscourses in the media to be identified and analysed. Gamson and Modigliani (1989) arguethat media discourse is an essential part of “understanding the formation of public opinion”(p. 1). Their approach is to interpret and make explicit discourse narratives in the media inorder to understand the relationship between media coverage and the public’s constructionof meaning, that is the ‘frames’ of reference (mental models) applied when an individualconsiders an issue. They demonstrate how packages of information (elements of a discoursethat are collected into meaningful clusters), have a natural advantage in the media if the

Figure 1
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ideas and language resonate with larger cultural themes, that is, journalists show a preference for issues that display strong cultural resonances (pp. 58). A media content analysis onthe issue of crimes against Indian international students is a useful tool to help uncover explicit and implicit attitudes and beliefs in public opinion.
To source media articles for analysis, the newspaper database, NewsBank, was queried using the search terms: Indian, students, violen* and Melbourne for the Australiannewspapers The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald and The Australian. This search revealsthat during 2009 and 2010 these newspapers published over 200 news and opinion pieceson the issue of crimes against Indian students. To refine this raw data for further analysis,all newspaper articles in the peak periods of May, June, July 2009 and January, February,March 2010 (see Table 1), were entered into an Excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was thensorted by name of publication and reporter. Every fifth article was selected for closer examination and content analyses. This provided a stratified, randomised pool of 31 articles outof a potential 200 (Riffe, Lacy, Nagova, & Burkum, 1996). Articles in the final sample wereanalysed using coding schemes recommended by social research academic, Alan Bryman(2008). His recommendations include accounting for key social actors in the coding scheme,which in the case of this paper are the Victoria Police, international students and crime motivation. The analysis uses the concept of “frames” (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Framedefinitions (see Attachment A) summarise the primary narratives used by reporters whenwriting on an issue. For example, the Victoria Police are generally framed against three narratives, in that they are either misunderstood by the general public, are in denial about racism or are actively racist. Frame definitions were created using a constructionist approachsimilar to that outlined by Gamson and Modigliani (1989). ‘Dispositions’ of positive, descriptive or negative (Bryman, 2008) capture the ‘tone’ or quality of ‘feeling’ expressed bythe article in summary. An article might be ascribed a positive disposition where the reporter writes an article that is ‘upbeat’ and solution focused, such as the article written by JohnBrumby, the former Premier of Victoria, (Brumby, 2010). Alternatively, a negative disposition would be one that is highly critical and uses words and imagery to generate feelings ofanger, sorrow and frustration (Sheridan, 2009). A descriptive disposition is one that usesneutral words and phrases to account for actions, for example, a leader might ‘address anissue’ rather than ‘face up’ to consequences ("How to play an Indian bouncer," 2010). (Seethe Coding Manual (Attachment A) for more definitions.)

RESULTS OF MEDIA ANALYSIS
An initial analysis shows that 68% of news story headlines evidenced an overridingnegative disposition (Bryman, 2008, p. 282) in that overall, the discourse appeared unfavourable and critical toward the issue, for example, “Indians passive by nature? Don't addinsult to injury” (Rundle, 2009), and “Killing reveals another race problem” (O'Malley,2010). In total, 66% of the body content also showed a negative disposition, even when theheadlines were descriptive (neutral) in disposition. Fiftyone percent of the articles demonstrated a belief that the primary motives for the crimes were race and hate, while 35% statedthat they were predominantly opportunistic with some possible small element of racism involved.
In terms of how international students were perceived, the emotional frame ‘innocent’ and more economicfocused frame ‘commodity’ were equally attributed, at 48% each.One article framed international students in terms of potential ‘threat’ to stable society, avery low number. Also the frame ‘immigration system rorter’ did not appear even though itwas represented in the larger raw data sample for this time period. Even so, any articles thatemphasise this aspect are not likely to have significant impact given the results for ‘inno
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cent’ and ‘commodity’.
Finally, the Victoria Police were perceived in the majority of the new articles, 45%, tobe ‘in denial’ regarding the significance of race and hate as motivations for the crimes reported. 25 percent framed the Victoria Police response as ‘misunderstood’, in that they wereperceived to be managing the issue well but that the (lay) general public was misinterpreting their motivations and actions. 16 percent suggested they were actively racist, while anequal amount did not reference the Victoria Police in any demonstrative way.

CONCLUSION
What clearly emerges from this study is that Victoria Police communications in 2009and 2010 failed to positively change perceptions of risk and is instead likely to have amplified negative perceptions. This occurred due to a combination of messages and messaging

Figure 2

Table 1
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methods that did not appear to consider key factors involved in the development of attitudes and judgements as they relate to perceptions of risk during a crisis. It also failed topositively address the sociocultural construction of meaning from the perspective of the Indian community. The power imbalance inherent between a policing organisation and aminority community also acted to compound the growing disjuncture and distrust betweenthe Victoria Police and the Indian community.
An analysis of a stratified random sampling of newspaper articles during the peakcoverage periods showed that the majority of media reports also framed the crisis in negative terms. However, the failure of Victoria Police communications in this instance offers theopportunity for further study to consider different approaches when dealing with communities that exhibit stronglyheld, culturally based beliefs. Policy makers and professionalcommunicators should consider the issues raised in this paper and seek ways of addressingthem using contemporary best practice communication and public relations practices. Theapparent discrepancy between the reporting of high levels of feelings of safety by individual international students in student surveys, compared to high levels of fear reported at thegroup and societal level would be a potentially productive area for future research.
It is worth noting that there are structural issues that contribute to the crimebased‘hazard’ of assault which has not been covered by this study. Future research could addressthese structural issues from a ‘best practice’ communications perspective that takes into account relevant risk theories.

ENDNOTES
1 Approaching this statement from the perspective of crime theory, it is relevant tonote that ‘hard’ quantifiable data regarding race and hate motivation in crimes forIndian international students is not available. While the Victoria Police publicly stateon several occasions that race and hate cannot be proven to be motivating factors forthe crimes, they never publicly acknowledge that a lack of evidence can also be an indicator of a hate crime (Mason, 2010).
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HEADLINE AND BODY DISPOSITION

Positive = that the overriding discourse (voice) in the article is mostly favourable
Descriptive = that the overriding discourse (voice) in the article is neither favourablenor critical but is describes without disposition
Negative = that the overriding discourse (voice) in the article is mostly unfavourableand critical

CRIME MOTIVATION FRAME
Opportunism = the overriding discourse is one where crimes are committed based onrandom chance
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Race and Hate = the overriding discourse is where crimes are committed based onxenophobia
Mix race and opportunism = the overriding discourse is where crimes are committedbased on a mix of random chance but propelled by xenophobia

STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FRAME
Innocent = discourse has an emotional quality in regard to 'innocence', may also imply naivety.
Immigration system rorter = motives for being in Australia are suspect
Commodity = discourse objectifies students, clustering them into depersonalised,nonemotional articles of trade eg to serve political or economic narratives
Threat = to Australian social cohesion

VICTORIA POLICE FRAME
Actively racist = the discourse implies that Victoria Police are participants in discrimination based on race and ethnicity
Misunderstood = Victoria Police are doing a good job but their motives and beliefsare misinterpreted
In denial = the Victoria Police are in denial about race issues in modern society
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INTRODUCTION
Jodi Dean draws from a wide field of interests, ranging from political theory, poststructuralism and psychoanalysis to neoliberalism, cultural studies and feminist theory. Buther work is, above all, interested in contemporary space and the possibility of politics(Dean, 1996; 1997; 2002; 2006; Passavant & Dean 2004). Her most recent research and writings focus especially on the correlation between digital media and such political environments and opportunities (Dean, 2009; 2010a; Dean, Anderson & Lovink, 2006). Arguing inclear and outspoken prose, or what might also be called a provocative and even ‘radical’perspective, her publications have gained worldwide attention. Not for no reason she hasrecently been described as ‘a rising star’ (Dean 2010b).
Instead of highlighting communitarian effects of digital media, Dean deconstructscommon accounts of the public sphere and points towards the drastic shortcomings of theinternet and its digital tools as mass culture (Dean, 2003; 2009). This skepticism towards theemancipatory and democratising effects of mediated communication emerges already in hertime as a PhD candidate under the supervision of Jean Cohen at Columbia University; andmore specifically, during her stay as a visiting PhD researcher at the Institute for Social Research in Frankfurt, Germany in the 1990s. Critically reflecting on the institute’s leading figures at that time, Dean cultivates a line of thought that stands in stark contradiction to thereasoning put forward by Jürgen Habermas and Axel Honneth.
Perpetually advancing and updating her argument to the scenarios of informationalsocieties, Dean sees everyday communicative exchanges enabled through media resourcesas not only undermining capacities for democracy, but also entrapping people in a specificmode of domination. In particular the expansion and intensification of communication andentertainment networks yields not democracy, but something else entirely: communicativecapitalism (Dean, 2009; 2010). Instead of leading to more equitable distributions of wealthand influence or enabling the emergence of a richer variety in modes of living and practicesof freedom, the deluge of screens and spectacles undermines political opportunity and efficacy for most of the world’s people (Dean & Passavant, 2004).

CRITICAL MEDIA STUDIES IN TIMES OF
COMMUNICATIVE CAPITALISM: AN

INTERVIEW WITH JODI DEAN



Jodi Dean is currently Professor of Political Science at Hobart and William Smith Colleges, a liberal arts college in Geneva, New York. She runs a blog and is currently finishing amanuscript entitled The Communist Horizon for Verso (forthcoming 2012). In this interview,conducted before her keynote at the Taking Control conference at the School of Oriental andAfrican Studies (SOAS) in London, Dean talks about the value of critical theory for mediastudies, the decline of symbolic efficiency and the necessity of a (global) revolution to bringabout change.
PLATFORM: In your latest book Blog Theory, you say that, ‘critical media theory ispossible when it occupies the trap of its emergence, not when it offers happy solutions …A media theory that is critical has to forswear the affective enterprise of contributing thefeelingimpulses of hope and reassurance and offer thinking instead’ (Dean, 2010, p. 32).And indeed, the theory you put forward is much more on the ‘critical’ than the ‘happy’side. Put bluntly, you are indicating that contemporary communications media capturetheir users in intensive and extensive networks of enjoyment, production, and surveillance. Your term for this formation is ‘communicative capitalism’. Could you please remind us what you mean by communicative capitalism?
Jodi Dean: Communicative capitalism is the merger of democratic ideals and capitalism. A basic way to think about this is: What is the Habermasian ideal of communication? Itis inclusion, discussion, reciprocity, and everyone getting a chance to speak for as long asthey want. That’s the internet – one of the key instruments of the spread and consolidationof global neoliberalism. It is one of the primary ways that capitalism operates today in thatcapitalism has subsumed globally (almost) everyone through networks of communication.Inclusion, as in getting connected into the communication networks that serve contemporary capitalism, is championed as necessary, vital, crucial. Communication networks aresupposed to let more and more people and firms find markets and be more competitive.And at the same time, they are supposed to enhance participation and thus democracy. Themerger of the two is treated as natural, something it wouldn’t even make sense to question.So if you think about where we are now as a stage of capitalism where communication isthe dominant mode, the exact same processes and practices that are democratic in fact arethe ones that configure capitalism.
PLATFORM: It is through this notion of communicative capitalism that youevolve the concept of the ‘decline of symbolic efficiency’ – a concept rooted in thoughtsof Claude LéviStrauss and Slavoj Žižek. The idea that symbols increasingly lose theirpower to transmit significance from one person to another and from one setting to another, however, seems to contradict contemporary tendencies like the increasing ‘emotionalisation’ through symbols in politics and media. Glenn Beck, for example, putting BarackObama next to Mao and a swastika. Or if we look back to Iran in 2009, perhaps the singlegreatest impact of the internet on the Green Movement was the YouTube video that documented the death of Neda AghaSultan. Does your notion of symbolic inefficiency perhaps more specifically argue for a decline of ‘left’ symbolic efficiency?
JD: I think we have to unpack this question. The first thing I want to say is that GlennBeck does not use symbols but uses images and affects. He doesn’t open up a space where asymbol is possible for discussion or resignification. Instead it is: here is Hitler, here isObama and this feels ‘yucky’. But these alignments are not functioning as symbols ratherthey are bits of emotion. My god, most Americans don’t even know the difference betweenfascism and communism. That is why I think that Glenn Beck does not counter my thesis ofthe decline of symbolic efficiency.
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With any of the Middle East revolutions it is a huge mistake to reduce them to theirnew media practice. I think this is a bizarre kind of colonising, to try to make them like theideal of communicative democracy that is so much valued in the United States and inEurope and to not recognize the actual material and physical struggles, the labour movements, the organized people on the street as really what are the mobilising forces.
PLATFORM: Why, then, focus on ‘symbolic’ instead of ‘material efficiency’?
JD: The way I think about it is that the decline of symbolic efficiency helps us to understand how it is the case – as Agamben and Hardt and Negri have pointed out – that wehave communication without communicability. That is, in the flow of affects and impressions, communicative utterances are reduced to contributions. They are flattened out so thatany contribution is equal to any other. As a contribution to contemporary information networks, a photograph of a cute kitten is communicatively equivalent to news of a naturaldisaster or a report on particular instances of governmental corruption. This entails, then, akind of loss for political action insofar as it is extraordinarily difficult to install a gap in theoverall communicative flow, to act in a way that breaks with rather than reinforces thedominance of communicative capitalism.
I would agree that we have to focus on the material domain, and the material aspectsof the movements. But, I don’t view communication as immaterial – how could it be immaterial? First of all, there are actual, embodied people communicating … well, sometimes,other times there are just annoying robocalls or computer bots, but these, two, are material,reliant on silicon chips and machines and fibre optic cables and so on and so forth.
The mistake I am trying to diagnose is the one that reduces politics to democracy andthat thereby reduces politics to getting messages out and communicating rather than viewing politics as the ‘struggling’ on the ground. And I don’t think that is just a problem of theleft, though the left has been very enthusiastic about new media. I think it is a more generalproblem and it is one that makes political organising very difficult in the US and Europe foranything other than capital – and things appear to be easy on that side.
PLATFORM: It has become almost common sense to argue that once we acknowledge the multiplicity of the sites of politics, and of democracy, we must also acknowledge the multiplicity of the subjects and forms of politics and democracy. Youhalfjokingly refer to this move as ‘adding an s’ (Dean 2003: 96), because you think itdoes not entail a serious reconceptualisation of anything much. But is it not essential, asNoortje Marres (2005) has highlighted, to recognise that it is not selfevident which subjects are to be taken into account as part of democratic processes, or which forms ofdemocracy are to be enacted?
JD: I am not so worried about democracy. We must stop voicing and expressing theneed for radical egalitarian redistribution and elimination of capitalism as if this weredemocracy or as if this kind of political ambition could be subsumed under the headingdemocracy. When people talk about the multiplicity of subjects these days that is like consumer goods. That is, every position is the same as every other, everything has got to be included in some kind of a big tank. That is a consumer approach to viewpoints in that itassumes that the existence of view requires acknowledgement or inclusion or even validation of that view. I mean, why would anyone want to make sure to include racist subjects ormisogynist subjects? Rather, we must say that these viewpoints are wrong and regressiveand they are not the ones that are going to be useful for an egalitarian people struggle.
Anything else is just adding an ‘s’, as if infinite pluralisation were a political choice
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rather than either a statement of ontology – things are in becoming – or a statement of capital’s own tempt to proliferate goods and sites. But it is not a politics.
I am currently working on a book with the preliminarily title The Communist Horizon that is mainly concerned with organisational questions and issues. Organization is crucial for a movement to have duration and not get folded back or subsumed into claims like‘we need awareness’, ‘we need inclusion’, ‘we need access’ or reduced to a kind of libertarian emphasis on each individual’s free choices.
I should add here that I completely disagree with these new lines in political theoryinfluenced by Bruno Latour. They emphasize the agency of objects, the way things have impacts that cannot be reduced to human intentionality. Well of course this is in part true –but it’s obvious. Computers fail constantly. The objects in my bookbag are constantly pressing the buttons on my Blackberry, calling people and letting them listen in on my conversations. But it’s important to remember that humans cannot be reduced to intentionalityeither; this is the basic lesson of psychoanalysis – the unconscious, the desires and drivesthat make us who we are even as they forever elude us. And, isn’t it interesting that at atime when political agency is in crisis, when the dominant thematic is one of postpoliticsand postdemocracy, that rather than attempting to cut through the predominance ofthings, this Latourinspired political theory joins up with them, investing them with human’s missing agency? A friend of mine (from Goldsmiths, actually) has said that this preoccupation with things is just another form of commodity fetishism. I think he’s right, butonly up to a point – it’s also ontology fetishism.
PLATFORM: Alain Touraine argues that, ‘If you believe in the implacable domination of economic forces, you cannot believe in the possibility of social movements’(Touraine, 2001, p. 3). Although you acknowledge that any transformative politics todaywill have to grapple with digital media, your view that we all reside in what you call a‘media trap’ (Dean, 2010) appears to be allinclusive. Is there a way out of this trap?
JD: What does that quote even mean? Who would claim the ‘implacable dominationof economic forces’? Certainly not Marx! Economic domination is coextensive with classstruggle – it’s hardly ‘implacable’. Anyway, on the media trap. It’s tricky. You are right tosay that the way I’ve been talking about it may be too close to ‘implacable’. I have beenthinking about this apparently inescapable trap in a few different ways. In Blog Theory Imention two. One way is to recognize that the system can’t keep going and it will get topoints of collapse and destruction; this way is intrinsic to capitalism. So there’s the naturalinevitability of crises. It’s not a great political point but it is one of the ways that the systembreaks down. And, there is something to it insofar as it tells ‘the left’ that we have to be organized, ready, united so as to be able to deal with crises when they arise. The tragedy ofthe 2008 economic crisis is that there was no organized alternative response. In the US, thisabsence has been filled by the reprehensible Tea Party which is making major strides towards destroying the few remaining achievements of the twentieth century.
Another way the system breaks down is when people actively make it break down.And this, again, can happen in different ways. We have, for example, seen the revolutionsin the Middle East. It is really exciting seeing people forcing a change. Less visible forms ofthis are hackers. Hackers broke into the French finance ministry in December 2010 and thePentagon early this year and that is pretty impressive as well. I think these are just somepossible sites of change.
My discussion of communicative capitalism does not require that we the subjects areall idiots and deceived. It is rather our practices that are the problem, not what we know. It
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is not that we become subjects who do not have a clue. It is that we are subjects who in allour different efforts end up in reproducing the system. So the question has got to be, how tofind ways not to reproduce the system. And I think when you break it down it does not reproduce and when there are deliberate acts like hacking it might not reproduce either.
PLATFORM: Yet, applying your notion of communicative capitalism to the upheaval in North African nations, one might argue: they managed to establish change butnow they simply are in a similar situation that people in democracies around the globeare.
JD: They are not in the same situation because it is harder for us to argue against a‘tyrant’. We simply are not under that kind of dictatorship. Overthrowing dictators andtyranny is a completely different question than: What does it mean to overthrow a democracy? There are examples in history of rightwing overthrows of democracy. But for a leftoriented collective, that is harder. And it is risky and uncertain. I believe it is communism orbarbarism. The barbarism is getting worse in the US, the UK and most of Europe because ofthe rampant inequality and the finance sector’s increasing hold that is not sustainable. Thequestion is: How do we respond as our societies are declining? Do we seize the reigns andmake them go some place else or do we scrap for the little pieces?
PLATFORM: In a recent talk at the Goldsmiths and Sage symposium on the futureof democracy, you said that change can only be brought about by a global ‘we’ and not bylocal activities that focus, for example, on modes of consumption. How do you thinkwould it be possible to create a global ‘we space’, and would such space only be possibleon a global scale?
JD: Ultimately it – the abolition of capitalism – is only possible on a global scale. Ifwe think about global communications, we already have a global scale. We also have aglobal transport and a global finance system. And the alterglobalization movement did important work in building networks of activists all over the world. So the interconnectionsare already there. Further, if we think in terms of the idea of the ‘common’ (as in the important work of Hardt and Negri, Cesare Casarino and others coming out of the Italian context) we already recognize that we as a ‘global we’ are making and producing thingstogether. And, of course, localism makes no sense; it seems to idealize some kind of agrarian ideal where small groups make what they need to survive? I mean, really, is that theonly alternative to capitalism? Hardly, we already know that collective ventures can be organized on a global scale.
Anyway, how is the global revolution possible? Maybe we should ask: how is it notpossible? The fascinating thing about the recent mideast revolutions has been the contagious effects and the way they’ve made contemporary problems and inequalities visible asglobal. But it’s going to take organising and duration. I think a good step involves moreimagining, lots of leaps of imagination and thought experiments that say: how do we do it;how do we think that something like this can be possible? Training ourselves to reimagineit and then training ourselves to think through the steps and then implementing them. Thisis necessary to enact an organisational model that lets people realise that there are newways of organising the possible. This sounds speculative, and it is speculative but imagining those steps is a move towards exercising them.
We can take the recent protests and occupations against the rise of tuition fees andcuts in the public sector in the UK as an example. People start thinking: how do we want toreorganise not only the university but England; how do we want to reorganise not just England but the EU; and how do we see this in a global context? At each step, the ‘we’ changes
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and grows – and of course encounters new difficulties and oppositions, which compelchoices and decisions that strengthen the emergent organization. As long as neoliberalismis our dominant economic model all the education pursuits in the world are meaningless.The neoliberal economy doesn’t need a middle class and that’s why, for example, educationis cut. But how long will people continue their quality of life decline? How long will they goon and let states cut more and more services?
PLATFORM: Given the fact that media (technologies) become increasingly omnipresent what is the future of critical media studies? If the object disappears in the dailyrealm of normality, other fields (e.g. sociology, political economy etc.) might be betterplaces to start looking at media.
JD: If we think in terms of academic fields, the oftenmade distinctions are artificial,because it makes no sense, for example, to talk of political science without sociology, but yetthey are still separate fields. And it makes no sense to have sociology without anthropologyas well. So all these disciplinary boundaries blur if we think of academic fields as startingpoints for questions rather than as forms of expert knowledge with some kind of completeand allencompassing jurisdiction over particular questions.
A lot of media studies unfortunately ends up being either pointless content analysis,training for people to become media manipulators, or generic counting and measuring.Critical media studies, in contrast, is explicitly political, and is explicitly concerned withhow communications are used in ways that change people’s subjectivity, in ways thatchange our life chances, and finally, with how we can change them. So the future of mediastudies is in the critical and this critical direction will and must reject arbitrary disciplinarydistinctions. In fact, to say anything important at all, media studies has to make explicit therole of media in maintaining capitalism.
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Abstract: Internationally, documentary content has been a key area of innovation andexperimentation for public broadcasters and public funding bodies as television movesbeyond broadcast and into online and multiplatform environments. This has not beenthe case in New Zealand where the production of an online or convergent televisiondocumentary has had little or no support from either the primary funding body (NZ OnAir) or any broadcaster. This paper examines the factors that have slowed the adoption ofnew platforms and technologies in television documentary in New Zealand from acritical political economy perspective, with an emphasis on the unique conditions thathave shaped New Zealand’s documentary production ecology. Through analysis ofopportunities for innovation and barriers to participation in an emergent global newmedia ecology, this paper argues that a continued lack of investment in public servicemedia significantly inhibits the development and wellbeing of New Zealand’sdocumentary production ecology.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper examines how the specific conditions of New Zealand’s television industry have shaped New Zealand’s documentary production ecology from a critical political economy perspective, identifying declining public service values and cultural policylimitations as barriers to the adoption of new platforms and the emergence of documentaryforms and practices. In this discussion I argue that a reconfigured notion of public mediaand a shift of priorities in cultural policy is necessary in order to support the developmentof contemporary documentary practices within a “new media ecology”.

INERTIA AND TURBULENCE: TELEVISION
AND INNOVATION IN NEW ZEALAND’S
DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION ECOLOGY



This paper is derived from research (in progress) towards a joint PhD at The University of Melbourne and The University of Auckland which examines New Zealand’s documentary production ecology as a unique case study of a cultural and creative industry intransition. It draws on interviews, observation, analysis of production trends and my owninvolvement as a participant in the production ecology to assess how significant changeswithin New Zealand’s documentary production ecology (such as the decline of public service broadcasting and the emergence of new media platforms and technologies) affect thefunction(s) of documentary as a creative and cultural industry.
Ecology offers a useful model for the examination of the complex dynamics within acultural system. Common variants of the term ‘ecology’ in the context of media studies andcreative and cultural industries discourse are ‘creative ecology’ (John Howkins, 2009), ‘media ecology’ or ‘production ecology’ (Simon Cottle 2004; Jeanette Steemers 2010). As inBourdieu’s concept of a “cultural field” (1993) this approach presents industry relations,practices and texts as, “complex, ambivalent and contested” (David Hesmondhalgh, 2007, p.4). Media outputs are examined in relation to “the broader field of production including institutional and competitive relationships, dependencies, key players, and professional practices” (Steemers, 2010, p.39).
While New Zealand’s documentary production ecology is affected by global mediashifts, such as the introduction of new media technologies and platforms, it is also shapedby unique local conditions, such as a highly deregulated and intensely competitive marketdriven broadcasting environment. The discussion that follows aims to examine how andwhy New Zealand’s documentary production ecology has so far failed to participate in anexpansion of documentary practices spurred by new media platforms and technologies thatalso serve to explore models for public media beyond existing broadcasting models. Afteroutlining the factors that have shaped New Zealand’s television industry (and by extensionthe production ecology of documentary in New Zealand), I analyse characteristics of television documentary in New Zealand reflective of a cultural policy framework that supports‘localness’ and ‘universality’ (Dunleavy and Joyce, 2011), but fails to promote critical socialdebate or analysis or (central to this discussion) innovation. Finally, I examine some of thepathways towards content production for new platforms that have been explored in NewZealand, identify key barriers to innovation and argue for a revision of existing culturalpolicy frameworks.

DOCUMENTARY IN THE GLOBAL NEW MEDIA ECOLOGY
New technologies and media platforms necessitate new production and distributionmodels, new ways of engaging and interacting with audiences and have radically expandedthe field of documentary, introducing new and hybrid forms such as the web documentary,multiplatform documentary and transmedia documentary. Documentary is no longer confined to the screens of cinema and television but can increasingly be found on our desktops,on our mobile devices, and in our public places, our museums, galleries, libraries, andstreets. It is increasingly social, viral, locative, multimodal, participatory and evolving.New technologies and media platforms have also had an impact on the production and distribution of linear documentary forms such as theatrical and television documentary, asproducers, broadcasters and distributors are increasingly compelled to utilise web and social media to promote, distribute or even finance documentaries.
The adoption of new platforms and the emergence of new forms of documentary signify a redefining of public media in new public domains described by Patricia Zimmermanas a “new media ecology” that is:
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layered, multiplatformed, swiftly changing, and reconfiguringaudience and outreach [...] altering the relationships betweenproduction, distribution and exhibition with long tail marketing,niche markets, blurrings between professional and amateur, neweconomic models, and new emerging sectors of public media.(Zimmerman, p.287, 2008)
While the dynamics of this new media ecology challenge “old media” oppositionsbetween independent and commercial (for profit) media (p.287), public media institutionssuch as Australia’s ABC and Screen Australia, the UK’s BBC, Canada’s NFB and France’sCNC have played a critical role in fostering innovation and supporting the emergence ofnew documentary practices. This has not been the case in New Zealand, where uniquefactors have created a public service media vacuum, inhibiting the expansion of documentary into new public domains as seen in territories where public media has a stronger foundation. There is no question that television, and public service broadcasting in particular, isgoing through a transitional period of significant change in New Zealand. However, ratherthan the expansion of established notions of public service media and the adoption of newplatforms and technologies, change has meant a movement away from public service media. This is evident in the divestment of public service obligations for New Zealand’s stateowned broadcaster TVNZ; the withdrawal of free to air noncommercial television (TVNZ 6and 7); and the movement of some services to pay TV (Heartland and Kidszone).

NEW ZEALAND TELEVISION DOCUMENTARY IN CONTEXT
The history of New Zealand television (the most productive area of New Zealanddocumentary production) is characterised by change and uncertainty, and the present era isno exception. A combination of both global and local factors has created unique conditionsunderlying the current period of fluctuation without innovation; a state of inertia in themidst of turbulence.
Global economic, cultural and technological trends are manifested locally accordingto New Zealand’s specific conditions. Because of its small size, geographic isolation andunique cultural mix, New Zealand’s screen production ecology is fragile and subject to frequent upheaval. According to Roger Horrocks:

New Zealand television is a small and vulnerable habitat with anumber of endangered species. Broadcasters and productioncompanies struggle to survive and grow in a challenging environment, sensitive to any new form of life introduced (such aspay television) or any change of temperature (such as a downturn in advertising revenue). A key aspect of ecology is theawareness that everything is interrelated so that any change hassubtle flowon effects. (Horrocks, 2004a)
Horrocks points to the nearfatal impact of the coming of sound on New Zealand’sfilm industry in the 1920’s, which was “too fragile to carry the increased costs or to getaround the legal problems associated with patents”, as a tangible example of the productionecology’s vulnerability to external forces of change (Horrocks, 2004b).
At the present time there are a number of different factors in the global media environment that have significant implications for New Zealand’s documentary production ecology. Globalisation has brought about the relaxation and deregulation of media ownershiprestrictions and the easing of global trade tariffs and the emergence of networked commu
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nications. Digital television broadcast has brought about a proliferation of free to air TVchannels in addition to cable or satellite subscription services. New platforms have emergedsuch as mobile and web content delivery, video on demand and IPTV, creating an increaseddemand for content, access to niche markets, and opportunities for selfdistribution. The introduction of cheaper, more accessible production equipment, such as HD prosumer cameras and desktop editing software, has created a lower barrier to entry and increasedcompetition amongst independent documentary makers, amplifying tensions between ‘amateurs’ and ‘professionals’ within an industry where ‘creative labour’ is already precarious.Audiences are increasingly accessing and interacting with online and mobile content andengaging with social media. Content is increasingly pull rather than push, delivered on demand rather than on schedule, facilitating the Long Tail business model (Anderson, 2006),and the rise of crowdfunding and selfdistribution. New technologies and new platformsalso mean an increase in content that is hybrid, multimodal, multiplatform, participatory,usergenerated, interactive and locative.
These shifts represent significant changes in media production, consumption anddistribution (or use), providing new opportunities for the creation of new kinds of contenton a variety of platforms and the ability to reach wider audiences/markets on a global scale.Yet the ‘new media ecology’ is also a highly competitive environment creating new challenges for local producers. For the New Zealand documentary production ecology the impact of these global forces is highly dependent on specific local conditions.
As previously stated, New Zealand television has a history of frequent and oftendramatic change. Briefly summarised, in the early days of television in New Zealand in the1960s the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC) established a documentary department which, like the BBC on which it was moulded, produced documentaries emulating the Grierson model (Goldson, 2004). By the 1970s independent filmmakers emergedseeking to challenge the conservatism and dominance of inhouse producers. The neoliberal economic reforms of the mid1980s saw a dramatic shift from “a highly protectionist economic structure based on tariffs, subsidies and a large public service” to “an extrememonetarist regime, one that stressed individualism, competition and commercialisation”(Goldson, 2004, p. 243). This resulted in the commercialisation of the public broadcaster(TVNZ), which became a State Owned Enterprise in 1988, and the launch of the firstprivately owned television channel, TV3 in 1989. In this period TVNZ’s inhouse documentary production unit was closed, completing the transition to a fully independent and highlycompetitive television documentary production industry.
Public television in New Zealand has always occupied a negotiated position betweencultural policy and economic imperatives, striving to meet public service objectives and justify government subsidy within a competitive market environment. The Broadcasting Commission, New Zealand on Air (NZ On Air), was an innovation intended to ensure theprovision of a public broadcasting service in an environment where the state owned broadcaster is required to perform commercially in a competitive market, by opening up publicfunds for local content to all broadcasters and producers on a contestable basis. While theintroduction of competition in New Zealand television and establishment of NZ On Air ledto a boom in the production of local content it also created great tension in the productionecology between funders, broadcasters and producers. In order to receive funding from NZOn Air for a documentary, a producer must have approval from a broadcaster commissioner. This means that although NZ On Air has “a mandate to support various priorities withinbroadcasting – in summary ‘local content, coverage, Māori culture, children, and minorityprogrammes’” (Horrocks 1996, p. 54 in Goldson, 2004, p. 244), programs must also have thepotential to attract good ratings. So while documentary is largely dependent on cultural
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subsidy and nominally expected to fulfil a public service function, it is ultimately requiredto be costeffective and highly commercial.
The instability of New Zealand’s television broadcasting environment is a significantfactor inhibiting the innovation and change required for a shift to a multiplatform digitalenvironment. TVNZ’s dual commercial and public service mandate has always been highlyproblematic and at each election it becomes a political football. Throughout the 1990’sTVNZ was treated as an asset to be groomed for sale. Labour’s election in 1999 promised tobring about a renewed commitment to public service broadcasting, reflected in the introduction of the 2003 TVNZ Charter, a policy reform that was wellintentioned but largely ineffective, conflicting with both TVNZ’s and NZ On Air’s respective institutional objectives(Thompson, 2011a).
The election of a new National government in 2008 brought about the end of theTVNZ Charter and a return to the commercial agenda of the 1990s. In 2009 the Charterfunds were reallocated to NZ On Air as a contestable fund for “high quality public broadcast content of wide appeal” (NZ On Air, 2009a). 2011 saw the passing of the TVNZAmendment Bill, officially repealing the Charter and divesting TVNZ of its public serviceobligations. The commercialfree TVNZ digital channels on Freeview TVNZ6 and TVNZ7,established by the previous Labour government, once looked like promising contenders forthe position of a reinvented public service media provider for the digital multiplatform age.However, in March 2011 the familyoriented TVNZ6 was replaced by a commercial youthchannel and its children’s content was shifted to pay TV (TVNZ Kidzone24 on SKY) (TVNZ,2011). In April 2011 the Government announced that funding for TVNZ7, which has supported a great deal of factual public service content, would not continue beyond June 2012(TVNZc, 2011).
While public interest in documentary is strong (NZ On Air, 2010a) and free to airbroadcasters continue to screen New Zealand documentaries,1 a fully contestable publicfunding model without a dedicated public broadcaster is unlikely to support innovation,such as the development of multiplatform documentary content. According to PeterThompson’s analysis:

funding arrangements need to take account of the position of achannel in the wider media ecology; in some instances, privatecommercial media might provide more public value per dollarthan a public channel. However, this is certainly not a justification for making all funding competitive and open to all operators. Contestable public funding among a small group of similarcommercial operators will still tend to overproducegenres/formats with proven audience appeal that minimise theiropportunity cost. To ensure competition for quality and diversity, a plurality of institutional models needs to be present inthe media ecology. In other words, optimising public value perpublic dollar requires an environment were there are notforprofit operators which can accept content with high public valuebut high opportunity costs that would normally deter commercial operators. (Thompson, 2011b)
‘TENDENCIES’ IN NEW ZEALAND TELEVISION DOCUMENTARY

Two competing “documentary tendencies” in New Zealand television identified byAnnie Goldson (2004), the ‘fast turnaround’ and ‘quality series,’ continue to dominate the
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television documentary landscape in New Zealand in the form of the popular factual entertainment series (‘fast turnaround’) and Platinum Fund documentaries (‘quality’).
The $NZ15 million Platinum Fund was established in 2009 with funds previously allocated to TVNZ for the provision of public service content under the TVNZ Charter (Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2011). The fund aims to support “quality content which maybe currently difficult to find on our screens or which may require a high level of public investment to get made” (NZ On Air, 2010b). Documentaries that meet Platinum Fund criteriaare “longform appealing documentaries on subjects of cultural, historical or artistic importance” and “researchdriven short documentary series on issues or topics important to NewZealand” (NZ On Air, 2010c). The emphasis on quality equates with fundamental publicservice values with an aim to “inform, educate and entertain a good crosssection of NewZealand” (NZ On Air, 2011).
The Platinum Fund, which also supports quality drama and current affairs series,now plays a vital role in ensuring that some content with cultural as well as commercialvalue remains on New Zealand screens. However, a brief analysis of the documentariessupported by the fund suggests that Platinum Fund documentaries, rather than promotinginnovation, support the wellestablished function of documentary as national project. AsMary Debrett has argued (2004), while New Zealand On Air’s funding policies have succeeded in building up New Zealand documentary as a popular genre and boosting documentary as an industry, this success is largely superficial and has come at a cost. Debrettdescribes documentary as the most costeffective way to produce a higher volume of localcontent, achieving the seemingly positive outcome of promoting both national identity andlocal industry. Building on an argument developed by Avril Bell, Debrett cautions thatrather than performing the social function of providing a public forum of critical analysisand debate and the exploration of alternative points of view, New Zealand documentaryhas become a vehicle for New Zealand identity as a national brand, a process which, “constitutes a stage in the commodification of documentary, and the corporate takeover of public space”(Debrett, 2004, p. 10).2

Claims that New Zealand’s branded strands won an audience fordocumentary and helped build a ‘documentary industry’ invokethe inherent ‘worthiness’ of the documentary idea, yet simultaneously undermine it by asserting tabloid values and glib celebratory nationalism. Whether or not publicly subsidizedprogramming can deliver public service goals in a broadcastmarketplace depends on the accommodation of priorities otherthan revenue and ratings. Continued subsidy for social documentary as a discrete genre is a key element in preserving television programme diversity, for as documentary’s past truth andreality claims become untenable, only social purpose remains todifferentiate the genre from the ragbag of factual programming.(Debrett, 2004, p. 20)
A brief analysis of the funding decisions for the first two years of Platinum Fund investment in documentary content (2009–2011) would seem to support this view. The2009–2010 round of Platinum Fund investment was heavily weighted towards historicalNew Zealand subjects, summarised as follows: Docudramas were a major focus, with thefund supporting three historical docudramas, all centred on significant New Zealanders.Even the three drama programs funded were based on true stories: (Bliss, the story of NewZealand writer Katherine Mansfield’s early years; Tangiwai, the story of the Tangiwai train
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disaster and Stolen, a telefeature based on the true story of a New Zealand kidnappingcase). A 1 ½ hour arts documentary, Canvassing the Treaty and five part documentaryseries on New Zealand rivers, Rivers with Craig Potton, were also funded in this round (NZOn Air, 2009b).
The 2010–2011 Platinum Fund has an almost identical (though extended) blend ofdocudrama, drama ‘based on a true story’ and natural history documentary consisting of:Two historical docudramas (What Really Happened? Waitangi and Journey into Darkness);three dramas based on ‘true stories’ (Billy; Rage; and the series Underbelly NZ); two documentary series (Descent From Disaster, “Descendents of the people involved take us throughmajor NZ historical events”, a six by one hour documentary series; and The Story, “Fourleading documentary makers provide insights into important NZ institutions”, four longform documentaries); and three natural history documentaries (The Hunt for the Pink andWhite Terraces, a one hour program; Primeval New Zealand – Where Wild Meets Weird, a onehour program; and Wild Coasts, five by one hour documentary series) (NZ On Air, 2010b).
There is no doubt that these documentaries play an important role in providing NewZealand audiences with quality television content, telling wellcrafted New Zealand storiesmade by some of the country’s most experienced and talented documentary makers.However, there is still a gap to be filled here, with room for social documentary and innovation. Of the four functions of documentary identified by John Corner (2002), the PlatinumFund addresses aspects of three: Documentary as “The Project of Democratic Civics” (p. 6),“Documentary as Journalistic Inquiry and Exposition” (p. 6) and “Documentary as Diversion”. What remains to be developed is “Documentary as Radical Interrogation and Alternative Perspective” (p. 6).
If New Zealand’s ‘top shelf’ Platinum Fund documentary programs bear the ‘NewZealand Inc.’ brand as a mark of quality, many of the popular factual entertainment seriesfunded by NZ On Air under the category of documentary have a generic flavour. Theseseries eschew specific New Zealand stories in favour of universal subjects and themes thatcan be onsold internationally as either cheap content or as a ‘format’, a prepackagedconcept with demonstrated commercial appeal able to be replicated (with the infusion oflocal flavour) in other markets. Examples of locally devised formats marketed and sold internationally are What’s Really In Our Food?, a consumerfocused show about “what’s in thefood we eat” (Top Shelf Productions Ltd, 2008, 2009, 2010); Beyond the Darklands, an “insightful professional analysis of the lives of some of New Zealand's most notorious criminals” (Screentime Ltd, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010); Missing Pieces, “the personal journeys of peoplewho are searching for someone for a very special reason” (Eyeworks New Zealand Ltd,2008, 2009, 2010); and Money Man, a program in which a financial trainer teaches Kiwis tomanage their money (Cream Media Ltd, 2006, 2007, 2008). Two of these factual series (Beyond the Darklands and What’s Really in Our Food) have actually delivered sales income to NZon Air (which takes a 25% return on net sales of programs where its investment is $200,000or more) (Murray, 2010).
The commercial and popular success of New Zealand factual entertainment formatscould be seen as an indicator of the growing maturity of documentary production in NewZealand as a creative industry capable of delivering transnational content to the global market. However, NZ on Air’s role in ongoing investment in such content highlights the complex mix of priorities faced by funders in what John Corner (2004) refers to as the‘postdocumentary’ age. For NZ On Air, ratings “provide a measure of value for publicmoney” (Murray, 2010, p. 5) and support its objectives of reaching a sizeable audiencewhere “programmes are valued by their target audience”(NZ On Air, 2011). The popularity
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of Popular Factual series therefore could be seen to justify recurrent investment fromTVNZ. However, questions could be raised about the fine line between ongoing supportfor content widely seen and enjoyed by the public, and the subsidising of content that delivers high ratings and therefore commercial success for the broadcaster, therefore potentiallydisplacing the funding of more innovative and commercially ‘risky’ forms of content (suchas multiplatform documentary production). A recent review of NZ on Air’s recurrent funding of TV series defends the practice of recurrent funding for highrating content in a waythat suggests that, particularly in the recessionary climate, the documentary industry cannotsucceed without public subsidy (or in NZ on Air’s terminology, ‘investment’). The reportpoints to a weakness in the funding framework that effectively compels NZ On Air to favour certainty over risk:
Popular Factual documentary series were consistently thehighest rating genre of those recurrently funded, with almost allseries far exceeding the ratings targets. With all genres, broadcasters have largely paid lower licence fees for these series in recent years, a factor that when combined with the demonstratedcommercial success of these programmes could support an argument for lower public subsidies in the genre. One outcome oflowered public subsidies however is likely to be that despite receiving high rating for primetime local programmes, broadcasters would probably look to acquire more internationalproduct at a lower cost than locally commissioned programmes.The challenge for NZ on Air is to find a balance between thelevels of public subsidy for series that prove to be commerciallysuccessful, while retaining (and growing) broadcasters’ supportfor locally commissioned programmes. (Murray, 2010, p. 5)

Economists and cultural policy analysts Hasan Bakhshi and David Throsby (2010)contend that digital platforms and production technologies have the potential to expandcreative and economic opportunities:
We stress innovation along four dimensions: audience reach; artform development; value creation, and business models. A crosscutting theme is technological change. Digital technologies inparticular raise the possibility that arts and cultural organisations can overcome the traditional constraints imposed by physical location, thereby expanding [...] audience reach” and to open“new avenues for developing the artform, create new sources ofeconomic and cultural value, and spur new business models. (p.4)

If, as Bakshi and Throsby argue, new digital platforms and technologies can facilitatethe development and expansion of arts, culture and commerce as never before, New Zealand documentary producers will have the opportunity to bypass some of the limitations oflocal funding, production and distribution models, to reach new audiences, explore newforms and allow for the delivery of more costeffective and targeted public service media.Arguably the commercial success of New Zealand popular factual television formatsdemonstrates the commercial potential of new forms of transnational content. However,given that multiplatform content production is emerging as a complex art form that requires new models for production and distribution, and while many New Zealand documentary producers may have worldclass expertise in fastturnaround television, few, if
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any, have skills and experience in multiplatform/transmedia production. This would be asignificant issue if there were a global (or even local) market for convergent documentaryformats. So far, however, while it is clear that the ‘new media ecology’ is in a state of transition, the business model for posttelevision documentary is unclear, even in the territorieswhere new forms of documentary are most actively supported by both public and privatescreen institutions.
A recent study by Canada’s Documentary Network, ‘Documentary and New DigitalPlatforms; an ecosystem in transition’ presents “a snapshot of the reaction, production anddistribution of documentaries in a rapidlychanging digital environment”(p. 2). The studyfinds that new platforms are not detrimental to the television documentary ecology. On thecontrary, it finds the number of hours viewers spend watching television increases everyyear, as does their interest in documentaries and that “online distribution platforms andbroadcaster portals serve as audiencemultipliers [increasing] the influence of documentaries” (p. 2).
These findings may seem a promising endorsement for the future of emergent formsof documentary and a good rationale for television broadcasters to embrace new platforms,but there’s a significant catch:

Today this new form of distribution does not automatically generate significant economic returns. For the most part, the platforms that disseminate documentaries on the Internet are notprofitable. New ways of managing rights need to be foundwhich can boost the public profile of works, and can also be areal source of revenue for the creators and producers. (Observatoire du Documentaire | Documentary Network, p. 2)
In a media environment as deregulated and commercially competitive as New Zealand, the uncertainty of the potential for new media platforms to offer a return on investment is largely unsupportable in the absence of a public service broadcaster or publicfunding body truly mandated to risk ventures in new media spaces. It is remarkable then,that some (albeit tentative) steps have been taken towards new forms of content production.The final section of this paper examines some of the pathways towards content productionfor new platforms that have been explored in New Zealand, identifies key barriers and limitations and suggests some broad measures that need to be taken to open up opportunitiesfor innovation and expansion within both New Zealand’s television production ecologygenerally, and documentary production, more specifically.
MULTIPLATFORM AND BEYOND: FIRST STEPS (AND MISSTEPS) TOWARDS INNOVATION
Internationally, the investment in multiplatform content by public media institutionsis not just the shouldering of the public burden of risk that the commercial broadcaster isunable to carry but a recognition that, in what Mary Debrett (2009) describes as ‘the multiplatform era,’ a single platform can no longer adequately serve the needs of a diverse anddispersed public:

In the social context of the digital era, when media services andthe media habits of the fragmented audience are so diverse, access is no longer about scarcity, and universality needs to be addressed across the full range of media platforms in order toaggregate sufficient fragments to reach a general public. Theflexible access of ondemand media offers a reinvented form of
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universality, one that caters for contemporary lifestyles. It canalso be argued that, by distributing reversioned content, suchservices extend the shelflife and reach of publicly funded productions, building on wordofmouth publicity, and thereby helpto maximize the value of public investment. (Debrett, 2009, p.810)
Australia’s Public Broadcaster, the ABC, with the assistance of the Australian FilmCommission, now Screen Australia, first launched the Documentary Online Initiative in2001 “to encourage exciting and adventurous projects that exploit the possibilities of the Internet and challenge conventional documentary forms” (Screen Australia, 2001).3 Today, theABC continues to have a clear multiplatform commissioning strategy in place for documentary. As the ABC’s commissioning guidelines indicate, multiplatform content entailsmore than video clips online, it requires a multifaceted approach to storytelling and interactive engagement across all platforms used:

TV Documentaries is actively seeking television ideas for all ofthe above genres that can translate onto other platforms acrossthe ABC – ABC Online, mobile and gaming.
We encourage you to think of ideas that can run in parallel(rather than competition) with the programme itself, and giveaudiences the chance to experience and engage more fully inyour idea and subject. “DVD extras” material is already accommodated by current websupport for programmes (e.g. GallipoliSubmarine, Australia: Land of Parrots) therefore these biggermultiplatform projects need a more ambitious sense of scale andlevel of interactivity. We are also looking for content where theonline experience becomes intrinsic to the program i.e. a necessary part of content creation. (ABC Television, 2011)

NZ On Air took its first cautious steps towards the exploration of ‘digital content’beyond television broadcast in December 2007 with the establishment of The Digital Content Partnership Fund. The fund, which provided up to one million dollars in contestablefunding per year over a fouryear period, has been experimental in the sense that fewguidelines or restrictions have been given to applicants:
To encourage the widest range of innovative proposals NZ OnAir is not limiting ideas to a particular target audience or genre.We are seeking genuinely original online audio/visual contentthat can attract and engage new audiences in significant numbers, preferably on more than one platform. The content must reflect and develop New Zealand identity and culture, and a clearunderstanding of and focus on a particular audience is key.
While leaving the style and target audience of projects open NZOn Air is likely to favour those projects that augment our currentwork in the television, radio and NZ music areas. Archival,Sports or News related projects are not a priority for this fund.(NZ on Air, 2010)

The contrast between these two requests for proposals is revealing, not only in termsof general differences between the two television production ecologies (for a start, Australia
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is large and robust enough to support such an RFP for documentary alone), but more significantly, in terms of the different strategic approaches to new media platforms and technologies. The Australian RFP is specific in its call for multiplatform projects that run in parallelwith program designed for television broadcast; potential platforms are specifically identified; and expectations in terms of scope, interactivity and user experience are stated. In contrast, the New Zealand RFP is open, articulating only one specific criterion. The only ‘must’in a RFP that uses terms and phrases such as ‘not limiting’, ‘open’, ‘preferable’ and ‘likely’is; “The content must reflect and develop New Zealand identity and culture, and a clear understanding of and focus on a particular audience is key” (NZ on Air, 2010). Even in thecontext of an initiative designed to promote innovation, NZ On Air is constrained by thecultural policy imperative to promote New Zealand identity above all values while at thesame time securing an audience reach that qualifies its investment.
At this point I must acknowledge my own involvement, to various degrees, in threeunrelated submissions made to The Digital Content Partnership Fund over a twoyear period, two of which were documentary projects, none of which were successful. Lest my criticism of the Fund be attributed to a case of ‘sour grapes’ I would like to take pains to pointout that during the fund’s fouryear existence no documentary projects have been funded(surprising considering the role that documentary content has played in spearheading multiplatform production in other territories such as Australia). I would also argue that my experience in submitting to the fund has provided me with a unique insight into the efficacyof the fund from a content producer’s perspective in addition to that of a critical observer.My conclusion (subjective as it may be) is that the fund was hampered from the outset,lacking specific strategic objectives, providing little direction for content producers andshowing little evidence of being informed by research into models for online and multiplatform public media employed elsewhere. As one submitter states in feedback cited in NZ OnAir’s own (overwhelmingly positive) review of the fund at the conclusion of its fouryearterm:

Overall the New Media Fund [sic] has been a frustration to thosewho work in the area. It has basically been unobtainable. It hasbeen geared towards old media practitioners and it seems mostof the awards have been to the old school. In general the fundsystem works too slowly and is too unwieldy... [for smaller scaleprojects]. (Richard Naylor, cited on p. 9, NZ On Air, 2012)
Critically, the absence of specific objectives also meant there were no clear measuresfor success. While (in my opinion) many of the projects were disappointingly lacking in innovation, the fund has supported a few outstanding projects, the most notable of which isReservoir Hill (KHF Media, 2009, 2010), a multiplatform teen drama series which won a Digital Emmy and is an excellent example of highly immersive and interactive multiplatformstorytelling (using mobile as well as television broadcast and online platforms and incorporating social media and participatory elements).
Another initiative that could have had positive benefits for New Zealand documentary producers, TVNZ7’s educational multiplatform initiative, Learning Hub, was alsodoomed from the outset. Regrettably, Learning Hub was launched on the same day thatBroadcasting Minister Jonathan Coleman confirmed that funding for TVNZ7 will not continue beyond June 2012 (TVNZc, 2011). TVNZ 7 Learning Hub offers textbook 21st centurypublic media content; online educational material that extends broadcast content and offersviewers an opportunity to explore topics in greater depth and to engage with interactiveeducational resources (similar, though on a more modest scale, to the services provided by
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BBC Learning in the UK). As Debrett (2009) has argued, such multiplatform services extendthe shelf life of broadcast content and expand its uses (and arguably its wider marketability).
Not all initiatives towards developing a ‘postbroadcast’ media environment havealso originated from within public institutions. The first online/web documentary project ofany significance that I have identified in New Zealand does not come from an establisheddocumentary producer, has no association with a New Zealand TV broadcaster and received no public funding. Down to the Wire (http://downtothewire.co.nz/) is an onlineproject conceived and produced by Wellingtonbased digital agency, Heyday (Heyday,2010). The project is not overtly labelled as documentary, but in subject matter, form andcontent it is consistent with web documentaries such as those commissioned by ABC Online. Appropriately, the project tells a story of innovation, presenting the story of New Zealand’s Internet. The project uniquely utilises the properties of the web as a medium, usingtext, videos, an interactive timeline and music. It evolved over time, used social networksextensively and provided opportunities for users to contribute. It has even adapted some ofthe documentary conventions of the most popular New Zealand TV documentary formats,such as the use of a high profile personality (actress Madeline Sami) as series narrator.Where broadcasters and NZ On Air take the position that multiplatform content constitutesunjustifiable risk, here is a business that has invested its own resources in the developmentof an online documentary project as a demonstration of its capabilities, and as a means ofdemonstrating not only technical and creative capability but the potential of new forms ofmedia communication to engage and connect with the audience/user. Down to the Wireshows that innovation can be seen not as commercial risk but as commercial investment.
Another independent initiative, the first of its kind in New Zealand, is Doc Lab, athreeday intensive crossmedia incubator designed to encourage filmmakers currentlyworking on projects to actively develop a crossmedia/multiplatform approach. Doc Labwas established in 2010 by Documentary Edge, an organisation run by The DocumentaryNew Zealand Trust (a nonprofit organisation promoting documentary filmmaking and advocating opportunities for New Zealand documentary filmmakers). Multiplatform production intrinsically requires a collaborative approach, as the skill set required to work acrossmultiple platforms encompasses a tremendous depth and breadth of technical and creativeknowledge. It is an approach to production that necessitates a fluency in the languages ofTV, web, mobile and gaming whilst still maintaining the focus on content and not platform.This is not a task for a single individual, but a collaborative effort to be made by a team,pooling resources and skills. Doc Lab aims to provide content producers from ‘old media’backgrounds with a greater insight into new production methods and increased awarenessof new media technologies and platforms.
Doc Lab was facilitated in 2010 and 2011 by Wendy Levy, then Director of the Producers Institute for New Media Technologies at the Bay Area Video Coalition in San Francisco(BAVC). Teams of filmmakers workshop projects with the assistance of both local and international mentors with a range of expertise in the development of multiplatform content.Having participated in the Lab in 2010 as part of a filmmaking team, and in 2011 as a mentor and participant/observer, I have been able to see how the Lab functions both to expandfilmmakers’ understanding of working with new media technologies and platforms and todevelop a multiplatform or transmedia approach to storytelling.
While the aims of the Lab are commendable and content is excellent, this programdoes have its weaknesses and limitations, the most significant of which is that the Labworks in isolation, unconnected to a broader public funding program and unsupported by a
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broadcaster or alternative distribution platform. As the projects developed do not fit withexisting public funding criteria or public media policies and lack commercial viability, theLab is a theoretical exercise, though one generally applied to existing projects that the producers have a genuine (and often heartfelt) investment in. Consequently, my observation ofDoc Lab has been that while some filmmakers have drawn some inspiration from the experience, perhaps applying their energies to the production of a complementary website thatthey may or may not have otherwise invested in developing, on the whole Doc Lab projectshave failed to get off the ground and many participants seemed to express disillusionmentwith the limited opportunities for actual production.
MOVING FORWARD

Several roadblocks to innovation are identified in a 2008 report, Research into NewZealand's Independent Documentary Sector, commissioned by the New Zealand Film Commission and Creative New Zealand to understand the “barriers and opportunities” faced bydocumentary makers, and to enable these agencies to reassess their current programs anddetermine their future roles in relation to New Zealand documentary production. The report was a response to an increasing number of proposals from established documentaryfilmmakers to the Screen Production Innovation Fund, a fund intended to “provide grantsto emerging and experimental movingimage makers for innovative and experimental movingimage productions”, which were not innovative or experimental but more suited tomainstream/commercial television (Creative New Zealand and the New Zealand FilmCommission, 2008). The report found that documentary makers were critical of funding andcommissioning models as well as with the television environment. They felt that the documentaries produced were too homogenous and commercial, and constrained by the parameters of what constituted a ‘New Zealand story’. They also identified that experiencedfilmmakers were undervalued and underutilised, while inexperienced filmmakers lackedopportunities for development, with various factors making it very difficult for even experienced and wellregarded filmmakers to survive in the industry as documentary makers.
The report also highlights what is a critical challenge for New Zealand’s documentary production ecology; recognising a “growing need to meet multiplatform delivery requirements, including online possibilities” but emphasising that, “the potential for newrevenue streams is still uncertain” (p. 15). Ironically, since this report was published, opportunities for the funding of innovative and experimental documentary works have diminished even further. The Screen Production Innovation Fund was replaced with theIndependent Filmmakers Fund in 2009 (the "Creative New Zealand Independent Filmmakers Fund") and in early 2010 the New Zealand Film Commission withdrew from thefund. The 2010 funding round was continued by CNZ but disestablished in the latter part of2010. Since the disestablishment of this fund only three documentary grants have beenmade by Creative New Zealand; $29,710 to Shirley Horrocks towards a documentary onMichael Parekowhai's Venice Biennale 2011 (Creative New Zealand, 2011, 04 March); $6,000to Peter Takapuna towards postproduction costs of a documentary on waka (Creative NewZealand, 2011, 28 October); and $6000 to The Documentary Edge Trust for the 2012 Doc Lab(Creative New Zealand, 2011, 03 February). As of April 2012 no decision has been made regarding the future of NZ On Air’s Digital Content Partnership Fund and The New ZealandFilm Commission mainly makes small investments in postproduction funding for theatrical documentaries. The current funding climate therefore provides very little support for anykind of noncommercial documentary, let alone works for new platforms or other forms ofinnovation.
Although audiences increasingly engage in timeshifting and screenshifting prac
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tices that disrupt the one to many flow of television, broadcasting will continue to dominateour media ecology for some time. However, the increasing role of new platforms in our media consumption should be recognised as we reevaluate current funding, production anddistribution models. A critical first step would be to reexamine outdated funding modelsthat continue to privilege national identity politics and ratingsdriven measures of successand give more weighting to the value of innovation. This is no easy task, one that demandsnew approaches to not only the allocation but also the sourcing of funds, as the Observatoire du Documentaire | Documentary Network report finds:
Documentary creation on the new platforms should be able todevelop with appropriate resources without straining budgetsallocated to linear documentaries produced for theatre and television release which should continue to develop. It is essential tofind new sources of money. One way of increasing resourceswould be to involve the Internet service providers. As for thefunds currently intended to finance the multiplatform productions and dedicated to experimental creation and innovation, aportion of these envelopes could be reserved for documentary onthe new platforms in order to encourage its development. Thegranting of specific funds could allow these digital works to existindependently or in complement of linear documentaries createdfor television. (p. 2, February 3rd, 2011)

These turbulent times for public service broadcasting in New Zealand should stimulate action rather than inertia. If the broadcasting landscape is to be reshaped yet again, it istime to broaden and challenge existing definitions of content and distribution, to think Public Service Media not Public Service Broadcast; to consider cultural as well as economicvalue and to consider the role that all stakeholders (including Pay TV and Internet ServiceProviders) might play in contributing to the development of New Zealand’s media ecology.
ENDNOTES

1 It should be noted that the Māori Television Service (MTS) supports a significantnumber of quality New Zealand documentaries, but that MTS receives funding fromthe Māori Broadcasting Funding Agency, Te Māngai Pāho, in addition to screeningprogrammes funded with the assistance of NZ on Air. While MTS has a specificmandate to support the Māori language and culture in New Zealand, it serves as anexcellent model for a successful New Zealand public service media provider.
2 See also Jane Roscoe’s study of the series ‘An Immigrant Nation’ for an excellent indepth study of New Zealand documentary and national identity (Roscoe, 1999).
3 See http://www.abc.net.au/tv/documentaries/online/ for an archive of ABC Online Documentaries.
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Abstract: Studies of the use of social media in tourism rarely discuss various tools inconjunction with each other. The growth of Twitter has attracted the attention of tourism researchers interested in the platform as a marketing tool and a source of information about consumers (Claster, Cooper, & Sallis, 2010; Hay, 2010). Similar studies oftravel blogs largely focus on what tourists say about destinations and their own experiences (Akehurst, 2009; Bosangit, McCabe, & Hibbert, 2009; Schmallegger & Carson,2008). Blogs in general, and travel blogs in particular, are widely regarded as providingcredible information about their authors. Both the content and formal features of theseonline narratives shape the selfpresentation and positioning of their authors as bloggers.Given that blogs are increasingly “distributed” (Helmond, 2010) and that independenttravel bloggers often link to other platforms, it is necessary to consider authorcreatedcontent beyond the blog to understand the presentation of what Papacharissi (2010) callsa “networked self”. Drawing on the theories of Bakhtin and Goffman, which have informed previous analyses of blogs, and Dann’s (1996) concept of tourist discourse, thispaper argues that the Twitter pages of independent travel bloggers extend the selfpresentation in their blogs. In particular, it focuses on how travel bloggers use specificconventions, formal features, and narrative techniques of Twitter to express a networkedself and reiterate themes of the blog. Through a random selection and textual analysis ofvarious messages it finds that while there is some mention of the travel experience, thevarious conventions and conversations on Twitter are selfpresentational elements thatgenerally strengthen the authors’ position as travel bloggers. The characteristic narrative techniques of Twitter also reveal tensions between the discourses of travel and tourism. The networked self of the independent travel blogger is negotiated in thesediscursive tensions.
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Although tourism researchers view travel blogs as a rich resource on consumer behaviour and discuss their potential as marketing tools, such studies generally examine blogshosted on travelspecific advertisingsponsored websites such as TravelPod and TravelBlogand focus on the content in entries alone (Akehurst, 2009; Bosangit, McCabe, & Hibbert,2009; Schmallegger & Carson, 2008). However, it is increasingly recognized that blogs have
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a “distributed nature” (Helmond, 2010, p.7), often linking to content created by their authors on other social media platforms. Also, the selfpresentation that takes place in blogs isdispersed across various social media (Helmond, 2010; Nabeth, 2009; Reed, 2005). This phenomenon is often seen in travel blogs hosted on independent websites that link to socialnetworking sites, bookmarking tools, and microblogging services. Any analysis of howthese authors present themselves as travel bloggers and describe their narratives as travelblogs must, therefore, move beyond the borders of the blog and take into account contentcreated using other social media. This paper discusses how this takes place on Twitter, amicroblogging service used by many independent travel bloggers.
The presentation of a networked self (boyd & Heer, 2006; Papacharissi, 2010) is aconcept useful for interpreting how authors extend the positions and themes expressed intheir blog to platforms such as Twitter. An individual mainly articulates the networked selfby connecting to other people online (Baym, 2010; Papacharissi, 2010). Describing selfpresentation on social networking sites as implicit rather than explicit, Zizi Papacharissi hasobserved that “individuals use the tools at hand to present themselves in ‘show not tell’mode by pointing and connecting to individuals, groups, or points of reference” (2010, p.141). This implies that there are two dimensions to the networked self. Not only is it situated in a network of social media surrounding the blog (technological), but also displayedvia networking between individuals (social).
Taken in the context of microblogging, the networked self of the independent travelblogger on a platform such as Twitter is expressed in the connections made with other individuals via that platform. A second point to note here is that a presentation of the networked self ultimately involves “tools at hand”, suggesting that formal elements andtechnical features of online platforms can be selfpresentational elements. Technical featuresof online platforms shape this selfpresentation to some extent (Merchant, 2006). For example, web page authors may manipulate page design, fonts, and other visual elements tocreate a certain impression of themselves online (Walker, 2004). In fact, an individual’spresentation of self in any given social situation is strongly linked to the technology he orshe uses at the time so that “the staging of the interaction, the mediation of the interactionand its performance depend crucially on the detailed material and technological arrangements in place” (Pinch, 2010, p. 414). While this seems deterministic, it does imply that eachformal feature of a blogger’s Twitter page is instrumental in the presentation of at leastsome aspects of the self as travel blogger.
The microblogging platform Twitter’s central feature is a short post called a ‘tweet’published on the Web via a computer or a mobile client (Java, Song, Finin, & Tseng, 2007;Oulasvirta, Lehtonen, Kurvinen, & Raento, 2010). Oulasvirta et al observed that these postsare selfpresentational in nature because

these messages function in two directions: (1) through creation ofthe sender’s persona in the eyes of others similar to Goffman’s’notion of selfpresentation…or at least keeping him or her“alive” as a poster who is interesting enough to be followed, and,secondly, (2) via the deepening interest followers find in his orher life (2010, p. 248).
This explanation is significant to this study for two reasons. First, it implies that individuals may use Twitter posts to ‘create’ themselves as authors of independent travel blogs.Secondly, by posting or ‘tweeting’ frequently, an author who uses Twitter to represent hispositions occupied in the travel blog can keep this impression of the self as travel blogger
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‘alive’ for readers. In order to understand how authors achieve this using Twitter, it becomes necessary to examine how conventions and techniques such as “retweeting” a message, using the ‘#’ or hashtags, and the ‘@’or at signs to start a conversation, ultimatelyfigure in the presentation of self as a travel blogger or in the distribution of the content ofthe travel blog.
Analysing online selfpresentation from a Bakhtinian perspective, Nelson and Hull(2008) observe that individuals use multiple discourses to reflect who they are, alwayskeeping audience expectations in mind. The resulting narrative is heteroglossic and characterised by discursive tensions. Typically in online language, writes Nancy Baym (2010), “weblend and incorporate styles from conversations and writing with stylistic and formal elements of film, television, music videos, and photography, and other genres and practices”(p. 66). The idea that authors freely combine “familiar but outofplace genres” to expressthemselves in a new online medium has also been discussed in Killoran’s study of selfpresentation in homepages (72). It can be argued along similar lines that travel bloggersmay creatively combine multiple discursive forms and language associated with variouscontexts in their tweets. This paper considers, in particular, how the discourses of travel andtourism figure in this selfpresentation.
The traveller/tourist dichotomy that informs many debates in tourist studies (Franklin & Crang, 2001; Jaworski & Pritchard, 2005) often reflects in the various narrative styles oftravelrelated communication. For example, the personal tone of travel writing emphasisesthe adventurous, independent, or solitary nature of the travel experience. This involveswhat Graham Dann (1999, p. 159) describes as “writing out the tourist” to create a sense ofsolitude, focusing on the journey rather than the destination, describing a detachment fromfellow travellers but a connection with total strangers, a focus on the self, and a tendency todescribe experiences as being timeless, or as if they are happening in the present. For manyauthors, travel writing is the “presentation of multiple personas” and involves a constantswitching between different narrative roles such as that of an adventurer or a clown (Holland & Huggan, 1998). The traveller role in particular is frequently used in travelrelatednarratives. Television travel hosts have played both travellers and tourists to describe destinations (Dunn, 2005). Those who describe their journeys use narrative techniques andthemes – such as highlighting the dangers and difficulties faced – to present themselves astravellers and be seen as more authentic and adventurous than tourists (Noy, 2004; O'Reilly,2005). Similarly, Richards and Wilson (2004) find that not being a tourist is a predominanttheme in discussions between backpackers. They note that the impression of the individualas a traveller generally arises from toning down references to iconic destinations whilsthighlighting “unique experiences off the beaten track” and identifying with values such asadventurousness, spontaneity, and heroism, as expressed by writers like Ernest Hemingway, Jack Kerouac, and Bruce Chatwin (Richards & Wilson, 2004, p. 6061). What emergesfrom studies such as this last, and as noted by other researchers, is a sense that much travelwriting is gendered, masculine, privileging a male gaze, centred around the whiteEuropean male, and that being perceived as a traveller is preferable to being seen as a tourist (GalaniMoutafi, 2000; Pritchard & Morgan, 2000).
By contrast, the discursive style of tourism advertising or brochures has commercialassociations and is distinguished by its lack of sender identification, its impersonal andmonologic style, euphoric language, and tautology (G. M. S. Dann, 1996). Dann’s framework is useful for identifying the specific narrative techniques and discursive forms oftravel and tourism present in tweets. Travel, with its connotations of adventure and independence, forms a contrast to tourism, which is often seen as passive and superficial (Fussell, 1980). Where travel is fluid, spontaneous and unfettered to itineraries, an organizing
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principle of tourism is that a certain number of sites must be consumed within a particularperiod of time. The discourse of tourism therefore focuses on destination and reflects acommercial purpose in its promotion of place. Also, in contrast with the timelessness oftravel, tourist discourse is inextricably caught up in time, and this is what makes it superficial according to critics such as Fussell. The preoccupation with time is also evident in techniques such as temporal contrast, indicated by a change of tense, to suggest that individualscan exchange a past state of dissatisfaction for a pleasant experience at some future destination (Dann 1996). The tourist experience is thus characterised by its passivity – it is organized and planned rather than impulsive, it is guided rather than exploratory oradventurous, and its discourse has commercial motivations. There is, therefore, a discursivetension between travel and tourism.
Bakhtin’s concept of the basic unit of communication as an utterance that echoes thecontext in which it was previously used by others, explains the existence of such tensions.Each sphere of human activity has a corresponding set of utterances known as a speechgenre. Utterances are characterised by addressivity (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 95), in other wordsthey are audienceoriented, and are therefore selfpresentational. The more familiar an individual is with these contexts, the better his or her expression of ideas. The message is moremeaningful for the audience if it uses language drawn from contexts they recognise. Fromthis perspective, new forms of travelrelated communication such as microblogs may be regarded as innovatively combining preexisting narrative styles of different travelrelatedspeech genres ranging from the personal voice often reserved for travel writing, to the impersonal and factual tone of the guidebook. While this variety of discourses makes for ameaningful heteroglossic text, the contextual differences between previously disparate discursive forms can produce tensions in the text.
When presenting the self, individuals use cues, such as appearance or actions appropriate to specific social situations, to indicate their position with respect to their audience(Goffman, 1969). In an online selfpresentational narrative this positioning uses a variety ofmultimedia (Nelson & Hull, 2008). In a Twitter page, this includes the content and discourses of posts, visual elements such as photographs and background themes as well features such as lists and hashtags. Controlling the amount of information available to anaudience via these features is another selfpresentational technique that, according to Goffman, influences the impression an audience has of the individual. For travel bloggers whouse Twitter, such techniques could involve actions such as adding a hashtag to a tweet, thusmaking it available to a wider audience or prefixing the @ symbol to a username to have amore private conversation with another Twitter user.
Keeping these discursive differences in mind, this paper examines how individualsmay use Twitter to present themselves as travel bloggers and sustain the themes of theirblogs. Independent travel bloggers often link to each other via blogrolls, strengthen thisconnection via Twitter, and reiterate the positions they occupy in their blog. The samplechosen for analysis includes blogs with an established reputation as well as the lesserknown blogs they link to. For example, Gary Arndt’s Everything Everywhere has featured inTime and Nomadic Matt’s Travel Site is easily located in a Google search for “travel blog” andis listed in many blogrolls. While such purposive sampling offers a practical approach to thedetailed study of online messages with reliable results (Herring, 2004; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003), as is often the case with such qualitative methods, a smaller sample offers littlematerial for generalizations on this type of communication.
In order to understand how this selfpresentation is communicated, the paper analyses the content and style of Twitter posts, considering in particular references to the travel
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blog, the author as blogger, and the narration of the travel experience. Consequently, thefollowing sections discuss titles, formal features such as profile pictures, user names, andlinks, and the conventions of Twitter messages relevant to selfpresentation. This study alsoexamines how links to other people and online content reiterate themes and connections ofthe travel blog. Ultimately, it considers how the networked self of the travel blogger and thedispersed content of the blog are negotiated in the discursive tensions between travel andtourism.
TITLES AND PROFILES ON TWITTER

In general, the link to Twitter is indicated by a widget1 in the blog – a style used intravel blogs such as A Wandering Sole, Traveling Savage, and Legal Nomads. The clearly visibleTwitter logo enhances the impression of a travel blogger as networked and of the travelblog as having distributed content. Some bloggers, like Leif Pettersen (2010a) of Killing Batteries, embed their Twitter stream in the home page of their travel blog, indicating that theblogger is in the process of networking with others. The Traveling Savage blog goes a stepfurther by listing the Twitter usernames of authors featured on its blogroll (2010b). As theauthor, Keith Savage, links mainly to other travel bloggers who use Twitter, this display ofconnections to similarly networked travel bloggers via the blogroll shows him to be a networked travel blogger. It also suggests that, at least for Keith Savage, the presentation of theself as travel blogger involves displaying a connection to Twitter and presenting himself asa Twitter user.
Twitter users can display a personal name and a user name on their web pages. Thispersonal name forms the page title, followed by the user name in the format personal name@user name. In general, the independent travel bloggers in this study create several titlestyles ranging from impersonal and blogoriented to personal and selforiented. LauraWalker of A Wandering Sole (2010a) and Eva and Jeremy Rees of Forks and Jets (2010a) usetheir blog title as a personal name and as a username. The resulting Twitter page titles readA Wandering Sole @awanderingsole (2010b), or Forks and Jets @ForksandJets respectively.Commercial tourism organizations use a remarkably similar style in their Twitter pages toemphasise corporate identity. Guidebook publisher Lonely Planet, for example, is LonelyPlanet @lonelyplanet on Twitter (see Fig. 11). While this repetition of the blog title clearlyidentifies the context of the messages and keeps the blog ‘alive’ for any visitor, for an audience familiar with this and similar Twitter pages such as Frommers @FrommersTravel, orVirgin Atlantic @VirginAtlantic, can associate this style with commercial tourist discourse.This narrative technique increases the visibility of the blog, thus networking it, but downplays the self as blogger. Most other independent travel bloggers in this study use their personal names as their Twitter titles, followed by the name of their blog as a user name. Titlessuch as Jodi Ettenberg @legalnomads, Keith Savage @travelingsavage, or Anil @foxnomadgive prominence to the authors, but also contextualise the page and call attention to theirposition as travel bloggers. This also clearly shows the page as an extension of the content inthe blog. However, titles may focus solely on the author as an individual and have little orno reference to the travel blog. Leif Pettersen (2010b), for example, titles his page Leif Pettersen @leifpettersen. While this style is more personal, suggesting an intimacy suited to thediscourses of travel, it does not refer to the author as blogger. In fact, as a “freelance travelwriter” of guidebooks and a “Lonely Planet author”, Pettersen associates himself with thediscourse of professional writing rather than the personal discourse of the travel blog(2010b).
Profile descriptions often describe the author as a travel blogger, recapture themes ofthe blog, and end with a link to the blog. Gary Arndt, for example, is a “Travel blogger and
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photographer… a one man National Geographic” (Arndt, 2010b). Likewise Anil Polat is a“Digital nomad traveling the world indefinitely” while Jodi Ettenberg is a “World traveller…writer & former lawyer” – terms that reflect the titles and profile descriptions of theirblogs foXnoMad and Legal Nomads respectively (Ettenberg, 2010a; Polat, 2010a). These profiles restate positions occupied within the blog. However, Polat’s presentation of himself asa “digital nomad” is significant for its reference to travel as nomadic or in other words,timeless and not bound to destinations of a tourist itinerary. By calling himself a digitalnomad, he clearly draws on the contexts of travel, and indicates that he is a traveller. Yet,the same term also implies that this self is also nomadic in a “digital” sense – not limited tothe travel blog, but extended or “networked” across various digital platforms. He travels“indefinitely” not just in the offline world, but online as well.
In general, Twitter users post a profile picture and a short author description. Independent travel bloggers often use the same photograph of themselves that they display ontheir blog profiles. The effect of this technique is twofold. It extends the self as travel blogger to another platform and keeps it ‘alive’ for the audience. In addition, it signals a discursive style that is personal and consequently, more in the context of travel than tourism. KeithSavage’s Twitter profile photograph, for example, is identical to the one he uses in TravelingSavage thus sustaining the self as travel blogger. Those who do not use a personal photograph – and there are few such users in the sample selected for this study – may use visualelements from their blog. Forks and Jets authors Eva and Jeremy Rees (2010b) do not have aphotograph of themselves, but instead use a logo based on their initials “EJ” (see Fig. 1) in afont that is identical to the one in their blog title. The “EJ” logo also appears as a URL iconor favicon. The logo resembles the “LP” logo used by guidebook publishers Lonely Planeton their Twitter page (Fig 2.). The page is impersonal in its reiteration of the “Forks andJets” title, and the sparse description that identifies the authors merely as “a couple of amateur foodie traveloguers” (2010b). Furthermore, having a logo rather than a personal photograph can seem touristic, when seen in the context of tourismrelated pages such as “LonelyPlanet” that use similar visual elements. The design of the logo reflects the distributednature of the blog rather than the networked self of its authors. Yet, the allusion to Eva andJeremy Rees, indicated in the initials that make up the logo, has an element of personal discourse and is a reference, however oblique, to the self as travel blogger.

Figure 1: The logo of the Forks and Jets blog (above) reflects in the Twitterprofile picture (below) as seen on 22 November 2010.
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Another alternative to using a personal photograph is to have an image that reiterates themes in the blog. The profile picture of a travel blogger who uses the pseudonymNomadic Matt depicts Uncle Traveling Matt, a character from the television show FraggleRock, who sends postcards and tells stories of his travels. The connotations of the character’s name act in the same manner as Gerard Genette’s “pseudonym effect” (1997, p. 4850).Genette suggests that a name may be chosen deliberately, with an eye to its meaning andcontexts, in the hope that a reader will recognize the connotations and contexts it is associated with. This influences the reader’s impression of the author and the work itself (Genette,1997, p. 4850). As an adventurous explorer, Uncle Travelling Matt is associated with travelrather than tourism. As a teller of stories, he symbolizes the narration of travel. Thus thecontexts and connotations of the image work to present Nomadic Matt as a travel blogger.
The customized background of a Twitter page may also reflect the themes of a travelblog. The same soleprinted baggage tag featuring in the title banner of A Wandering Solealso appears on its Twitter page (Walker, 2010b). This indicates the distributed nature of theblog, provides a context for the audience, and implies that the same self as travel blogger isnetworked across these platforms. However, not all bloggers who use Twitter pages achievesuch uniformity of theme. Gary Arndt’s page on Twitter, titled Everywhere Trip (2010b) is anecho of the blog title, Everything Everywhere (2010a). The complex background displays anumber of travelrelated icons such as postcards, a suitcase, and a pair of binoculars,against map wallpaper. While this gives a sense of the page as a travelrelated text, the connection to the blog is not as obvious as Walker’s page, as it does not share visual elementswith the blog itself.

CONNECTIONS, CONVENTIONS, AND CONVERSATIONS @ TWITTER
Twitter users connect with each other in several ways. Individuals may link to otherson the platform and “follow” them. They may, in turn, have “followers”. Users can use the“@” symbol to engage others in conversation (Gilpin, 2010; Honeycutt & Herring, 2009).They may also “retweet” information or comments from other users (boyd, Golder, &

Figure 2: Authors are quite literally sidelined on Lonely Planet’s page onTwitter. The title and profile picture emphasises the company logo and name.
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Lotan, 2010). Individuals may also use the hashtag “#” followed by a specific key word tostart, contribute to, or follow a conversation surrounding a particular topic (Zhou, Bandari,Kong, Qian, & Roychowdhury, 2010). The following section discusses how authors employtechnical features such as lists and conventions such as @, @user name, RT @user name, andhashtags to connect with others and present the self as travel blogger through the networking that takes place in these connections and conversations.
Each Twitter page displays the number of persons an author follows and is following. However, the follower count on Twitter is a poor indicator of how interesting or popular an independent travel blogger is. Gary Arndt had 106, 351 Twitter followers at the timeof writing (2010b). While this may seem impressive to some visitors, others may be awarethat some of these followers may in fact be web bots or spiders gathering data about certaintopics (Teutle, 2010, p. 182). Evidently, the number of followers is a poor selfpresentationalelement. However, a person may follow any number of users, and in fact individuals havedifferent strategies for doing this (boyd, et al., 2010). Arndt categorizes the users he followsinto lists on travelrelated themes. These reflect the themes of his travel blog, and supportArndt’s description of himself as a “one man National Geographic” (2010b). Interestingly,“A comprehensive list of travel bloggers/podcasters on Twitter” is differentiated from“People involved in travel related public relations and marketing” (2010). This implies that,in Arndt’s eyes at least, the discourse of travel bloggers is distinct from the discourses oftourism marketing or public relations. The bloggers list also supports Arndt’s position as atravel blogger and places him in a network of similar authors.

Figure 3: A Twitter conversation between bloggers. The screenshot shows messagesaddressed to @backpackingmatt, @VoyageJason, and @adventurouskate

Dawn R. Gilpin also argues that follower counts on Twitter are not as significant asthe connections displayed when users communicate with each other. Conversations and interactions that take place on Twitter are essential to “identity construction” (2010, p. 234).Most Twitter conversations are prefaced by the @ symbol and user name (Honeycutt &Herring, 2009). The display of user names in each message means that by simply addressingcomments to other bloggers, authors can indicate an association with the travel bloggingcommunity. Take, for example, this exchange between Nomadic Matt and another travelblogger, Backpacking Matt:
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backpackingmatt @Matthew Kyhnn: Found a bungalow inKoh Phi Phi just in time for the clear blue skies to turn into aproper monsoon
nomadicmatt @Nomadic Matt: @backpackingmatt weren't ujust in Bali? (2010a)

Although the tweets are in a travel context, they can hardly be regarded as distributing the content of the travel blog. However, the user names (identical to blog titles orpseudonyms) clearly identify this as a conversation between two bloggers for anyone familiar with the travel blogging community. If the audience does not recognize the authors’ usernames, clicking on the message displays the accompanying description of backpackingmattas a “Travel blogger exploring the world”. This clearly indicates Nomadic Matt’s association with other travel bloggers (see Fig. 3).
It should be noted here that this conversation is only visible to those who visit theTwitter pages of either blogger. Such is the nature of the technology that a person who follows either only Nomadic Matt or Matthew Kyhnn will not see any conversation betweenthem that begins with the @username syntax on his or her (the follower’s) own page.However, a travel blogger can deliberately make such conversations more easily visible totheir audience and so display the connection with similar authors by using a different narrative technique that places the @username later in the message, as Keith Savage does inthis post: “travelingsavage Keith Savage: Having a brainstorm session with @globetrooperand @thefutureisred in #Argentina” (2010c). This tweet works as a selfpresentational element by showing Savage as networking with other travel bloggers (both offline and onTwitter) and validating his position as a traveller through the mention of Argentina.
Bloggers often use the RT @user syntax to “retweet” a message from another user. Aretweet may also be indicated by ‘retweeting @’, ‘retweet @’, ‘via @’ or by clicking on theretweet button in Twitter. Messages may be retweeted to attract attention, indicate loyalty,or to publicly agree with someone or validate their thoughts (boyd, et al., 2010). As thesource of the retweet is usually easily visible, regardless of narrative technique, authors canindicate engagement with other travel bloggers, gain attention for themselves, show themselves to be loyal to this community, and so remind visitors that they are travel bloggers.For example, Gary Arndt’s retweet of Jodi Ettenberg’s post, “RT @legalnomads: New post:an afternoon in Paris' Montmartre http://su.pr/1DsMRu #travel #lp”, identifies the contextof this conversation as travel blogging and shows his connection with another travel blogger (2010b). He also strengthens his ties with this community by promoting Ettenberg’s newblog post, indicated in the link. In this case, the “#travel” and the mention of Paris also emphasises the travel theme. Retweeting a message that is a retweet in the first place also enhances presentation of a networked self via a display of several connections, if the originaluser’s name is retained, as with this Twitter post from Anil Polat: “foxnomad Anil: RT@holeinthedonut: RT @landlopers: The 2nd LandLopers Pick of the Week offers inspirationand gorgeous photos http://ht.ly/3cXmU” (Polat, 2010b). Such posts give a clear sense ofthe author as a networked travelblogger.
Hashtags are used in Twitter messages to engage in a more public conversation on aparticular topic. The hyperlinked keyword used with the hashtag indicates the topic relevant to the content of the tweet and links to a public listing of all Twitter messages on thesame subject. Therefore, hashtags related to travel or blogging can link a user to a publicconversation around these themes and may be used to present the self as an independenttravel blogger. Jodi Ettenberg’s message on her new post (see Fig. 4), mentioned as a
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retweet by Gary Arndt, uses #travel with the link to her blog post in a clear indication of itsthemes (2010b). However, the more interesting hashtag by far is the #lp tag in the samemessage. Guidebook publisher Lonely Planet instructs visitors to its Twitter page to use the#lp in any post they would like to have retweeted. On the one hand #lp is a selfpromotional device for Ettenberg who seeks the attention of Lonely Planet and hopes to gain visibilityin the process. On the other hand, it is also a means by which Lonely Planet generates content for its own page. In using #lp, Ettenberg associates herself with the touristic discourserepresented by Lonely Planet, relying on the brand name to validate her message and promote her blog. Simultaneously, by retweeting her post the company manipulates the content of a personal message – in this case the link to the Legal Nomads – and draws on thereputation of the bloggers to enhance on its own brand image. Thus the #lp turns the message into a selfpresentational element for both the blogger and the company. It representsthe travel discourse of the blog and at the same time is turned into tourist discourse for thepromotion of Lonely Planet. The resulting discursive tension is further heightened, in thiscase, by the presence of the #travel.
It is common for marketers to manipulate trending topics for their own purposes.Zhou et al.’s study of Twitter use in the 2009 Iranian election reveals that spammers used#IranElection to advertise their own websites. Similarly, most posts using containing#travelblog are generated by Travel Shop @travelagentshop, a website that promotes travelrelated services in the UK ("Results for #travelblog," 2010). Although #travelblog seems tobe the obvious choice as a selfpresentational element, it was in fact rarely used by thesetravel bloggers at the time or writing. At least some bloggers seem keen to avoid #travelblog’s association with commercial tourist discourse. This validates the observation thatwhile “many marketers wish to be in conversation with their consumers, not all consumersare looking to be in conversation with marketers” (boyd, et al., 2010). Ironically, it is in notusing #travelblog that these authors present themselves as travel bloggers. Furthermore, itseems unlikely that this hashtag will prove useful in distributing the content of the blog.
Linking to the blog is perhaps the most straightforward technique for presenting theself as travel blogger and increasing the visibility of the blog via a post. In the periodbetween July and November 2010, the Eva and Jeremy Rees posted three tweets, all ofwhich distributed the content of their travel blog:

Figure 4: A legalnomads message using #lp is retweeted by Lonely Planet.
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ForksandJets @Forks and Jets: Team Rees puts their beercaps on in Colorado http://bit.ly/aL9ydJ new on www.forksandjets.com
4 Aug

ForksandJets @Forks and Jets: Some thoughts about moving to Denver, CO http://bit.ly/b7mKj2 on www.forksandjets.com
29 Jul

ForksandJets @Forks and Jets: Is British food boring andgray? http://bit.ly/cm2CCv Team Rees Investigates on forksandjets.com.
23 Jul (Rees & Rees, 2010b)

It is possible that there were other posts during this period that were later deleted.Even so, it is significant that the Rees’s use tweets to present themselves as bloggers, andpoint audiences to their travel blog. However, authors may also share links that indicate aspects of self that have no relevance to their position as travel bloggers, or to themes in theblog, as in this tweet from Jodi Ettenberg: “The neuroscience of magic: http://bit.ly/fQfpPH” (2010c).
TWEETING TRAVEL DISCOURSE

There are a number of striking similarities in the discursive style of tweets and traveldiscourse, bearing out Baym’s observations on online language. Microblog posts are oftenpersonal and selfcentred, describe activities and experiences, and are written in the present(Honeycutt & Herring, 2009; Oulasvirta, et al., 2010). To that extent, they employ the samenarrative techniques as travel writing, which is also personal, focused on experience ratherthan destination, and written as if happening in the present. This is certainly the case withat least some of the posts from independent travel bloggers. For example, Jodi Ettenbergtweets about her trip to Milan, “Eating roasted chestnuts after climbing the Duomo andsoon running off to my meetings. Trying to make the most of my 1 day in Milan!” (2010b).Similarly, Nomadic Matt also tweets while he travels on 22 November 2010: “30 moreminutes and I land in Portland. Thank god. What a long day of travel. Must. Sleep. Soon”(2010b). Each of these tweets describes personal experience, is written in the present tenseand mentions but does not describe destinations. For Ettenberg, the activity of eating chestnuts takes precedence over the (Milan) destination. Meanwhile, Nomadic Matt highlightsthe experience of travelling, particularly its discomfort – a theme that according to CamilleO’Reilly is characteristic, of a description of a travel experience rather than a touristic one(2005).
There is also much in common between the travelrelated tweet and the holidaypostcard. Chris Kennedy finds that holiday postcards are generally used as a “relational”device, meant to strengthen ties between people (2005). Messages are usually writtenwithout much thought or planning and are essentially public, as anyone may read them.Content is usually general and lacking in detail, with locations mentioned but not described. Noting that the messages usually describe activities, accommodation, or personalphysical appearance, Kennedy concludes that the language is generally positive and usesgeneral terms. Although this research is based on a narrow sample, it is hard to ignore the
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resemblances. A message on Twitter is probably as unplanned and is definitely public. Theconversations and connections made via Twitter clearly indicate the relational aspect oftravel bloggers’ tweets. In addition to this, the content of the messages is mundane and general in nature.
The postcardlike nature of the message is reflected in Leif Pettersen’s tweet onBogota: “Bogota's center teems with informal vendors. Absolute bedlam. Can buy anything.http://twitpic.com/3clodr” (2010b). This mention rather than the description of location,the emphasis on experience – “Absolute bedlam” – and the unplanned nature of the message all reflect the discursive style of the holiday postcard. The tweet links to a photographof a market scene, but Pettersen does not specify where in Bogota this is. More significantly,the link to the photograph strengthens the parallels with the postcard in that it provides animage of the destination to accompany the message. Unlike postcards, however, this imagedoes not depict an easily recognizable tourist icon. Firstly, this exemplifies how authors canmanipulate familiar genres to a new form of communication. Secondly, it indicates howsuch changes can be selfpresentational strategies. Tweets with links to travelrelated photographs enhance the traveller position presented by authors in their blogs. Some traveltweets resemble postcard messages in their use of positive language to describe travel experiences. Nomadic Matt is enthusiastically tweets, “BKK is a city you grow to love. There'sa ton of great areas in it. It's not a tourist city” (2010a). Even the word “not” is used in a positive context, highlighting that this is a traveller’s destination in being “not a tourist city”.Yet, there is also a touch of tourist discourse in the euphoric description of “a ton of greatareas”. Keith Savage is similarly positive when he tweets, “Have you tried the fish andchips at the Pierowall Hotel in Westray, Orkney? Amazing!” (2010b). While the obscurity ofthe destination suggests travel rather than tourism, the focus on place and the exclamationmark is more suited to promotional tourist discourse. Thus the author’s presentation of thetravel experience is situated in the discourses of both travel and tourism.

THE NETWORKED SELF OF THE TRAVEL BLOGGER
Central to this argument is the idea that the self as travel blogger is networked acrossmultiple online platforms. As travel bloggers on Twitter use conventions and formal features in various ways to distribute the content and themes of their blogs, they draw on techniques familiar in other forms of travelrelated communication. As various discourses andnarrative techniques of travel and tourism combine on these Twitter pages, sometimes authors successfully extend their selfpresentation and themes in the blog. In general, the display of connections to other travel bloggers through the use of various messagingconventions presents these bloggers as networked and networking with others. Visual elements, although sometimes touristic in style, often emphasise themes in the blog. However,the different discourses bring an underlying tension to these pages.
The significance of context is revealed in the use of hashtags. While a hashtag such as#Argentina links the tweet to a public conversation about this place, it serves mainly to position the author as a traveller. In Savage’s case, little is said about Argentina. Instead, themessage highlights his association with other travel bloggers. This focus on experience ischaracteristic of travel discourse. In Ettenberg’s case, using #lp, associates her tweet with abrand name whose touristic contexts of guidebookdirected sightseeing are quite differentfrom the “nomadic” style of travel suggested by her blog Legal Nomads. On the other hand,the use of #lp allows Lonely Planet to curate and provide access to a large amount of travelrelated content created by travel bloggers. This has implications for selfpresentation –Lonely Planet positions itself as an arbiter of taste, picking out content that is genuine andproving itself capable of recognizing the unique and extraordinary, that is to say what is
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travellike, in destinations that have become clichéd or touristic. At the same time it potentially sells travelrelated products and services, and thus paves the way for tourism to theplaces described therein. This is by no means a onesided relationship as bloggers such asEttenberg benefit from this link as well. Such recognition from Lonely Planet reinforcestheir position as experts on travel. There is an attention economy at work here (Goldhaber,1997), and further research into Lonely Planet’s use of other online platforms may offer abetter understanding of how this organization relies on usergenerated content to improveits visibility.
Quite often, a decision that emphasises themes and content of the blog detracts froma sense of the author as travel blogger and vice versa. For example, “Forks and Jets” onTwitter clearly distributes the blog, but cannot be said to network the bloggers. Authorssuch as Anil Polat appear to achieve a balance between dispersing the content of their blogand networking the self as travel blogger, easily incorporating references to both the blogand the self as blogger on the Twitter page. Others like Leif Pettersen make little referenceto the blog itself. Furthermore, a feature that distributes the blog on one page may be usedto present a blogger on another. The profile picture of “Forks and Jets” echoes the blog’sthemes, but the photograph of Keith Savage refers to the self as travel blogger.
Authors can use Twitter in different ways to move beyond the boundaries of theirtravel blog, distribute its content, and express themselves as travel bloggers. In doing so,they combine discursive forms drawn from a variety of contexts. As authors control how information is dispersed and connections displayed, in order to maintain their selfpresentation, they often employ narrative techniques drawn from the contexts of both travel andtourism. Although Twitter seems suited to the discursive style of travel and the presentation of a personal travel experience, elements of tourist discourse are also essential to increasing a blog’s visibility and expressing the self as travel blogger. Thus, the networkedself of the independent travel blogger presented on Twitter is ultimately located in the tensions between the discourses of travel and tourism.

ENDNOTES
1 Kruse et al (1993) define a “widget” as “a simple graphical object, such as a pushbutton…or menu that allows users easy interaction with the program” (148). Althoughthis definition is taken from the context of a computer program written for the studyof spectrometry, it is useful to describe widgets in blogs.
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Abstract: Communication is often thought of as a bridge between self and other,supported by what they have in common, and pursued with the aim of furtherdeveloping this commonality. However, theorists such as John Durham Peters andAmit Pinchevski argue that this conception, connected as it is with the need to resolveand remove difference, is inherently ‘violent’ to the other and therefore unethical. Toencourage ethical communication, they suggest that theory should instead support actsof communication for which the differences between self and other are not only retained,but also valued for the possibilities they offer. As a means of moving towards a moreethical stance, this paper stresses the importance of understanding communication asmore than the transmission of information in spoken and written language. Inparticular, it draws on Fernando Poyatos’ research into simultaneous translation, whichsuggests that communication is a “triple audiovisual reality” consisting of language,paralanguage and kinesics. This perspective is then extended by considering the way inwhich Alan Fogel’s dynamic systems model also stresses the place of nonverbal signs.The paper explores and illustrates these theories by considering humanrobotinteractions because analysis of such interactions, with both humanoid and nonhumanoid robots, helps to draw out the importance of paralanguage and kinesics aselements of communication. The humanrobot encounters discussed here also highlightthe way in which these theories position both reason and emotion as valuable incommunication. The resulting argument – that communication occurs as a dynamicprocess, relying on a triple audiovisual reality drawn from both reason and emotion –supports a theoretical position that values difference, rather than promotingcommonality as a requirement for successful communicative events. In conclusion, thispaper extends this theory and suggests that it can form a basis for ethicalcommunication between all kinds of selves and others, not just between humans androbots.
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INTRODUCTION
Successful communication is often thought of as dependent upon the transmission orexchange of information and/or the construction of, and a dependence upon, shared socialunderstandings between individuals (Carey, 1992; Chang, 1996; Peters, 1999; Pinchevski,2005). When described in these terms communication becomes understood as a bridgebetween interlocutors; a bridge that is not only founded on their commonalities, but thatalso seeks to develop those commonalities further. However, a number of theorists, including John Durham Peters and Amit Pinchevski, have argued that this reliance on resolving oreliminating the differences between communicators makes these conceptions of communication inherently ‘violent’ to the other and therefore unethical (Peters, 1999; Pinchevski,2005). This paper, following Peters’ and Pinchevski’s lead, acknowledges ethical communication as an important goal for which to strive, and develops an understanding of communication that reassesses the difference between self and other as a valuable part ofcommunicative processes. Its argument is supported by an analysis of the communicationthat occurs between humans and various different forms of robot, both in fiction and in reallife.
Since the term ‘robot’ was first used, to refer to the artificial humans in the 1920 playR. U. R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) written by Karel Čapek, the figure of the robot hasprovided a complex site within which many different perspectives about reason and emotion are juxtaposed. In addition, robots in both fiction and fact are often created with humanrobot interactions in mind, and while in many cases the robots taking part in theseinteractions are humanlike in form, there are also examples in which communication occurswith robots whose difference is overtly represented. In choosing to write about communication with machines, animals and aliens, Peters suggests that “[b]y exploring our strangestpartners” it is possible “to illuminate the strangeness that occurs in the most familiar settings” (1999, p. 231). While this idea is at the heart of this paper, what makes a consideration of the communication occurring between humans and robots particularly productive isthe way in which robots are positioned on some occasions as familiar and humanlike, buton other occasions as strange, nonhumanoid partners. An analysis of humanrobot interactions can therefore be used to interrogate the placement of commonality and sameness, aswell as to highlight the importance of difference and otherness, in communication and communication theory.
In this paper, two fictional robot examples and one reallife example are analysed asa means to draw out conceptions of communication theory. The first example involves ahumanoid robot and illustrates the effects of the pursuit of commonality as a basis for communication, as well as a particular way of positioning reason and emotion. The subsequentexamples of interactions with nonhumanoid robots allow a broader exploration of thecomplex relationship between communication, emotion and reason. In particular, the valueof nonverbal aspects of communication becomes clearly visible in these exchanges, as verballanguage takes on less of a focus. Nonhumanoid robots therefore draw attention to the opportunities offered by understanding communication in terms of a triple structure, as suggested by Fernando Poyatos (1983). Considering the overt otherness of communicativenonhumanoid robots supports the argument that, whatever their form, the bodily expressions of communicators are valuable and should not be overlooked as an important aspectof their communication. Although this paper considers humanrobot communication, itsargument is not primarily concerned with the need to develop an ethical response to robotsper se. Instead, it draws on examples of human interactions with robots – in which difference is sometimes less, and sometimes more, overtly represented – to suggest alternativeways to think about the importance of attending to reason and emotion, mind and body, as
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important in promoting ethical communicative encounters between all different kinds of interlocutors.
HUMANOID ROBOTS, COMMONALITY AND COMMUNICATION AS A BRIDGE

My first example is that of Lieutenant Commander Data, an officer on the starshipEnterprise, who appears in the Star Trek: The Next Generation television series and featurefilms. Data is a fully autonomous humanoid machine, he reasons and makes decisions forhimself in real time, and is therefore able to work alone or as part of a team in the same wayas any other member of the crew. As his name suggests, he would seem best regarded as atechnologically advanced, embodied, computer system. He is very nearly human in appearance, although he has some physical anomalies, such as his rather unusual eye colour,and the metallic sheen to his skin. In addition, there are some quirks in his behaviour thatset him apart; for example, he rarely uses verbal contractions, saying “is not” instead of“isn’t”. Most notably, Data is described as not having humanlike feelings, and therefore asnot easily expressing humanlike emotions. This means that his face retains a rather blankexpression most of the time, although as I discuss below this is not always the case. In addition, Data is often unusually precise in what he says and shows a particular concern toprovide detailed and accurate information. He uses a systematic approach to his interactions with humans, following turntaking conventions very carefully to avoid interruptingothers. Nevertheless, he is generally portrayed as communicating and interacting in veryhuman ways with other members of the crew. It follows from this description that possiblythe most appropriate communication theories with which to consider a machine like Dataare particular readings of the cybernetic and semiotic traditions, those that focus on the precision coding of information using language, together with the accurate transfer or exchange of that coded information from one person to another.
The cybernetic tradition has its foundations in the work of scholars such as ClaudeShannon and Warren Weaver (1948), Norbert Wiener (1948) and Alan Turing (1950), beingdrawn out of, and feeding back into, research into systems and information science, artificial intelligence and cognitive theory. The driving philosophical assumptions behind thistradition are concerned with materialism, rationalism and functionalism, the result beingtheory that regards all communication in terms of information processing and exchangewithin systems (Craig, 1999). Of course, Data’s construction as an embodied computer system only serves to link his design with cybernetic theory, and with what is known as the cybernetic tradition of communication, even more closely. As Robert T. Craig notes, thecybernetic tradition shares some “common ground” with other communication traditions,and in particular he highlights the similarity between the cybernetic and the semiotic traditions (1999, p. 142). For Craig, this similarity is based in the way that semiotics collapses“human agency into underlying or overarching symbolprocessing systems” (1999, p. 142).A similar link, between semiotic communication as a means to “purge semantic dissonance”, and cybernetic communication as a process of “information exchange”, is also madeby Peters (1999, pp. 12 & 24). However, this paper suggests that if one is to explain humancommunication as a process of information transfer or exchange, then it is useful to interweave semiotic and cybernetic theories of communication even more closely than eitherCraig or Peters. Semiotic theory describes communication in terms of the use of particularsigns whose meaning is shared between interlocutors. It can therefore be argued that suchintersubjective understandings of signs provide the means by which information is codedand decoded, and therefore accurately conveyed, in cybernetic models of the process of information exchange. In discussing human communication, and also communication withData as a sophisticated humanlike machine, it is therefore suggested that a combined cyberneticsemiotic theory can be seen at work.
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Data is able to accurately collate, analyse and disseminate many different kinds of information in familiar humanlike ways, and this would seem to make him a near perfect humancomputer interface from the perspective of this cyberneticsemiotic model ofcommunication. It can be suggested that Data’s precision and tendency to rely on reason asopposed to any emotional content produces human language that has to an extent been‘machine coded’. This is also in keeping with the way that cyberneticsemiotic theory overlooks the possibilities of ambiguity or undecidability in human language, considering thisto be a form of noise (Chang, 1996; Hayles, 2005). However, Data’s abilities still lead Craigto draw the conclusion that, from the perspective of the cybernetic tradition, Data “might betruly the most ‘human’ member of the Enterprise crew” (1999, p. 141). Craig’s commentemphasises the way that cybernetic, and therefore also cyberneticsemiotic, theories of communication are able to regard Data as “most ‘human’”, even in the absence of humanlikeemotional expression (1999, p. 141). Thinking of Data in this way therefore validates theimportance of reason, mind and language over emotion, face and body in humans and human communication.
Of course, what is missing from this analysis of Data, and Data’s communication, isthe fact that he does show emotional expressions in many of the series’ episodes and films.It might be argued that Data’s occasional use of expressions simply shows how difficult it isfor a human actor to appear consistently as an emotionless robot. However, the way inwhich the camera focuses on Data’s face on many different occasions indicates that, whilehe is understood not to have feelings, he is regarded as perfectly capable of learning the appropriate human emotional responses to particular situations. Therefore, although Data relies on his cyberneticsemiotic precision to communicate much of the time, he is alsodepicted as needing to be able to express some emotion in order to ‘connect’ with the rest ofthe crew as individuals and as a social group. These ideas draw on other areas of communication theory that are more open to the value of feeling and emotional expression, in particular the sociopsychological and sociocultural traditions.
Craig describes the sociopsychological tradition as theorising communication “as aprocess of expression, interaction and influence” (1999, p. 143). This theory therefore places expression, and this means not only semiotic expression but also emotional expression, as animportant part of interpersonal communication. From this perspective, the semiotic precision of the message and the reduction of extraneous noise are no longer enough to ensuresuccessful communication. Instead, in the sociopsychological tradition the success of communication is also dependent on the message’s influence on the receiver in light of theirpredispositions. Therefore even Data, whose communication is focused on cyberneticsemiotic excellence, demonstrates some ability to read social cues from others, although asdiscussed above, while he sometimes reacts to situations, his expressions are often ratherlimited.
The sociocultural tradition broadly describes communication as a “symbolic processthrough which reality is produced, maintained, repaired, and transformed” (Carey, 1992, p.23). Sociocultural communication is regarded both as depending upon, and as a means tomaintain, the existing order of a social and cultural environment. As a part of his ‘life’ onthe Enterprise, Data’s experiences and thoughts about emotions and feelings are often explored by the various storylines. At times his lack of emotion is highly valued, however onother occasions it is Data’s attempts to understand and to express human emotion that helphim to be more easily accepted as part of the community onboard the starship. For example, Captain Picard clearly values Data’s unemotional nature when he remarks: “I onlywish we were all so well balanced” (Roddenberry, 1988). However, storylines such as thatrelating to Data’s attempts to tell jokes emphasise the ways in which this helps to bring him
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closer to those around him (Roddenberry, 1987).
Peters suggests that broadly it is in the late nineteenth century that communicationacquired “its grandeur and pathos as a concept” with the coining of the words “solipsism”in 1874 and “telepathy” in 1882 (1999, p. 5). As he notes, both terms “reflect an individualistculture in which the walls surrounding the mind were a problem” (1999, p. 5). For solipsism the walls were “terrifyingly impermeable”, whereas for telepathy they were “blissfully thin” (Peters, 1999, p. 5). Since then, communication has been characterised in variousforms, but most share the aim of somehow bridging the chasm between self and other. Allof the theories discussed above suggest that commonality offers the means to create thisbridge. Thus, while the question of Data’s humanness is complex, and his form and behaviour do at times only serve to stress his difference from the humans around him, more often emphasis is placed on the need for him to be as humanlike as possible. Interactionswith Data therefore illustrate the idea of communication relying on commonality, whetherbased: in precision language, in accuracy of transmission, in mimicking expression and being part of a social system or in the idea that reason should be used to influence others withthe aim of achieving agreement. However, Peters offers a strong critique of “the dream ofcommunication as the mutual communion of souls” and the “pervasive sense that communication is always breaking down” (1999, p. 1). In particular, he argues that if communication “is taken as the reduplication of the self (or its thoughts) in the other”, an idea directlyillustrated in the creation of Data, then “it deserves to crash, for such an understanding is inessence a pogrom”, an organised massacre, “against the distinctness of human beings” orindeed, as I’ll argue below, against the distinctness of any form of being (1999, p. 21). Instead, Peters suggests that a better course might be to “renounce the dream of communication while retaining the goods it invokes”, with the aim of finding “an account ofcommunication that erases neither the curious fact of otherness at its core nor the possibilityof doing things with words” (1999, p. 21).
Peters’ approach to developing ethical communication is to set aside the need for reciprocity, and therefore the valorisation of ideal communication as dialogues based in “thecapacity to communicate on an even footing” (1999, p. 62). Instead, he revisits the conceptof communication as dissemination, since it offers the chance to “meet others with somefairness and kindness” (1999, p. 62). However, while he clarifies that “[o]pen scatter is morefundamental than coupled sharing”, Peters nonetheless regards it as “the stuff from which,on rare splendid occasions, dialogue may arise”, a comment which suggests that dialogueretains its position as an exceptional form of communication (1999, p. 62). Peters is clearlysensitive to the idea of valuing difference between interlocutors, but he does not concludethat communication is impossible: that interlocutors are so divided by their differences thatthey cannot come to understand one another at all. Instead, by embracing a pragmatist approach drawn in the main from John Dewey, he is encouraged to characterise communication as “the project of reconciling self and other” (1999, p. 9).
While this is a positive way to proceed in considering communication and difference,Peters’ formulation would seem to be undermined somewhat by the ease with which dissemination can be understood to favour the most powerful voice, as well as the relativelyfine line between “reconciling self and other” and the “mutual communion of souls” (1999,p. 9 & 1). In response to the need for encouraging a positive appraisal of difference betweeninterlocutors, this paper argues that, rather than just trying to do “things with words”, it isalso vital to accept a broader sense of communication for which nonverbal as well as verbalsigns are valuable. In particular, it is useful to draw on Poyatos’ conception of the “tripleaudiovisual reality” of communication, “what we say – how we say it – and how we movewhat we say” (1997, p. 249). For Poyatos, a researcher into the subtleties of simultaneous
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translation, communication consists of: verbal language, speech itself; paralanguage, nonverbal voice qualities, modifiers and sounds used to support meaning; and kinesics, thebody language of face, eye and hand movements, and also overall body movements, postures and manners (1997, p. 249). This paper therefore combines an attention to the triplestructure of communication, offered by Poyatos’ theory, with a consideration of communicative acts as moments of encounter between selves and others during which difference isseen as an integral part of communication as opposed to being a problem to be overcome.An understanding of communication as this kind of encounter, or event, is associated withthe phenomenological tradition, which is described by Craig as being concerned with the“experience of otherness” in authentic relationships “founded on the experience of direct, unmediated contact with others” (1999, p. 138). From a phenomenological perspective, recognising the importance of difference, or otherness as it is termed in many phenomenologicaltheories, as well as the presence of bodies, is a key part of ethical communication. It is withan attendance to otherness and the presence of bodies, along with an understanding of thetriple structure of communication, that the second example of human encounters with robots, which are radically different from Data, is introduced.
NONHUMANOID ROBOTS, DIFFERENCE AND THE DYNAMIC ‘DANCE’ OF COMMUNICATION

The FishBird project is the result of a longterm collaboration between the artist MariVelonaki and roboticists at the Centre for Social Robotics in Sydney. This robotic art installation consists of two robots in the form of wheelchairs, which interact with one another andalso with people who enter the installation space.
Each wheelchair has been given an individual personality, based on two charactersfrom a Greek myth, Fish and Bird, and in keeping with their ancient namesakes the modern

Figure 1: The FishBird project

day Fish and Bird have fallen in love, “but cannot be together due to ‘technical’ difficulties”(Velonaki, 2010, p. 3). The robots have various patterns of behaviour that control theirmovements. They also develop specific “artificial ‘emotional’ states” in response to theirperceptions of the movements of the other robot and of humans that enter the installationspace (FishBird: Background, 2006, no page). A large part of their communication cantherefore be understood through the term kinesics. In addition, each robot prints notes witha thermal printer using a different handwriting style, and a robot’s emotional state also af
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fects which texts are chosen for printing. The fragments of text are taken from donatedloveletters, the works of the poet Anna Akhmatova and a text written by Velonaki herself.Their use of text means that these robots also (to an extent) therefore use language.
When they are together without visitors the robots take part in a constant stream ofinteraction with one another, indicated both by their movements, and their choice of themore personal texts. When a visitor enters their installation space the interaction betweenFish and Bird is interrupted and the robots turn to ‘face’ the person that has entered. Visitors are therefore understood to “disturb the intimacy of the two characters”, and in this initial moment of encounter people become aware that the robots are “responding to them inreal time, rather than moving in a repetitive automatic manner” (Velonaki, 2010, pp. 3 & 5).The robots cease to exchange personal messages and start to talk about trivialities such asthe weather, in what might be understood as a common reaction to the presence of astranger. As visitors begin to explore different ways of interacting with the robots theirmovements cause varied responses, the intention and mood of the robots being shownthrough their speed and direction of movement. For example, “[a] robot indicates dissatisfaction or frustration during interaction … by accelerating to a distant corner, where it remains facing the walls until its ‘mood’ changes” (Velonaki, 2010, p. 3). This description ofFish and Bird indicates that these robots have been designed with a sense of emotion andreason firmly embedded together and operating in a connected way. Emotion is present inthe notes and the choice of those notes, and also, possibly even more clearly, in the movements of the robots around one another and their human visitors. What is also clear fromconsidering these robots is the way in which the kinesic channel works so well to communicate these emotional cues, while also continually stressing the differences between the robots and humans.
Velonaki suggests that dialogues are able to develop between the robots and theirvisitors as the wheelchairs move around based on their “‘perception’ of the body language”of the humans, who then proceed to react in their turn “to the ‘body language’ of the wheelchairs” (2006, p. 74). However, they might be better thought of in more dynamic terms, because in these interactions a reliance on the nonverbal kinesic communication channel,together with the production of notes as opposed to spoken language, promotes an understanding of communication which is less about turntaking in dialogue, and more about acontinuous process in which signs overlap, even as they are produced by the participants.This setting aside of turntaking rules, however, does not mean that the participants are notpaying attention to one another, instead the moments of attention and response interminglein a more dynamic and flowing way. As Donna Haraway suggests, the result is that thiskind of “embodied communication is more like a dance than a word” (2006, p. 111; 2008, p.26).
Haraway develops her understanding in part from the work of Barbara Smuts, inparticular Smuts’ observations of greeting rituals in baboon society and, closer to home,communications taking place with her dogs. In addition to Haraway’s suggestion, Smutsherself describes her relationships with her dogs as “a perpetual improvisational dance, cocreated and emergent, simultaneously reflecting who we are and bringing into being whowe will become” (2006, p. 115). Smuts’ description is drawn from the work of Shanker andKing, who suggest that the “dance metaphor” and the “dynamic systems paradigm” thatunderpins this description of communication have become prevalent in a number of areasof communication research, citing ape language research, nonverbal communication research and infant development research (2002, p. 605). However, the dance metaphor isalso an appropriate way to explain Fish and Bird’s communications, both with one anotherand with human visitors. Not only have these robots been programmed with “the capabil
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ity to perform detailed ‘choreographed’ sequences” as part of their movements, but there isalso a clear sense of dance present more broadly in the patterns that humans and robotsmake as they move around one another in the installation space (FishBird: Background,2006, n.p.).
Stuart Shanker and Barbara King identify the central focus of the dance metaphor as“coregulated interactions and the emergence of creative communicative behaviors withinthat context” (2002, p. 605). This perspective on communication therefore concentratesmore on the interaction and the development of the relationship, than on the individualparticipants. In particular, Shanker and King draw upon the work of Alan Fogel, who hasdeveloped a conception of coregulation as a process that “occurs whenever individuals’joint actions blend together to achieve a unique and mutually created set of social actions”(1993, p. 6). Fogel stresses that “[c]oregulation arises as part of a continuous process ofcommunication, not as a result of an exchange of messages borne by discrete communication signals” (1993, p. 6). It is therefore only possible to consider coregulation from a perspective for which communication consists of information moving in a “continuous processsystem”, or “dynamic system” to use Shanker and King’s terminology, as opposed to a“discrete state system” (Fogel, 1993, p. 65).
Drawing on the descriptions of communication presented in this paper, it is the cyberneticsemiotic conception of communication that is most clearly placed within a discretestate system. In such a system “there are senders and receivers” and “[t]he purpose of communication is for the sender to alter the behavior of the receiver by transmitting informativemessages” (Fogel, 1993, p. 65). In contrast, as Fogel clarifies in a more recent paper, in a dynamic system:

[w]ords, gestures, and expressions can be altered in their shape,intonation, size, explicitness, duration, clarity, force, and onmany other dimensions depending upon the ongoing and simultaneous flow of communicative actions. (1993, p. 13)
Robots such as Fish and Bird, in their interactions with one another and with humanvisitors, can be understood to demonstrate this type of “ongoing and simultaneous flow ofcommunicative actions” and, although they do not use “[w]ords, gestures, and expressions”in the same ways as humans, they nonetheless express themselves through their own formsof language, paralanguage and kinesics. In addition, while Fish and Bird initially greet theirhuman visitors as strangers, indicated by their somewhat wary movements and discussionsof the weather, if their visitors remain calmly present within the installation space then therobots begin to communicate about their relationship once again, and may even write messages directly addressed to the humans. Encounters with Fish and Bird therefore illustratenot only a dynamic situation of communication, but also the way in which relationshipschange over time. The behaviour of these robots indicates the reappraisal of human‘strangers’ as somewhat familiar. However, even as this occurs it is also quite clear that thedifferences between these robots and their visitors remain, such that the robots and humansare still other to one another.
The dance metaphor and dynamic systems theory enables development of a conception of communication that is far less like a bridge, and is instead better understood as acomplex navigation of self and other in a dynamic process of meaning creation. This understanding of communication does not rely on sameness or commonality; instead it is theconstantly evolving relationship that forms during the interaction that supports communication and offers the possibility of coordinated action, of “doing things” as Peters asks (1999,
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p. 21). However, it may still seem that this theory provides a less precise idea of communication than the theory discussed in relation to Data, and it is also difficult to see how such aconception of communication explains how things might be done in the real world. Therefore, the final example in this paper is chosen to help describe more clearly how otherness,and the coordination of diverse individuals working together to complete joint tasks, mightcoexist successfully.
COMMUNICATING AND WORKING WITH NONHUMANOID ROBOT OTHERS

R2D2 is a nonhumanoid robot, or droid, that plays a central role within the StarWars films, most often in the company of the humanoid robot C3PO. R2 is described as an“astromech droid” or an “astrodroid” within the films, a class of robot used to service andrepair all different kinds of machinery, including starships. The astromech droids, R2 included, do not speak using a human language, but instead produce their own language thatconsists of a range of electronic noises that 3PO, as a “protocol droid” specialising in translation, is able to interpret for the other characters in the films. Many different examples ofboth protocol and astromech droids are shown at work in various scenes, but in the sameway that 3PO is the only protocol droid to play a major speaking role, R2 is the only astromech droid whose character is fully developed by the storylines.
In contrast with the placement of Data, as an expert cyberneticsemiotic communicator, it is unclear how easily R2’s language of beeps and other noises could ever be understood fully by humans. R2’s inability to speak any form of humanlike language means thathe cannot be regarded as skilled in cyberneticsemiotic communication with humans, yetnonetheless he is shown to play a major part in the rebel alliance’s fight against the empire.The actions and role of R2D2 therefore continually raise the question of how such a decidedly nonhumanoid astromech droid’s communicative abilities can support its seemingly vital role throughout the Star Wars films. To explain this mismatch, between R2’sproduction of nonhuman language instead of humanrecognisable words, and his importance to the rebels’ plans, it should first be noted that while 3PO translates R2’s electronicbeeps for humans, he always speaks to R2 using human language. R2 may not be able toproduce speech, but he clearly understands human language with ease. This demonstrationof R2’s ability to understand in this way helps to explain how easily he is charged with carrying out specific missions, and knows of detailed rebel plans, about which 3PO oftenknows nothing.
However, if R2’s communication is analysed in terms of Poyatos’ conception ofparalanguage and kinesics, as opposed to concentrating wholly on language, it is easier tosee how this robot can act as an effective colleague and companion. Early in the film StarWars: A New Hope 3PO and R2 have been taken by Jawa traders while trekking across theTatooine desert in an attempt to find ObiWan Kenobi. Luke Skywalker and his UncleOwen need to buy some new droids, and 3PO is swiftly chosen, along with a different model of astromech droid. As 3PO and the other droid move off, R2 shuffles from side to side,producing plaintive beeps as he is left behind. Luckily the other astromech droid malfunctions, and R2 takes his chance to attract attention by beeping loudly and bobbing up anddown. After a short altercation, and some encouragement from 3PO, R2 is picked as a replacement and he is able to join his humanoid companion. However, when 3PO suggeststhat he should be grateful, R2’s paralinguistic response, a rudely blown raspberry, clearlyexpresses that he is very unimpressed with this idea.
From this example, it seems that the aspect of R2D2’s communication most readilyunderstood not only by other characters in the films, but also by the audience, is the emo
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tional content. R2D2 can therefore be understood as an “emotional” robot, whose emotionis conveyed very effectively through paralanguage and kinesics, in the absence of a humanlike face and body. In addition, this interchange at least begins to demonstrate the way inwhich movement and sounds also provide cues to support coordinated action with R2, ashe is able to draw attention to himself when required by use of sound, body and “head”movements. Reading R2’s communication in this and other situations gives film viewersthe sense that his emotions play a role in the decisions he makes, and in addition that emotions are a major part of his communication. It is his communicative actions that establishR2 as a welldeveloped character or personality, vulnerable, courageous and sometimesrude (in particular to 3PO). The cues that R2 produces through paralanguage and kinesicsare able to provide the same kind of dynamic and overlapping communicative effect as wasdiscussed for Fish and Bird. Working with R2 therefore might also be best understood interms of the dance metaphor, as opposed to through a strict turntaking structure.
It should be noted that this positioning of R2, as an essential member of the resistanceteam, stands out in stark contrast with the assumption, made by many reallife roboticists,that robots with nonhumanoid form, movement and communication ability would be lessvaluable as workers in humanrobot teams. Only a few roboticists think otherwise, for example Matthew Johnson, Paul Feltovich and Jeffrey Bradshaw note that examples from science fiction, citing R2 in particular, “suggest how effective simple robots can be ininteraction with humans” (2008, p. 6). Johnson et al also note, and indeed their paper is entitled, “R2 Where Are You?”, that the translation of this nonhumanoid conception of therobot helper into real life has been slow. I would suggest that this is because roboticists aremore comfortable with the more clear cut idea of communication as transmission of information, than the dynamic systems approach, and with the idea of coding in language as opposed to the overlapping, and less structured use of nonverbal signs. However, whileacknowledging that it might well be particularly useful to be able to give a robot such as R2spoken instructions, Johnson et al appear open to the idea that humanrobot interaction isnot dependent on designing robots with humanlike form and the ability to use human language. In contrast, their paper focuses instead on the idea that, in order to be able to workwith humans, a robot needs to be able to collaborate in many different situations in a flexible way, with its nonverbal communications seen as sufficient to support coordinated action. It would seem that this need for flexibility would be well catered for by a robot able totake part in a dynamic process of communication, enabling a coregulated tailoring of jointaction between human and robot as they work together towards a particular goal. What isalso clear is that such joint action is possible even when self and other are considerably different from one another, as in the case of R2 and Luke Skywalker who are portrayed as developing a close partnership in the films.

CONCLUSION
The first example presented in this paper illustrated the ways in which various traditions of communication theory are assumed to be reliant upon the similarities betweencommunicators, an idea that is overtly illustrated by the creation of humanoid robots.However, in contrast, the second and third examples, involving nonhumanoid robots, havestressed the ways in which otherness and difference can be placed as important aspects ofcommunication, through turning to focus on the eloquent use of nonverbal communicationchannels in humanrobot interactions. However, Geoffrey Bennington suggests that otherness, difference and difficulty should have a more valued place in all human communication and offers two scenarios as examples. In the first:
Someone comes and says something. Without really needing to think, I understand
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what is said, refer it without difficulty to familiar codes, would assign meaning and intention confidently if questioned about them, and possibly I even reply. This situation of ‘communication’, in its banality, is one in which nothing much happens: information may betransmitted, contact maintained, an order given and received, but nowhere is the established normality of language use or its associated ‘forms of life’ called into question. (1994,p. 1)
Here, Bennington describes a moment of communication that can be explained by recourse to the cyberneticsemiotic transmission of information, the sociocultural maintenanceof social order, or the sociopsychological understanding of influencing others to do one’swill. In this scenario difference may not be present, and if it is then it is destined to be eliminated, because as Bennington remarks, nothing is “called into question”. However in thesecond scenario:

Someone comes and says something. This time I do not quiteunderstand, or am not entirely sure of having understood.Something in what is said, or the manner of its saying jars,doesn't quite fit, seems perhaps to break a rule or transgress anorm, be it phonetic, grammatical, semantic, sociolectal, paralinguistic, behavioural. Something appears to have been meant orintended, but I am less confident … about what exactly it is. Inthis situation, something has happened: an event, however small,has occurred … an uncertainty opens up: maybe it isn’t just thatthis utterance breaks the rules – maybe this follows other rules,and if it does, might not those rules aspire to replace my own?Maybe these rules are better rules? Or is this a tricky attempt totalk me into something? (1994, p. 1)
Here, while the communication that takes place is still linked to the use of humanlanguage, the scenario is more open to the effects of nonverbal communication, and thepresence of emotion and reason. Otherness is overtly placed, notably in ways that includethe “paralinguistic and behavioural”, and Bennington has described a dynamic situation,one in which questions are raised over the difference that has been brought to light, withthe suggestion that “[m]aybe these rules are better rules”.
This paper therefore suggests that viewing communication as a dynamic process –involving the development of a triple audiovisual reality drawn out of both the reason andemotion of interlocutors – supports a theoretical position that values difference, rather thanpromoting commonality as a requirement for successful communicative events. Althoughthe conception of communication suggested here arose from considering humanrobot interactions, as the brief analysis of Bennington’s scenarios shows, it can be extended to offernew ways to promote ethical communication in many different selfother encounters including those in which robots are not participants.
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Abstract: This study set out to explore the current usage and knowledge of new media asa public relations tool and channel amongst practising public relations consultants inAustralia. The research was motivated by a nationwide benchmarking study by de Bussyand Wolf (2009), which concluded that new media was an extremely low priority forAustralian public relations practitioners. Taking into account the speed of changeassociated with new media adoption, the authors examine whether these findings are stilltrue today.
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SHIFTING ONLINE: AN EXPLORATORY
STUDY INTO PR CONSULTANTS’

ATTITUDE TOWARDS NEW MEDIA

INTRODUCTION
US President Obama’s election win was largely accredited to the use of new media,in what is now referred to as Campaign Obama, which was recognised with two major accolades in the 2009 inaugural Cannes PR Lion Awards (http://www.canneslions.com). Australians may have watched the US presidential elections from the sidelines, however, recentdata provided by Nielsen Media Research (Nielsenwire, 2010) highlights that they are rapidly increasing their participation in the social media environment, including content sharing, with Twitter usage growing by 400 per cent last year. Close to three in four (73 per cent)of those Australians that are already online have looked at others’ profiles on social networks. Most of the country’s federal politicians are now tweeting about their life in the pub



lic eye. These statistics arguably lead to the assumption that Australian public relationspractitioners have fully embraced new media. Based on its interactive features, new mediachannels arguably reinforce Grunig and Dozier’s (1992) notion of twoway symmetricalcommunication as best practice in public relations. However, why – according to findingsby de Bussy and Wolf (2009)  are public relations practitioners apparently so reluctant touse these new tools in a professional context?
LITERATURE REVIEW

NEW MEDIA – A BRIEF DEFINITION
New media is commonly associated with information sharing, user generated content and collaboration. Social media in particular have changed the dynamics of communication by shifting from the broadcasting of company messages and retrieval of informationto interactive facilities (Church, 2008). As audiences are becoming increasingly cynical andadvertising savvy, they move online to rely on peer recommendations rather than salesmessages (illustrated in the success of portals such as expedia.com).
Whilst definitions vary, the authors refer to new media as interactive tools, thereby using O’Reilley’s (2005) description as “harnessing collective intelligence”. This includes online communities, social networking (e.g. LinkedIn, Friendster, Facebook), socialbookmarking, blogging (including vlogging and microblogging), video and photo sharing,mashups, wikis, podcasts, tagging, RSS feeds, apps, interactive maps and other online basedtools.

BENEFITS OF NEW MEDIA – A BRIEF OVERVIEW
New media – at least theoretically – provide a range of advantages for PR professionals, particularly in regards to monitoring, environmental scanning (Kent, 2008; McAllister &Taylor, 2007) and knowledge management (Razmerita, Kirchner, & Sudzina, 2009). Blogsand online news provide an opportunity to stay abreast of breaking news and trends. Microblogging sites such as Twitter have been particularly highlighted in playing a key role inbreaking a number of news stories, such as the 2008 natural disasters in China and Myanmar (Church, 2008) and the Iranian elections, by avoiding country wide media restrictions(Grossman, 2009). Being present online also means building relationships with journalists,who are increasingly recognising online media as information sources (Garrison, 2004).
Most importantly, new media allow public relations practitioners to engage withvarious stakeholder groups, a direct contrast to the asymmetrical Web1.0 broadcastingchannels, such as traditional websites (Chartered Institute of Public Relations, 2009, 2010;Church, 2008; McAllister & Taylor, 2007; Van Der Merwe, Pitt, & Abratt, 2005). Theyprovide an opportunity to monitor stakeholder attitudes towards a brand and enable realtime engagement with dissatisfied customers as well as selfdeclared evangelists. Consequently, new media tools have been identified as particularly useful in issues and crisismanagement situations (Heath, 1998; Perry, Taylor, & Doerfel, 2003; Schultz, Utz, & Göritz,2011; Stephens & Malone, 2009).
Scholars have furthermore argued that the Internet has empowered PR practitionersto expand their roles and elevate their own status in their respective organisations, by usingthe web as an intelligence gathering tool (Porter & Sallot, 2005), maintaining their own blog(Porter, Sweetser Trammell, Chung, & Kim, 2007), and by making the most of social networking tools (Diga & Kelleher, 2009).
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LIMITATIONS OF NEW MEDIA
New media tools are frequently referred to as ‘cheap’ or even ‘freely available’ (e.g.Cook & Hopkins, 2008), however, whilst the software itself might be free of charge, the demand on resources in terms of maintenance, commitment and time is frequently underestimated. As Kent (2008) emphasises, “A blog will only be useful to an organisation if it hassomeone to maintain it, someone trained in effective dialogic communication, and someone who hasthe trust of individuals and publics” (p. 39).
Furthermore, the introduction of new tools will place additional pressure on practitioners, as traditional media demands on public relations practice are unlikely to be reducedsignificantly (James, 2007). Finally, the fact that new media technologies are presenting alow cost opportunity, means they are highly attractive for activist groups and other lowbudget organisations (Heath, 1998), thereby arguably emphasising the need for constant environmental scanning, and communication, as stakeholders will turn to alternative sourcesif no official response is available (Stephens & Malone, 2009).

PR LITERATURE ON NEW MEDIA
According to PR literature, the Internet in general and new media technologies inparticular have transformed (Gregory, 2004), if not revolutionised (Porter, Sweetser, & Chung,2009), the communications industry. It is argued that we are seeing “a new generation of Internetbased tools that allow for far greater levels of twoway interaction, discussion andconversation” (Cook & Hopkins, 2008, p.1).
Industry reports further emphasise the novelty of social media tools, referring to a“paradigm shift” (Edelman & Intelliseek, 2005), entirely new challenges and opportunities,thereby implying a new era in communication. Respondents in Eyrich et al’s (2008) studyhad reportedly adopted “nearly” six different social media tools, the Digital Readiness Report (iPressroom, 2009) found that social media knowledge amongst US practitioners wasparticularly important during the recruitment process and the UK based Keynote reportstated that social media marketing had become the norm in Europe (Chartered Institute ofPublic Relations, 2010). So why did a nationwide benchmarking study by de Bussy andWolf (2009) find that Australian PR professionals appear to be somewhat reluctant in theiradoption of new media tools and channels?
Cook and Hopkins (2008) claimed that Australian organisations lag behind theiroverseas counterparts in regards to new media integration. However, this may not be theonly reason for PR practitioners’ apparent caution. When revisiting some of the recent, predominantly US based studies, it becomes obvious that the initial wave of enthusiasm mayhave equally worn off in other countries. Porter et al. (2007) stated that US practitioners seethe importance of blogs, but are not using them as standard public relations tools. Lenhartand Fox (2006) found that most of the PR practitioners in their study kept personal, ratherthan professional online journals. The research team consequently lost 26 per cent of theirrespondents in a follow up survey as “they were no longer keeping a blog or were not willing to take another survey” (p. 2). The following quote by Somerville et al. (2007) may emphasise a crucial point that is easily forgotten and overlooked in the rush to promote newcommunications tools:
New media technologies are not a panacea, they are not in themselves a solution tothe complex communication issues in today’s dynamic socioeconomic environment. Ratherit is practitioners themselves who must take responsibility for the practical and strategic decisions about which technologies to adopt and how they utilize them (p. 210)
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GAPS IN CURRENT LITERATURE
Scholarly publications on new media have traditionally been US centric (e.g. Eyrich,et al., 2008; Porter & Sallot, 2005; Porter, Sweetser, & Chung., 2009; Porter et al., 2007), witha strong focus on ‘how to’ literature (e.g. Fathi, 2008; Hallett, 2008; Stewart, 2008; Steyn, vanHeerden, Pitt, & Boshoff, 2008). Most studies have focused on either blogging as a communications tool (e.g. Hallett, 2008; Lenhart & Fox, 2006; Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz,2004; Porter, Sweetser, & Chung, 2009; Porter et al., 2009; Porter et al., 2007; Yang & Lim,2009; Youngs, 2009) or the use of microblogging, particularly Twitter (e.g. Church, 2008;Fathi, 2008; Stewart, 2008; Wylie, 2009), looking at how to make the most of the 140 characters available when pitching to journalists, responding to stakeholders or simply followingbreaking stories. The limited amount of empirical studies have predominantly looked at usage of new media technologies from the outside in, focused on analysing websites (e.g. Alfonso & de Valbuena Miguel, 2006; Kent, Taylor, & White, 2003), corporate blogs (e.g. Kent,2008; Youngs, 2009) or Facebook pages. However, scholarly and industry research to datehas largely failed to look at new media tools beyond blogging. Industry reports (e.g.Chartered Institute of Public Relations, 2010; Edelman & Intelliseek, 2005; McKinsey, 2007)provide further insight, but nevertheless leave equally as many questions unanswered.
Studies may indicate limited new media adoption, but essentially fail to investigatethe causes behind it. There is an apparent lack of in depth insight and primary investigations into PR professionals’ attitudes towards new media, particularly within the Australiancontext. One exception is de Bussy and Wolf’s (2009) State of PR study, which concludedthat although practitioners were relatively familiar with new media tools, they were perceived as an extremely low priority within a professional context. Main reasons stated forthe lack of new media adoption were “not considered relevant to target stakeholder(s)”,“lack of familiarity”, “lack of training”, “lack of time”, “budget restraints” and “fear of criticism or negative feedback voiced via social media”. As this was a largely quantitativestudy, the researchers identified a need to gain a more indepth insight into how the industry’s adoption of new media might have changed, as well as associated barriers.
Two other notable exceptions are recent, critical approaches which have examinedattitudes of public relations practitioners in the region – specifically in New Zealand(Toledano, 2010) and Singapore and Malaysia (Fitch, 2009a, 2009b). Practitioners in NewZealand, surveyed in 2009, were seen to be “struggling” to adapt to the new media environment, with more than half of respondents not using social media to communicate withstakeholders (Toledano, 2010). Toledano (2010) argued that this vacuum could well be filledby new professionals with different skills and the profession is at a “crucial crossroad” (p233). Meanwhile, when surveyed in mid2006, practitioners in Singapore and Malaysia werefound to be ambivalent towards new media (Fitch, 2009).

METHODOLOGY
This formative study took a qualitative approach with semistructured interviews(six facetoface and one by phone) with seven of WA’s eight Public Relations Institute ofAustralia (PRIA) registered consultancies. Only one registered consultant, a sole trader, didnot respond to interview requests. The interviews were conducted in the middle of 2010,and ranged in time from 32 to 105 minutes. Registered consultancies were chosen becausethey are perceived as the experts that clients turn to for current and timely advice. Consultants have an advantage by working across a range of accounts, and therefore might conceivably have their fingers on the new media pulse. In addition, RCG members couldarguably be seen as being committed to professional development and ethical practice by
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virtue of their membership. Interviewees were predominantly the most senior consultantand/or owner of the business. In one case a consultant was interviewed who was perceivedto be the agency’s expert on new media integration. The qualitative research approach isguided by the underlying principle of gaining rich, indepth information (Daymon & Holloway, 2011). This was deemed to be appropriate to uncover the reasons behind, or caution inadoption of new media, by focusing on the meaning rather than the measurement of socialphenomena (Hussey & Hussey, 1997). Rich and thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973) weregathered from all participants.
For this study, an interview guide was prepared and ethics approval gained from theresearchers’ University Ethics Committee. An information sheet was provided to participants and informed verbal consent was gained. Digital recordings were made of all interviews, with a tape backup recording, plus handwritten notes. Each interview wastranscribed and coded independently by the two researchers in Nvivo8.

LIMITATIONS
Insights from this study are drawn from a limited sample size (n=7), due to the modest size of the West Australian consulting industry. The WA PR industry differs from its interstate neighbours in that it is primarily focused on the resources and energy sector, due tothe State’s continuing mining boom. In contrast to Sydney and Melbourne, FMCG clientsare highly limited, as are nonmining related company headquarters. Consequently, WAbased consultants focus largely on business to business communication, lobbying andshareholder campaigns. All RCG members represent independent consultancies. Only onenational and one international consulting network are represented in the state, one of whichis a registered member in the network’s home state (NSW). Consequently, Perth based consultancies tend to be boutique sized.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
WEB2.0 – “A TERM I AM NOT FAMILIAR WITH”

During our interviews we referred to the term Web2.0, which has been frequentlyused to describe new media tools and channels. Although most of our interviewees hadheard about it, they remained rather sceptical about its value and application:
“Web2.0 is a phrase that I hear from time to time and it seemsthat the little that I have read about it… there seem to be theseexperts writing about it who all have different views about whatit is and what it’s trying to be. So when faced with those kinds ofthings I tend to say, ‘S*** – when you work it out, you let meknow’. I don’t know whether it’s just a phrase that’s been bandied around or if it’s any different to internet usage.”

With one exception, consultants downplayed their involvement and use of new media. In the State of PR study (de Bussy & Wolf, 2009), these consultants could easily have selected the “not at all” or “seldom” tickbox when asked about their use of new media,without further consideration. However, a different picture emerged in this study when adeeper exploration was conducted during the interviews. This arguably demonstrates thepotential of qualitative research. Despite initially rating themselves as no expert in the field,most of the registered consultants had a designated new media staff member, all had conducted research into the field and were (at times cautiously) looking into where new mediacould be adopted for their clients.
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REASONS FOR NOT ENGAGING IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Several different reasons were cited for not actively engaging with new media. Themain themes generated were a lack of control over social media, tools not being appropriatefor clients, associated resource commitments and current lack of expertise. Outsourcing wasseen as an alternative.
One consultant specifically stated age related reasons for his reluctance:

“Well you’ll get a slightly different view from me than most, A)because I am older and B), because the social media and the weband whatnot is something I don’t really get involved in. XXX, mysort of PA, who has gone off to have a baby was great with allthat sort of stuff. I don’t want to get too involved in the webbased stuff – because I am of that vintage.”
Those consultants who were not using new media either felt the tools were not appropriate or that their clients were reluctant:

“A lot of our clients are very reticent to use new media in anything but a cautious way because there is no capacity to controlit. So the major mining companies will have a website but theyare reluctant to adopt new media. Our earnest clients will nottouch that area at all.”
Along similar lines, one registered consultant explained: “We explored it a lot...wethought about it a lot...resourcing...risks… And for the kinds of clients we have we don'tthink that it is necessarily the right kind of medium.” And from yet another interviewee:“We don’t – we fall into the sort of category that are not experts in those techniques, because our clients have little or no need for it and we have discussed it with all of them.Some of them are very backward in terms of what they want to do.”

ASSOCIATED RISK
The concept of “risk” or lack of control was a theme that emerged strongly, beingmentioned by more than half of the consultants. As one active professional user of blogsand Twitter explained: “I think it’s just being really careful. You don’t have a hell of a lot ofcontrol over social media. I think you just need to analyse whether or not it suits the client.”Another consultant made a similar point, emphasising the steep learning curve associatedwith new media:

“It’s a different discipline, different rules apply and it is stillevolving. Protocols and governance around new media is awhole subject on its own – people are just coming to grips with itnow. So as a whole it is significant. It’s still evolving – protocolsand governance. It’s a whole other dimension to reputation management in an environment that is essentially chaotic and entirely free of any barriers to entry.”
Both authors were somewhat surprised to hear that clients were not generally perceived as pushing for new media integration in their public relations programs. Instead, itseemed that clients trusted their consultants to recommend appropriate tools and channels,thereby confirming that registered consultants appeared to have a solid reputation and
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strong relationships with their clients.
Training and resources were the final, major consideration that reportedly preventedconsultants from becoming involved with new media. Not only was there the perceivedneed for consultants to gain new skills, but participants furthermore recognised the ongoingtime and resource commitment that new media engagement would require. As one interviewee explained:

“[….] I also believe if you go into that new media space you havegot to be willing to commit to it long term and you need to resource it… the resourcing is a huge commitment for clients.”
This consultant later made the interesting observation that you can send out a mediarelease to a journalists and see if “it works”, but “…you can’t set up a blog or Twitter account and then ‘bail out’ or leave it sitting empty”.
The authors felt that this following quote summarises participants’ reluctance to invest in new media within a professional context:

“It’s quick, it’s immediate, it’s time consuming – it’s ferocious interms of time resource. It is difficult to monitor or control. It’sraising a whole new market place  the implications for our industry and for our line of work are very significant just becauseit needs to be part of the mix.”
These comments echo the conclusions by Kent (2008) that public relations professionals should not get “trampled by the blogging stampede” until scholars, researchers, and especially professionals actually understand them better. Although specifically focused onblogs, Kent’s comments could apply to the entire suite of new media tools, when he statesthat it will only be “useful to an organisation if it has someone to maintain it, someonetrained in effective dialogic communication, and someone who has the trust of individualsand publics” (p. 39).

REASONS TO ENGAGE IN SOCIAL MEDIA
STAYING AHEAD

The reasons for caution and research were detailed and underlined by all consultancies that participated in this study. However, two of the seven consultancies also talkedabout their efforts to “stay ahead”  or at least keep up  with trends:
“It’s part of the mix – it’s part of launches – or just day to daybusiness – we’ve got to think how do you make it a little bit different  we’re quite proactive in recommending it and just opening their eyes. I see it as our obligation – you go to the doctor,you want to come out with a cure. We constantly give ideas ofhow do we stay ahead of the game.”

This consultant had a dedicated online division and its principal felt that the onlinearea of the business would grow and could even take over the traditional area of communications. The consultant even mentioned exploring the creation of applications  “apps” for clients to be used on iPhones and iPads. Another consultant talked about simply havingto “keep up”, rather than stay ahead: “I think that as a PR firm we’re starting to really real
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ise how much it’s going to be of value to clients,” she explained.
EXTENSION OF THE TOOLKIT

A serious point made by at least two of the consultants – both with more than 20years’ experience in the consulting business – was the fact that new media tools are merelyan extension of their toolkit but did not replace strategy.: “I think that people feel that theyhave to have this stuff because it’s cool but fundamentally you have to ask: how does thisserve strategy and if it doesn’t what is the point of it?” They stressed that the arrival of newmedia had not changed the essential rules of communication:
“I can’t stress enough: It is a tool. It is not about strategy development. It is something that we use to promote strategy – it isthe strategy that achieves the business outcome – not whetherit’s Twitter or a Facebook or a magazine. It is one of the tools. Iam not overawed by new media. I understand enough to get onwith my job.”

NOT FOR THE OFFICE JUNIOR?
The apparent dichotomy of roles for public relations practitioners between managervs. technician found in the public relations literature (see Dozier, 1992) needs reappraisal,given the impact of new media. Indeed, the authors noticed contrasting viewpoints regarding the required seniority of internal new media experts. Most RCG representatives reported that they had dedicated inhouse experts, while some were more inclined to outsourceto specialist agencies. One consultant described the designated new media expert in the office as “my PA”. Two others reported nominating the most junior member of the team as“new media specialist”, based on the perceived expertise associated with Generation Y. Thiscomment was typical:

“In my office I do have a person who manages all technology. If Iwant to know something I just go to him and ask him “what’scooking”. I don’t really even talk about new media – the technology specific things I don’t talk about, so much, but I would I expect him to come into our meetings and be able to give advice.”
However, others felt the new media role should not be allocated to the least experienced member of the team:

“[There are]…all sorts of examples where it has gone horriblywrong. And I think this is something that corporates and othersin governments need to come to grips with. It's not a junior jobnecessarily. You can't just give it to the PA and say: go and playwith Twitter. It's a real and genuine communication tool and itneeds to be treated with the respect. And this is not to say thatPAs aren't worthy of respect. What I am saying is that it's a communications job. It's not a ‘by the way, in between taking theminutes, doing the filing and running the office, can you organise the Twitter?’ ”
THE STRATEGIC VALUE OF MONITORING

Monitoring both traditional sources and “new media” was seen as a vital role for
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some consultancies, in order to add benefit for their clients. As one participant explained:
“We monitor the electronic media – the web – for any number ofclients because if an issue is maturing it will mature there beforeanywhere else and even then you might not actually hear aboutit. So it’s a little bit like the old grapevine. So participate on theweb – or at least know what people are saying on it. If your client was developing assets up north you might want to be monitoring for growth impacts – greens and talk of heritage rock art so you could follow conversations.”

Another consultant described the importance of intelligence gathering for clients, andcited the military as doing it well:
“On a daily basis we are keeping track of clients and what ishappening in their world and what they need from us in order tocommunicate effectively. So we might look at new opportunitiesin order to connect them to their target markets…I guess that’smarket intelligence, who is doing what – if you don’t have yourfinger on the pulse of that who’s doing what…who are the mainmovers and shakers …Because I believe public relations is allabout connections.”

Twitter was not immediately mentioned by most consultants as a crucial area formonitoring, despite about half of the consultants reportedly using Twitter to distributemessages to journalists and other stakeholders. Three consultants, even one whose principalwork was reportedly in crisis communications, reportedly completely ignored microblogging sites as part of their environmental scanning efforts.
PHYSICIAN, HEAL THYSELF

While one of the RCG consultancies was recognised by their peers as “being an expert in the field”, others found that using new media to promote themselves (for exampleblogs, enewsletters or Twitter) was something they had not enough time for, particularly asthey felt that clients’ needs should come first. One consultancy had only relatively recentlylaunched their own company website and explained why:
“We never got round to it...in the meantime we are doing a lot ofwriting and developing websites for our clients...but it’s a littlebit of a 'doctor heal thyself" ...we've been very lucky not to haveto look for work, so we didn't need it from a marketing point ofview...but then it got embarrassing...even WE know we shouldupdate...What should you do  spend time on work for your client or spend time on updating your website?”

The same sentiment was expressed by another consultant:
“Generally we are so busy we just don’t have time to think aboutmarketing ourselves. It’s like electricians – in the home of anelectrician you will get electrocuted … and the same it is with uswe do our own PR appallingly, because we are so busy, so focused on everybody else.”
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CONCLUSION
Over half a decade ago, Galloway (2005) referred to corporate websites, chatrooms,email response facilities and electronic release distribution as “standard aspects” of publicrelations. However, five years later, Australian consultants appear to still have their doubtabout the appropriateness of various new media tools for their clients, and indeed for themselves. The ‘new’ in new media might imply something novel and exciting, but as we aremoving on from Web2.0 to Web3.0 (or the latest buzzword, the semantic web), it becomesobvious that new media is simply an additional tool in the PR toolbox or in the words ofone of our participants, “part of the buffet, part of the suite of tools”. Overall, with one exception, WA based registered consultants appeared to be rather cautious, watching from thesidelines. However, on reflection the authors are wondering if participants may have beenplaying down the thought, energy and resources that have already gone into the use of newmedia.
Risk was the strongest deterrent that emerged during this study, both for clients, whomay not be initiating the move into the new media environment, as well as for consultants,who felt their expertise was too limited. However, most RCG members expressed that itwas their responsibility as consultant to be able to provide advice on the appropriate use ofdifferent tools, which in turn means they are under pressure to accumulate the necessarynew media expertise. It is important to keep the restricted scope of the WA industry andconsequently consultancy market in mind, with mining companies being arguably more reluctant to experiment with social media channels, than their FMCG counterpart. However,the lack of recognition of new media as scanning tool in some cases left both researcherssurprised.
Arguably, the warning not to be to be too bedazzled by technology – “new voodootechnologies” as one consultant described them  is something all practitioners (and academics) should heed. This comment sums up the sentiment:

“To be frank with you – and I know I probably sound like a sillyold fart – but I have seen all of this stuff again and again so youcome to a point…It’s the most dramatic new tool, let’s face it, inthe last 50 years or so but it is a communication tool none theless. That’s all it is. And in order to function across that mediayou need to be a good technician. But it’s no replacement forstrategy – there is no such thing as a new media strategy. It’s acollection of tactics to support a strategy.”
Many of the consultants’ comments echo the reasons for lack of adoption found inthe de Bussy and Wolf’s (2009) study. However, all consultants in this study (with possiblyone exception) were doing more training and had given serious thought to the implicationsof new media on their businesses and their clients’ organisations. New media are certainlycreating new opportunities – and new challenges  for all concerned.
This study has contributed to the research field in a number of ways. It would appearto be the first indepth study into the adoption of new media in Australia. Until now, studies have largely focused on the US and many have been technical howtos rather than scholarly research (Kent, 2008). The study provides a rich and thick description of consultants’current concerns and struggles related to grappling with the new media revolution.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
Clearly this study has limitations, given that it is focused on registered consultanciesin Western Australia, a reasonably small sample of seven interviewees. However, qualitative researchers are interested in deep exploration in order to provide rich, holistic descriptions. Small samples are therefore more usual – investigated indepth and over time(Creswell, 2003; Daymon & Holloway, 2002). The personal interpretation brought to qualitative data cannot be escaped (Creswell, 2003). This risk of bias, whilst acknowledged, waslessened, with both researchers independently coding data for themes.
It is important to note that this study relied on responses from senior consultants/owners, with their own business interests at heart, who therefore might not have beenentirely honest and transparent about their concerns or plans.
The research team is planning to expand on current findings by interviewing nonRCG members, including the State’s biggest consultancy (which is registered in NSW, butnot in WA).
For future studies, it would be interesting to compare findings with other Australianstates, investigating potential differences, due to the West Australian focus on resources andinfrastructure clients and limited fastmovingconsumergoods accounts. A crossculturalstudy would also be of value, looking at registered consultants in other countries. We believe a comparison between West Australian and Singaporean practitioners’ attitudes towards  and adaptation of  new technologies would be particularly insightful, due to theirrelative geographic proximity.
The authors recommend repeating these interviews over time to document any shiftin attitude towards new media.
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